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ABSTRACT

The optimization, kinetic investigation, or scale-up of a reaction often requires significant time and materials. Silicon microreactor systems have been shown advantageous for studying chemical reactions due to their small volume, rapid mixing, tight temperature control, large range of operating conditions, and increased safety. The primary goal of this thesis is to expand the capabilities of automated microreactor systems to increase their scope and efficiency.

An automated optimization platform is built utilizing continuous inline IR analysis at the reactor exit, and a Paal-Knorr reaction is chosen as the first example chemistry. This reaction, where both the first and second reaction steps affect the overall rate, leads to a more complex conversion profile. A steepest descent algorithm is first used to optimize conversion and production rates. The steepest descent algorithm tends to move slowly up the production rate ridge, significantly reducing efficiency. This issue is overcome by using a Fletcher-Reeves conjugate gradient method, which finds the constrained optimum in much fewer experiments. The conjugate gradient algorithm is then further improved upon by incorporating a hybrid Armijo line search and bisection contraction method. However, the conversion is only about 40% at the maximum in production rate. A further optimization is performed using a quadratic loss function to penalize conversions of less than 85%. This optimization of production rate led to an optimum at higher residence time, where a conversion of 81% is achieved.

In the conventional view of reaction analysis, batch reactions are thought to be significantly more efficient in generating time-course reaction data than flow reactions, which are generally limited to steady-state studies. By taking advantage of the low dispersion in microreactors, successive fluid elements of the reactor may be treated as separate batch reactors. By continuously manipulating the reaction flow rate and tracking the total reaction time of each fluid element, time-course data analogous to that conventionally derived from batch reactors are generated and shown to be in agreement with steady-state results.

Palladium-catalyzed carbonylation and CN-coupling reactions are used extensively in laboratory synthesis and industrial processes. The primary reaction studied involves the coupling of bromobenzene and morpholene with the addition of one or two carbonyl groups. The dependence of reaction conversion and selectivity on temperature, CO pressure, and Pd concentration are investigated using GC and IR analysis. A temperature ramp method is employed to rapidly investigate temperature effects on reaction rate and selectivity. The
experiments reveal a change in the rate determining step at approximately 120 °C and corresponded well with GC data taken at several setpoints. In addition, the activation energy of the lower temperature regime as determined by this IR analysis is found to be very similar to that found by GC analysis, the experiments for which took significantly longer both to perform and analyze. Furthermore, the data collected from these experiments are used to fit a kinetic model.

Multicomponent reactions (MCRs) are important to drug discovery by affording complex products in only a single step. By linking two of these MCRs, a Petasis boronic acid-Mannich reaction and an Ugi reaction, six different components could be incorporated in a relatively short time. The kinetics of each reaction are investigated with online UPLC analysis, allowing for quantification of a number of reaction components, including monitoring the formation of side products that were unknown prior to experimentation.

A simple microcalorimeter is built using thermoelectric elements and a silicon microreactor to experimentally determine the heats of reaction during flow to allow for understanding the heat transfer needs for scale up. The result from the nitration of benzene, which has a heat of reaction of -117 kJ/mol, is -118.6 ± 2.4 kJ/mol. The experimentally determined values are close to the known values; however, there is significant noise in the output during the reaction due to the two-phase nature of the reaction. The Paal-Knorr reaction is further investigated to determine the limits of sensitivity of the microcalorimetry system. A continuous concentration ramp experiment is performed with online IR analysis, enabling the thermoelectric output to be adjusted for reaction rate to determine the sensitivity to the heat of reaction. Below approximately 2 M, the sensitivity decreases rapidly, largely due to noise in the temperature control and concentration. To attempt to correct for the former, a calorimetry system with larger thermal mass is constructed and shown to decrease the sensitivity limit to 1 M, corresponding to a heat flow of approximately 0.05 W.
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1 MOTIVATION, BACKGROUND, AND GOALS

1.1 MOTIVATION

1.1.1 WHY MICROREACTORS?

Microreactors offer a variety of advantages over more traditional macro-scale systems. In microsystems, channel widths are typically on the order of hundreds of micrometers. At such length scales, flow is nearly always laminar requiring mixing to occur by diffusion, as convective mixing is significantly reduced as compared to turbulent flow. However, the reduced dimensions also allow diffusion to rapidly transform large concentration gradients into a homogeneous system. This rapid mixing can greatly increase reaction rates where under more standard conditions the rate is limited by diffusion rather than kinetics. Indeed, numerous examples can be found where reactions that require 24 hours in batch can be performed in microsystems in 20 minutes.

Channel size also plays an important role in temperature control. In a microreactor, the large wall surface-area-to-volume ratio allows for improved heat transfer. This effect is enhanced not only by size but also by composition. In particular, silicon microreactors have high thermal conductivity (Si: 157 W/(m·K); stainless steel: 16 W/(m·K); glass: 1.1 W/(m·K)), allowing for more accurate and rapid temperature control as well as reduced internal temperature gradients making isothermal operation possible in contrast to larger systems, which often cannot efficiently remove heat, leading to internal hot spots. Further, during the production of silicon microreactors, a thin silicon dioxide layer can be grown on the surface to provide a surface that is chemically inert under most conditions. The silicon itself is also transparent to most infrared radiation, a property that is retained with thin SiO₂ layers.

Additionally, mixing can be further enhanced by addition of a second, immiscible phase due to Taylor recirculation, as is shown in Figure 1.1.8 Furthermore, as illustrated in Figure 1.2, the segmented flow prevents axial dispersion, which can have significant effects at short residence times. In the ideal case of complete separation of the liquid segments, they can be interpreted as individual well-mixed batch reactors.
Silicon microreactors have been shown to be highly versatile. A number of flow systems have been used, such as gas-liquid, liquid-liquid, and gas-liquid-solid reactions, which are often used in conjunction with other unit operations, such as separators and extractors. Furthermore, silicon microreactors have been shown to be able to operate at high temperatures and pressures. In addition, the small volumes of microreactors allow dangerous chemistries to be conducted more safely. For example, fluorination and chlorination of aromatics, nitration to form highly energetic compounds, and reactions carried out in the explosive regime can all be safely conducted in microreactors.

1.1.2 ADVANTAGES OF CONTINUOUS CHEMISTRY

Throughout the chemical industry, the emphasis on continuous processes continues to grow due to increased process safety, reduced costs, and higher product quality as well as reduced environmental impact. Significant interest in changing from the batch to the continuous paradigm currently exists in the area of pharmaceuticals, which in part due to a stricter level of regulatory requirements has lagged behind much of the industry. However, the FDA has recently created an initiative promoting the use of inline process analytical technology.
"facilitating continuous processing to improve efficiency and manage variability" and to increase "process understanding" and automation to aid in drug screening and scale-up.\textsuperscript{17}

As each stage of clinical trials and the final market production requires larger quantities of drug to be made, the ability to scale-up efficiently becomes important to whether a product can move forward. Batch processes are not easily scaled up; for example, a stirred reactor can be scaled up based upon constant impeller power input per unit volume, impeller rotation frequency, or impeller tip speed, all of which generally lead to significantly different power requirements and mixing conditions. Moreover, as there is a finite time before patents expire, the speed at which scale-up steps can be carried out translates directly into additional time on the market before generics significantly reduce market share.\textsuperscript{18}

The use of microreactors further increases product quality because they lack the thermal and concentration gradients found in larger-scale systems, allowing more exact control of process conditions for optimal yield. Additionally, due to the increasing cost and decreasing efficiency in research into new pharmaceutical products, ways to reduce the cost of drug development and manufacture are becoming increasingly important. Microreactors may be key to solving these issues because they are not scaled up in the traditional way, but instead are scaled out by increasing the number of identical microreactors and eliminating the need to develop process conditions at another scale.\textsuperscript{18}

However, microreactor scale out will not ultimately prove to be the best solution in every case. As the fluid volumetric flow rates required rise, so too do the number of microreactors, eventually reaching levels where it would be more economically feasible to use a more traditional continuous system. In such cases, efficient scale up again becomes important. Knowing the kinetics and thermodynamics of the reaction would allow simulations to be performed to determine the optimal operating conditions under the effects of increased mass transfer limitations.\textsuperscript{6}

Further cost savings can be realized by increasing automation in the processes of drug development using microreactors. Automating the optimization of syntheses, especially those that are multi-step or those containing several unit operations, would significantly reduce the
labor, time, and materials required. Additionally, automation can be applied to the kinetic studies as well as screening experiments to reap greater savings.

1.2 BACKGROUND

1.2.1 UNIT OPERATIONS IN MICROSYSTEMS

Microreactors must often be combined with separation for multi-step synthesis (Figure 1.3). Separations devices have been designed to separate two fluid phases in slug flow for both gas-liquid and liquid-liquid systems. This is accomplished by taking advantage of the surface tension that becomes significant at the microscale (i.e., the Bond number and capillary number are $<< 1$), surpassing gravitational and viscous effects that typically dominate at the macroscale. One such separator uses 20 μm wide capillaries etched into the side of a channel on the silicon chip to selectively remove liquid from gas-liquid flow due to the selective wetting of the capillaries by the liquid phase when the pressure difference across the capillary opening is smaller than the capillary pressure. For liquid-liquid systems, interfacial forces are typically lower, requiring smaller channels for higher capillary forces. Such separations have been achieved with a thin porous fluoropolymer membrane with pore diameters of approximately 0.1 to 1 μm, which selectively wets non-aqueous solvents when the pressure difference does not surpass the capillary pressure. Examples of both types of separators are shown below in Figure 1.4.

![Diagram of Microreactor and Microseparator](image)

**Figure 1.3.** Synthesis of carbamate involving multiple micro unit operations.21
Additional types of operations that make use of these separation devices are extraction and distillation. Slug flow has been used to perform extractions, which has a variety of possible uses, such as removing the reaction product from a reaction stream so that unused reactants and catalyst can be recycled. Distillation is another separation technique frequently used at the macroscale. This process requires boiling a liquid phase, which can be difficult in a microreactor due to a lack of nucleation sites leading to superheating rather than boiling. This challenge has recently been overcome by using an inert gas in slug flow with the liquid mixture to be separated.

1.2.2 OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES

A great diversity exists in the field of optimization. A number of optimization techniques have been based upon an algorithm that begins at a specified initial condition and then steps generally along a trajectory designed to climb toward a single optimum. Other techniques are based around global search algorithms, either dividing the parameter space into a number of branches and then further subdivides them as the optimization progresses or using concepts found in nature to incorporate elements of structured randomness.

1.2.2.1 Local Optimizations

The stepping trajectory based algorithms, such as simplex and steepest descent methods, are designed as more directed searches than the other types of methods. The simplex method in \( n \) dimensions is based around an \( n + 1 \) vertex hyper-triangle where experiments are performed at each vertex and then the value of an objective function at each point is calculated. Whichever
vertex has the worst value of the function is discarded and that point is reflected through the
hyper-triangle as the next set of conditions to be tested. This process is repeated as the algorithm
moves uphill in the objective function. Once the simplex reaches a point where reflection of each
vertex results in a poorer resulting function value, the algorithm then contracts either by moving
inward from one vertex or by keeping only the best point and then moving all other vertices
inward.26, 27

Gradient-based methods, such as the steepest descent method, begin from an initial guess
and move a distance along the gradient of the objective function to the next set of conditions.
Unlike the simplex method where the step size is initially set and remains unchanged until the
area of the optimum is reached, the steepest descent method may vary the step size for each
step.28 However, the steepest descent method often results in inefficient zig-zag trajectories in
narrow valleys or hills, requiring more advanced methods like conjugate gradient to determine
search directions.27

1.2.2.2 Global Optimizations

The SNOBFIT (Stable Noisy Optimization by Branch and Fit) algorithm by Huyer and
Neumaier is one example of an algorithm that attempts to find the global maximum by
partitioning the parameter space into several local searches. The algorithm first attempts to
increase the chance of finding a global optimum by creating a space-filling set of initial points
where the objective function will be evaluated. The algorithm then creates local quadratic models
around each point using a set of the points nearest neighbors. The minimum of each model is
calculated, and if the objective function has not already been evaluated at these points, a set
number of the best points are added to the next list of points to be calculated. If the number of
points to be evaluated in the next step is lower than a set number of points, additional random
data points in unexplored areas are added. The major advantage of this algorithm is that, unlike
the algorithms in the previous section, SNOBFIT is not a greedy algorithm. Thus, it will not
become trapped in a local optimum that is not the global optimum. However, while this
algorithm is able to span the entire parameter space and find a global optimum, such
convergence is only guaranteed as the number function evaluations becomes large.29

One example of nature-mimicking optimizations is the mimetic algorithm, which
incorporates aspects of more traditional trajectory based hill-climbing with a genetic algorithm.
The genetic algorithm creates an initial random population of conditions and codes each into an array, which serves as a chromosome analog. Once the value of the objective function is evaluated at each condition, each is given a fitness score. Higher scores increase the likelihood that the corresponding chromosome will be included in a list from which the next generation will be created, which is done by mimicking the crossing-over and mutation steps of meiosis. A variety of modifications can be made to this algorithm, such as using more than two parents per offspring and including a so-called incest prevention algorithm, which checks the Hamming distance to make sure that two parents that are much more closely related than the rest of the population cannot breed to prevent premature convergence. Once the genetic algorithm has narrowed in on the area containing the optimum, another optimization technique, such as steepest descent, is used to fine-tune the optimum.\textsuperscript{30}

A more probabilistic algorithm is simulated annealing, which is designed around principles of statistical mechanics and mimics the movement of atoms at a certain temperature. After a random starting position, each subsequent step is generated by a random displacement. The objective function is modeled as an energy surface. If the resulting objective function is more favorable, the step is accepted; however, if the objective function is less favorable, the step may still be accepted with a probability proportional to the negative exponent of the function change over an effective temperature. Initially, the temperature is set high enough that the optimization is able to move between local optima, but as the optimization proceeds, this temperature is lowered, which causes the optimization to become trapped in one optimum.\textsuperscript{31} Similar to this cooling down process, the mutation rate of the genetic algorithm can be set initially high and made to decrease with each generation.\textsuperscript{32} The major downside of both of these algorithms is that they generally require a large number of evaluations of the objective function, making them untenable for experimental optimization if the experiments cannot be done on the order of seconds.

\textbf{1.2.3 Previous Work in Automated Optimization}

Previously work on automated optimization in the Jensen group was performed by Jonathan McMullen. Several automated microreactor systems were developed to integrate online reaction analysis with feedback control for: 1) rapid reaction screening to develop libraries,\textsuperscript{33} 2) single-trajectory local optimization by simplex and steepest descent methods and global
optimization by the SNOBFIT method,\textsuperscript{34} 3) kinetic model discrimination and parameter fitting,\textsuperscript{35} 4) rapid reaction modeling and scale-up,\textsuperscript{36} and 5) automated system flushing and acoustic irradiation for dealing with reactor clogging due to solids buildup.\textsuperscript{37}

1.3 THESIS GOALS

The primary aim of this thesis is to expand the capabilities of automated microreactor systems to increase their scope and efficiency. This was demonstrated by changing control and measurement techniques around the same basic system to achieve new reaction understanding. This aim is then further divided as follows:

1. To incorporate additional and more sophisticated online measurement techniques to broaden the range of applicable chemistries and enable continuous process monitoring.

2. To expand upon existing automated optimization algorithms to allow for application to more complex flow systems.

3. To investigate the kinetics of reaction processes involving multiple steps.

1.4 THESIS OUTLINE

An automated multi-trajectory optimization platform with continuous online infrared (IR) monitoring is presented in Chapter 2. The production rate of a Paal-Knorr reaction is maximized within a constrained temperature and residence time design space. The automated platform utilizes a microreactor system to carry out optimizations with low material requirements and implements a micro IR flow cell for continuous online monitoring of reaction conversion. The approach to steady state at each set of reaction conditions is assessed continuously before the objective function is evaluated and reactor conditions move to the next setpoint. Several optimization algorithms are tested for their performance on a complex objective terrain (Figure 1.5). Each function comes to agreement on the optimal conditions but requires a significantly different number of experiments to reach the final conditions. Additionally, multiple objective functions are compared to analyze the tradeoff between production rate and conversion.
In the conventional view of reaction analysis, batch reactions are thought to be significantly more efficient in generating time-course reaction data than flow reactions, which are generally limited to steady-state studies. By taking advantage of silicon microreactors under conditions of low dispersion with inline IR analysis, successive fluid elements of the reactor may be treated as separate batch reactors. In Chapter 3, by continuously manipulating the flow rate and temperature of a Paal-Knorr reaction while tracking the total reaction time of each fluid element, reaction conversion was shown to correspond accurately to steady-state results (Figure 1.6). This approach required significantly less time and materials, allowing for the rapid generation of a kinetic model.

Figure 1.5. Chapter 2 summary figure demonstrating IR-based feedback control and the results of one such optimization.

Figure 1.6. Chapter 3 summary figure demonstrating the product profile from a continuous residence time ramp and the relationship between a low-dispersion flow reactor and a well-mixed batch reactor. Color represents extent of conversion from low (green) to high (red).
In Chapter 4, temperature, pressure, gas stoichiometry, and residence time were varied to control the yield and product distribution of the palladium-catalyzed aminocarbonylation of aromatic iodides, bromides, and chlorides in both a silicon microreactor and a packed-bed tubular reactor, although the choice of reactor was observed to have a significant influence on the reaction. Automation of the system setpoints and product sampling enabled facile and repeatable reaction analysis with minimal operator supervision. It was observed that the reaction was divided into two temperature regimes. This effect was kinetically investigated through focus on the aminocarbonylation of aryl bromide. To this end, an automated system was used to screen steady-state conditions for offline analysis by gas chromatography to fit a reaction rate model. Additionally, a transient temperature ramp method utilizing online infrared analysis was used, leading to more rapid determination of the reaction activation energy of the lower temperature regimes (Figure 1.7). The entire reaction spanning both regimes was modeled in good agreement with the experimental data.

**Figure 1.7.** Chapter 4 summary figure showing conversion, selectivity, and kinetics results from a continuous temperature ramp experiment.

Chapter 5 presents an experimental study on a Petasis-Ugi tandem reaction conducted in a continuous flow microreactor system. Although the two individual reactions were discovered decades ago, their exact mechanisms are still in dispute. A reason for this lack of knowledge is that both reactions are multicomponent reactions, involving three reagents in the case of the Petasis reaction and four in the Ugi reaction. Multicomponent reactions typically proceed by following a specific pathway of bimolecular reactions and intramolecular rearrangements resulting in a variety of unstable intermediates that cannot be isolated. One goal of this study was
to validate proposed mechanisms of the individual reactions by a kinetic interpretation of experimental data.

Besides the study of individual Petasis and Ugi reactions, the conducted experiments implemented and examined a Petasi-Ugi tandem reaction. By employing the product of a suitable Petasis reaction as reagent in a successive Ugi reaction without any intermediate purification, it was effectively possible to accomplish a six-component reaction. Such a chemical reaction assembling six different compounds in a uniquely ordered manner to one specific molecule is a valuable tool for applications like screening for biological activity.

In the course of the presented study, the examined chemical reactions were transferred from conduction in traditional batch reactors to an automated continuous flow microreactor setup, where kinetic analyses were performed (Figure 1.8). The employed microreactors enabled measurements at stationary and precisely controlled conditions, while the small consumption of chemicals led to increased safety, reduced costs, and a lower environmental impact compared to the conduction of similar experiments in batch reactors.

Figure 1.8. Chapter 5 summary figure showing Petasis and Ugi reactions in series with the resulting Arrhenius plot from online UPLC analysis.

Silicon microreactors have proven well suited to highly exothermic reactions due to their high thermal conductivity. Chapter 6 presents a simple flow microcalorimeter using thermoelectric elements and a silicon microreactor to measure heats of reaction that would be necessary to determine the heat transfer needs for scale up. The two-phase nitration of benzene
was initially studied, and the measured heat of reaction of \(-118.6 \pm 2.4\) kJ/mol agreed with the literature value of \(-117\) kJ/mol. A single-phase Paal-Knorr reaction was then studied with inline IR analysis. The lower limit of heat flux at which the microcalorimeter was sensitive was determined via a continuous concentration ramp experiment. A second-generation calorimeter was then built, which significantly improved the stability and sensitivity (Figure 1.9).

**Figure 1.9.** Chapter 6 summary figure showing the thermoelectric elements sandwiched around the microreactor and the sensitivity difference between the first- (red) and second-generation (dark blue) calorimeters.

Chapter 7 summarizes the impact of this thesis and describes possible future research areas and applications.
2 AUTOMATED MULTI-TRAJECTORY METHOD FOR REACTION OPTIMIZATION IN A MICROFLUIDIC SYSTEM USING ONLINE IR ANALYSIS

2.1 INTRODUCTION

The optimization of a reaction process is often expensive, requiring significant investments in time and material. Microreactor systems carry out these optimizations at reduced costs, due to low material requirements and waste generation. Additionally, the reduced channel widths allow for reactions that would be mass transfer limited at larger scales to be kinetically controlled, and this enhanced reaction rate often produces significantly higher reaction yields. The use of silicon devices also enhances heat transfer, allowing for tight control of reaction temperature and reducing internal temperature gradients that occur in energetic reactions at larger scales. Furthermore, these devices can be operated at high temperature and pressure, allowing access to reaction conditions not achievable in batch. These advantages enable a more intrinsic understanding of the reaction under investigation and have found application in a number of industries. Moreover, the known fluid-flow characteristics combined with controlled mass and heat transfer effects enable scaling of the optimum conditions to larger production systems. Lastly, as these flow experiments are performed sequentially, they can progress towards the optimal conditions using information from previous experiments, so that fewer unnecessary and unproductive experiments are performed that do not show improvement over the current conditions.

In an effort to utilize the advantages of the micro-scale, our group has recently described a microreactor system to perform single-trajectory automated optimization of reactions in a multi-variable design space. This optimization platform assessed each reaction once by analyzing a reaction sample by HPLC after a fixed number of residence times. In the trajectory method used, the algorithm was designed to move from an initial condition along a single path toward the optimum. Intelligently updating reaction conditions based on inline analytical techniques has been shown to significantly improve optimization performance. However, in more complex reaction schemes, the terrain of the objective function will not point so directly to
the optimal conditions. Herein is described an expanded multi-trajectory optimization system, allowing for the optimization of such a complex reaction system. This analysis takes into account the changing behavior of the objective function by re-analyzing the objective terrain and changing the search direction during the optimization.

This work focuses on the overall approach used to conduct reaction optimizations, regardless of the reaction or the actual objective function. Thus, it would be possible to interchange objectives or even reactions using the same methodology. A well-known method that is often used to accomplish this is design of experiments (DoE); however, this approach assumes that the objective function can be well modeled over its entirety by a low-order function. Here, no such assumption is necessary, and this approach is intended to be extendable to more complex systems where design of experiments would fail to adequately capture the nature of the objective function.

Most previous studies have monitored performance only intermittently and at a single wavelength. In this example, the reaction progression was analyzed quantitatively via online ATR-FTIR using Mettler Toledo's ReactIR micro flow cell, which has a 51-uL flow cell equipped with a multi-pass diamond window to allow for continuous monitoring of the mid-IR range. This analytical technique has previously been used in characterizing system dispersion and chromatographic effects, reaction screening, and monitoring reactor failures, though none of the data was used to quantitatively assess reaction progress, much less investigate reaction kinetics. Additionally, use of online IR measurements in process optimization has typically been done by testing a few settings of process variables, changing one at a time, and observing the relative size of the desired peak, without quantitative analysis or investigation of parameter interactions.

The IR micro flow cell enables monitoring of the reaction's approach to steady state, ensuring that steady-state data is used for analysis. Thus, the next set of reaction conditions can begin as soon as the previous steady state had been reached and assessed, rather than waiting a fixed number of residence times and assuming that steady state has occurred, as has been done previously. Moreover, this analysis can be performed directly inline at reaction concentrations by using the entire reactor effluent, rather than requiring significant dilution of only a small reaction sample, as with HPLC sampling, enabling better characterization of system fluctuations.
and non-destructive analysis between unit operations. It would also be possible to monitor the reaction with online IR in the presence of unknown reaction species (intermediates or byproducts); however, as with any measurement technique, each reaction species would have to be isolated and calibrated to be certain of quantitative analysis. In addition, the impact of unknown species is dependent on the spectrum analysis technique used. For calibration to a peak height, other species are less likely to have adverse effect unless they contain an overlapping peak. Conversely, if a chemometric principle component analysis is used, any significant uncalibrated impurity can result in altering the spectrum decomposition, preventing quantification. For these reactions, inline analysis would have to be done with other methods such as HPLC, as has been demonstrated previously.  

A Paal-Knorr reaction of 2,5-hexanedione (1) and ethanolamine (2) in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) (Scheme 2.1), where both the first and second reaction steps affect the overall rate, leads to a more complex conversion profile, although the exact structure of the reaction intermediate is still under some debate.  At short reaction times the initial second-order step significantly affects the overall rate of product formation, which leads to a tapered plateau in the reaction production rate. The Paal-Knorr reaction is widely used to form pyrrole rings in synthetic and biological molecules. Beyond the mechanism (Scheme 2.2), the Paal-Knorr reaction has been studied to create libraries and was recently the subject of an optimization and scale-up study. However, more standard one-at-a-time and DoE methods were used to optimize conversion, which were then analyzed via offline GC analysis after quench and dilution.

While it is possible to determine conversion based on the advanced chemometric analysis of the IR spectrum, reaction conversion of the Paal-Knorr reaction could be monitored simply by calibration to a single peak height normalized to a single point baseline. Figure 2.1 shows the IR spectrum of the main reaction species, enumerating the main peaks that could be easily followed to assess reaction conversion by monitoring hexanedione consumption and product formation.
Other works have investigated the use of various online analysis techniques to continuously analyze the components of flow systems. For example, Mechtilde, Eduard, and Andreas have shown that they can use an external Raman probe to scan different residence times down the reactor length. While feedback and optimization are mentioned as possible applications of this technique, no details or results from such are given. The Kazarian group has demonstrated the ability to generate 8 fps IR movies of the entire flow path, which has the potential to be a powerful tool. However, at present this approach still has significant challenges that must be overcome. The small size of the array, approximately a few millimeters on a side, limits the residence times that can be monitored. Also, the use of paraffin walls limits applicable
chemistries and temperature range. Furthermore, having the IR detector as the reactor base prevents the decoupling of reactor and measuring temperatures, requiring that calibrations be a function of not only concentration but also temperature.\textsuperscript{64}

Herein is presented a microreaction platform, which is used to compare the performance of several automated optimization algorithms to optimize multiple objective functions related to the Paal-Knorr reaction. This setup and these methods aim to target issues of high cost and difficulty typically involved in finding optimal conditions in a complex reaction system.

\section*{2.2 EXPERIMENTAL SECTION}

The microfluidic system used is shown schematically in Figure 2.2, including a schematic of the silicon microreactor. Flow was achieved with two Harvard syringe pumps (PHD 2000), which were controlled via daisy-chained RS-232 communications to a Dell (Optiplex 960) computer. These syringe pumps were connected to a silicon microreactor with a 232-\(\mu\)L reaction zone and a cooled inlet/outlet zone, which allows the reactant streams to fully mix before reaction occurs and thermally quenches the reaction.\textsuperscript{65,66} In addition, due to the high heat transfer coefficient of silicon, the temperature of the reaction zone could be quickly changed between setpoints and the fluid stream rapidly reached the desired temperature in both reaction and quench zones.

The temperature of the reaction zone was controlled with an Omega (CN9311) controller and an Omega (CSS-01235/120V) heating cartridge. This controller was connected through an RS-232 cable to the computer to allow programming the temperature setpoint and reading the measured reactor temperature. The microreactor inlet and outlet region was maintained at room temperature with a recirculating water bath. A Mettler Toledo ReactIR iC 10 outfitted with a DiComp ATR 51-\(\mu\)L flow cell was used for continuous inline monitoring, averaging 167 spectra scans once per minute and saving to an Excel file. The flow cell head was maintained at 35 °C so that spectra were always collected at the same temperature, removing the requirement to account for temperature effects in the IR spectrum. Labview software (version 8.5.1) on the computer communicated with the syringe pumps and temperature controller and read the IR Excel export files to determine reaction conversion based on calibrations to peak heights. Matlab scripts (version 2010b) within Labview ran the optimization algorithms to determine reaction setpoints.
Figure 2.2. Automation system schematic. Solid lines represent fluid flow and dashed lines represent data flow.

2.3 METHOD

Two optimization algorithms, steepest descent and conjugate gradient,$^{27,67,68}$ were used to vary reaction temperature, $T$, and residence time, $\tau$, to maximize the objective function, $J$,

$$\max J = \left( \frac{\text{conversion}}{\text{residence time}} \right) = \left( \frac{X}{\tau} \right) \propto \text{Production Rate}$$

(2.1)

which is proportional to the reaction production rate. The search algorithms were carried out by performing a full-factorial DoE around a starting point, then moving along a trajectory in order to maximize the objective function. The process was then repeated, setting the conditions that maximized the objective function as the new starting point. For the steepest descent algorithm, at each new DoE a new search direction is calculated based solely upon that DoE, which allows the search direction to rapidly change between trajectories. However, for conjugate gradient, the new search direction is a weighted sum of the previous search direction and what would be the new steepest descent search direction. This prevents large shifts in the search direction, which makes the conjugate gradient less likely to become trapped by more difficult terrain.$^{27}$
The optimization was performed by first inputting initial conditions, trajectory and DoE step sizes, and constraints on allowable trajectory conditions. The Matlab optimization algorithm was then started. At each setpoint, reactor temperature was deemed to be equilibrated once within 1 °C of setpoint, although the temperature controller generally maintained within 0.2 °C of setpoint. After equilibration, a minimum flush volume was completed to ensure that the previous steady-state reactor effluent had exited the IR flow cell. The IR data was then continuously monitored until the reaction reached steady state, at which point the objective function was calculated. The algorithm performed an initial DoE around the specified starting location and fit a linear response surface to the objective function. From this surface, the gradient was found and the \( i \)th search direction, \( S_i \), was calculated by either the steepest descent (Eq. 2.2a-b) or the Fletcher-Reeves conjugate gradient method (Eq. 2.3a-c).\(^{27}\) The reaction conditions then stepped along this trajectory until the algorithm either terminated or contracted.

\[
S_i = \nabla J(x_i) \quad \text{(2.2a)}
\]

\[
S_{k+1} = \nabla J(x_{k+1}), k \geq 1 \quad \text{(2.2b)}
\]

\[
S_i = \nabla J(x_i) \quad \text{(2.3a)}
\]

\[
S_{k+1} = \nabla J(x_{k+1}) + \beta_k S_k, k \geq 1 \quad \text{(2.3b)}
\]

\[
\beta_k = \frac{\|\nabla J(x_{k+1})\|^2}{\|\nabla J(x_k)\|^2}, k \geq 1 \quad \text{(2.3c)}
\]

Termination was triggered if one of the following occurred: (a) by reaching an experimental condition at which all constraints were active, i.e. at a corner of the constrained design space, (b) reaching the maximum number of experiments, (c) reaching a constraint that would cause stepping along the constraint boundary to reduce step size below a set minimum, or (d) when the last objective function calculated was less than or equal to 95% of the maximum objective function value found along the trajectory. This last condition was set at 95% rather than 100% to prevent small decreases in the objective function due to experimental error within relatively flat regions from causing termination.
Contraction was triggered if the objective function decreased with the first step beyond the DoE, indicating that the optimum was very near to the initial condition. Once the trajectory optimum was found, this procedure was then repeated beginning at the trajectory optimum unless contraction occurred and the maximum objective function value found was along the trajectory rather than at a DoE corner within the design space.

The step sizes for the DoE were set to $\pm 2 \, ^\circ \text{C}$ and $\pm 1 \, \text{min}$ and the trajectory step size was initially set to 3 units (normalized $^\circ \text{C}$ and min). These sizes allowed for capturing local variations, which became especially important in the neighborhood of the objective plateau, while allowing for enough change in experimental conditions to have only a small effect due to experimental variances. However, if the trajectory optimum is far from the initial conditions, having a fixed step size on the trajectories can lead to performing experiments at a large number of setpoints. Thus, an Armijo-type line search was implemented in another optimization run, replacing the previous contraction algorithm. The Armijo algorithm determines the step size, $\Delta x$, along the search trajectory by the formula:

$$\Delta x = (-1)^n \Delta x_{\text{max}} \alpha^n$$

(2.4)

Here $\Delta x_{\text{max}}$ is the maximum desired step size, set here to 16 units, and $\alpha$ is a number between 0 and 1, set here to 0.5. While moving along the trajectory, $n$ and $\beta$ are 0 until a step is not accepted, by triggering a termination criterion. Then Armijo contraction is performed around the current trajectory maximum by setting $\beta$ to 0 or 1, based upon which interval around the maximum should contain the optimum by the bisection or quadratic interpolation methods, and incrementing the value of $n$ by 1 until the step is accepted or the minimum step size is reached, completing termination.

2.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A Paal-Knorr reaction (Scheme 2.1) was used to show the performance of this multi-trajectory automated optimization platform within the constraints $30 \, ^\circ \text{C} \leq T \leq 130 \, ^\circ \text{C}$ and $2 \, \text{min} \leq \tau \leq 30 \, \text{min}$ on the trajectory points and DoE center points. This maximum temperature was set for the reaction due to the use of a polycarbonate reactor cover. As polycarbonate has a glass transition temperature of $150 \, ^\circ \text{C}$, a maximum temperature limit was set slightly lower. Along the
same lines, a minimum residence time of 2 minutes was set because a faster pumping rate would cause the system pressure drop to exceed the capabilities of the Harvard syringe pumps. As the overall goal was not simply to show what conditions led to maximizing the objective function, but a total methodology for performing the optimization, constraint handling was deemed relevant, since no real parameter space is without limit. However, as it was possible to replace the polycarbonate cap with pyrex, a further optimization was run to investigate higher temperatures where decomposition and vaporization became issues.

Results for the optimization of the objective function (Eq. 2.1) with constant step-size trajectories for the steepest descent and conjugate gradient methods can be seen in Figure 2.3 (a) and (b), respectively. Additionally, results from the combination of the conjugate gradient and the Armijo algorithms can be seen in Figure 2.3 (c). In each figure, values of the objective function are given by the color bar at right, control variable boundaries are denoted by dashed red lines, initial conditions are boxed in black at the bottom left, optimal conditions are boxed in red at the top left, and the initial DoE of each trajectory is numbered. Full tables of conditions, conversion, and objective function values are given in Appendix A, in additional to the model used to provide the plot contours. The initial conditions of 40 °C and 10 minutes residence time can be seen in the box at the lower left in the figures. Both search-direction algorithms initially moved rapidly toward increasing residence time at low temperature. The steepest descent method begins to zig-zag (Figure 2.3 (a)), moving slowly upwards in temperature with large changes in residence time in a low-efficiency manner that is typical of this algorithm type when moving along ridges.\(^{27}\) This behavior becomes worse in trajectories 4 through 9 as the sides of the ridge in the objective function become steeper, forcing the trajectories to take only a few steps before moving off the plateau and terminating. Only by happening to have a point near the very center of the plateau at a particular temperature would the trajectory point enough toward increasing temperature to end this pattern. Trajectory 5 nearly accomplished this, but the large number of points beyond the optimum indicates that the objective decreased slightly beyond it, but stayed within 95% for several points before terminating. Had this trajectory been slightly more in the positive temperature direction, as in trajectory 10, it would have significantly decreased the total number of experiments.
Figure 2.3. Maximization of the production rate of the Paal-Knorr reaction with different optimization strategies. Values of the objective function are given by the color bar at right. Control variable boundaries are denoted by dashed red lines. The initial conditions are boxed in black at the bottom left, and the optimum is boxed in red at the top left. The initial DoE of each trajectory is numbered.

(a) Steepest descent method.
(b) Conjugate gradient method.
(c) Armijo conjugate gradient method.
The conjugate gradient algorithm approaches the optimum much more efficiently because the algorithm cannot double back upon itself the way that steepest descent can. In Figure 2.3 (b), trajectory 2 appears to double back, but compared to Figure 2.3 (a), this behavior is much less pronounced. Trajectory 3 is then very short for the same reason, where the gradient of the DoE points largely towards increasing residence time but the algorithm prevents such a large change in the search direction. Trajectory 4 then continues to adjust the search direction, resulting in a search that bypasses the troubles of steepest descent.

The comparison of Figure 2.3 (b) and (c) reveals that further efficiency gains are realized by the implementation of the Armijo line search, which significantly reduces the number of setpoints necessary along the trajectories. Additionally, the ability of the Armijo algorithm to find a better trajectory optimum ensures that the search directions of the conjugate gradient more correctly points toward the design space optimum, resulting in fewer trajectories.

Ultimately, all three algorithms contracted along the upper temperature boundary and reached approximately the same optimum: $T = 130 \, ^\circ\text{C}$ and $\tau = 4.49 \, \text{min}$ for steepest descent, $T = 130 \, ^\circ\text{C}$ and $\tau = 4.36 \, \text{min}$ for standard conjugate gradient, and $T = 130 \, ^\circ\text{C}$ and $\tau = 4.36 \, \text{min}$ for Armijo conjugate gradient. However, the Armijo conjugate gradient method converged at a significantly faster rate, requiring only 38 experimental setpoints (i.e., individual experiments) in 4 trajectories, while the standard conjugate gradient required 75 setpoints in 6 trajectories, still significantly outpacing the steepest descent, which required 126 setpoints in 12 trajectories.

The performances of the algorithms are summarized in Table 2.1 and Figure 2.4. The points toward the end of the plots are the final optimization along the upper temperature constraint. Because the constraints were on the DoE center and trajectory points but not on the DoE factorial points, some of the points in the last 2 DoE runs for each method were beyond the allowed space. Thus, these points run at higher temperatures show higher conversion and thus higher objective function values than the optimum, but were not valid optimal points.
Figure 2.4. Objective function value at each setpoint for steepest descent (◇), conjugate gradient (∗), and Armijo conjugate gradient (△). The optimum for each algorithm is boxed.

The above optimizations of production rate resulted, however, in conversions of only approximately 40%. To attempt to find an optimum at a more desirable conversion, another optimization was performed using a new objective function (Eq. 2.5) with a quadratic loss function, a standard method to impose soft inequality constraints, to penalize conversions of less than 85%.

\[
\max J_{\text{penalty}} = \frac{X}{\tau} \left( \max \left(0, 0.85 - X^2\right) \right) + 0.85^2
\]  

(2.5)
Table 2.1. Summary of optimization algorithm performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Number of Trajectories</th>
<th>Number of Setpoints</th>
<th>Total Volume (mL)</th>
<th>Optimum</th>
<th>Optimum</th>
<th>Optimum</th>
<th>Optimum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>T (°C)</td>
<td>τ (min)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X/τ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steepest Descent</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>44.6</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>4.49</td>
<td>0.420</td>
<td>0.094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conjugate Gradient</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>25.2</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>4.36</td>
<td>0.385</td>
<td>0.088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armijo</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>4.36</td>
<td>0.387</td>
<td>0.089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conjugate Gradient</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalized Armijo</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>12.36</td>
<td>0.807</td>
<td>0.065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conjugate Gradient</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimization Above</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>0.764</td>
<td>0.127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130 °C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This optimization, shown in Figure 2.5 was performed using the Armijo conjugate gradient algorithm with the optimum from the previous optimization as the initial conditions and ran along the upper temperature boundary of 130 °C. While during the process of the optimization a maximum conversion of 94% was found, the maximum of the penalized objective function was found to be 0.786 at T = 130 °C and τ = 12.36 min, where the conversion was 81% and X/τ was 0.065. Therefore, there is a large tradeoff between conversion and production rate. Ultimately, an economic analysis on the full process, including separation costs, would be necessary to determine the desired weighting and limits on the two objectives to use for a final optimization.
Figure 2.5. Penalized Armijo conjugate gradient method. The conversion (×) and objective function value (○) at each setpoint are shown. Values of the objective function are also given by the color bar at right. Control variable boundaries are denoted by dashed red lines. The initial conditions are boxed in black at the top left, and the optimum is boxed in red at the top center. The initial DoE of each trajectory is numbered.

As the optimizations performed all found an optimum at which the upper temperature constraint was active, a final optimization was run where the maximum allowable temperature was set only by the ability of the controller to heat the reactor. The results of this optimization utilizing the same penalized objective function with the Armijo conjugate gradient method are given in Figure 2.6, which found an optimum at 212 °C and 6.00 minutes residence time with objective value of 0.843, corresponding to a conversion of 76.4%. Here, 4 trajectories are run with a final DoE around the optimum to confirm that the center point of the DoE has an objective value above that found at the corners. The rapid drop in conversion above 212 °C is due to the vaporization of a large portion of the reaction mixture, causing a transition to annular flow with significantly reduced residence time. This is further compounded by the partial breakdown of DMSO into significantly lower boiling components. While additional backpressure would allow for the reaction to reach somewhat higher temperatures before boiling, the increased DMSO decomposition limits the utility of this approach.
Figure 2.6. Penalized Armijo conjugate gradient method above 130 °C. Values of the objective function are given by the color bar at right. Control variable boundaries are denoted by dashed red lines. The initial conditions are boxed in black at the bottom left, and the optimum is boxed in red at the top left. The initial DoE of each trajectory is numbered.

Reaction stoichiometry was not investigated here, because it would result in a trivial optimization where increasing concentration leads to increased reaction rate, as shown by Nieuwland et al.59 Comparing these two approaches, their approach contained 58 experiments to model the reaction with a resulting leave-one-out cross-validation value of approximately 70%. Here, the final constrained optimization run required only 38 setpoints to find the optimal production rate and the overall reaction model generated clustered significantly closer to the parity line.

Because this reaction is relatively well understood, it is known from modeling that the objective is convex within the parameter space, so that regardless of initial conditions, the same optimum will be found. The same initial conditions were used for each search technique to aid in the ability to distinguish their performances. However, for more complex systems, multiple initial conditions may be necessary to test if there are multiple local optima. While global optimization techniques do exist, they tend to require significantly more evaluations of the
objective, and therefore experiments, than local search techniques, while still being unable to guarantee that a true global optimum is found.

The above examples demonstrate that the automated system and algorithms can efficiently optimize a range of objectives in a reaction system, including those that offer more complex terrains. The platform is able to perform several sequential experiments with minimal operator intervention. Thus, by intelligently choosing experimental conditions, controlling and monitoring reaction temperature and residence time, and analyzing reactor effluent concentration, not only does the automated microsystem save significant reagents during the optimizations, but also produces significant time savings for the experimenter.

2.5 CONCLUSIONS

An automated microreactor system combined with continuous online IR analysis has enabled evaluation of multi-trajectory optimization strategies for maximizing the production rate of a Paal-Knorr reaction example. The conjugate gradient algorithm was significantly more efficient than the steepest descent method due to the shape of the objective function. Additionally, the incorporation of an Armijo-type line-search algorithm further increased the optimization efficiency. The use of continuous online analysis allowed several measurements of reactor effluent concentrations within a short time, ensuring that each experiment had reached steady state within a set degree of error before moving on to the next set of conditions, allowing for dynamic experiment duration. Thus, each experiment was only as long as necessary, which, paired with a microreaction system, minimized reagent consumption and further increased system efficiency. Similar techniques could be envisioned for the optimization of more complex reaction systems or those with multiple unit operations, which could incorporate continuous inline IR to non-destructively analyze the output of each step. As there were no significant side reactions, selectivity and impurity profile could not be investigated in this study. However, investigating such aims for other reactions would again simply require interchanging the appropriate objective function to take into account the concentration of one or more side products and to penalize for their formation.
3 “Batch” Kinetics in Flow in a Microreactor System Using Online IR Analysis and Continuous Control

3.1 Introduction

The current paradigm for generating kinetic data can be broken down into either sampling steady-state conditions in flow or generating time-course data in batch, which have proven particularly useful in identifying complex kinetic mechanisms. Unfortunately, both of these techniques have significant limitations. While continuous flow experiments, especially in microreactors, have advantages over batch in terms of mixing times, temperature control, materials savings, and the ability to perform sequential experiments without intermediate cleaning steps, batch experiments are seen as better suited to generating kinetic data due to the ability to collect data from many time points in a single experiment. However, with continuous online measurement, it is possible to obtain such time-course data from flow experiments by continuously controlling flow rate in a low-dispersion reactor. This analysis is possible because, under ideal conditions, a batch reactor and a plug-flow reactor have the same kinetics performance equation; i.e., they will have the exact same conversion as a function of conditions and time for any reaction, as time in the batch reactor corresponds to residence time in the plug flow reactor. These reactors are typically treated differently only due to deviations from ideality, such as concentration or temperature gradients or imperfect mixing.

A recent contribution by Mozharov et al. presented a method to take advantage of the ideality of microreactors to derive time-course data via flow manipulation. In their method, a Knoevenagel condensation in a microreactor was allowed to come to steady state at a low flow rate. Then a step change in flow rate was performed to rapidly flush the contents of the reactor. As this reactor volume exited, the concentration of the product was measured with an inline Raman probe. While this enabled generation of a conversion curve in agreement with steady-state experiments, the exact reaction times during this flow rate step change could not be known because the step change was not actually instantaneous, requiring graphical and empirical estimation of reaction times.
The method developed here involves allowing a microreactor system to come to steady state at short residence time, which significantly reduces the initial waiting period before flow manipulation can begin. Uncertainty in accurate determination of residence time is avoided through a controlled ramp rather than a step change in flow rate. This enables the rate of the change in residence time to be set, allowing control over the trade-off between more experimental data and experiment duration. The efficacy of this new technique was demonstrated using a Paal-Knorr reaction of 2,5-hexanedione (1) and ethanolamine (2) in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) (Scheme 2.1) in an automated flow platform previously detailed, which used an inline Mettler Toledo ReactIR ATR-FTIR flow cell to continuously monitor the effluent from a silicon microreactor.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Ac} \quad + \text{NH}_2 \text{CH}_2 \text{OH} & \rightarrow \text{N} \text{H}_2 \text{CH}_2 \text{OH} \\
\text{1} & \quad \text{2} & \quad \text{DMSO} & \quad \text{3}
\end{align*}
\]

Scheme 3.1. Paal-Knorr reaction.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{O} \quad \text{O} & \quad + \text{R-NH}_2 \quad \xrightarrow{k_1 \text{slow}} \quad \text{HN} \quad \text{OH} \quad \xrightarrow{k_2 \text{slow}} \quad \text{HO} \quad \text{OH} \quad \xrightarrow{\text{fast}} \quad \text{R} \\
\text{4} & \quad \text{5} & \quad \text{6} & \quad \text{7} & \quad \text{8}
\end{align*}
\]

Scheme 3.2. Paal-Knorr reaction mechanism.

3.2 EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

The microfluidic system used in this work is depicted in Figure 3.1, including a schematic of the silicon microreactor. Two Harvard syringe pumps (PHD 2000) were used to control the residence time. The flow rates were updated each second via daisy-chained RS-232 communications to a Dell (Optiplex 960) computer. These syringe pumps were connected to a silicon microreactor with a 120-μL reaction zone and a cooled inlet/outlet zone, the temperature of which was maintained at 22 °C with a recirculating VWR chiller (model 1171MD). The cooled section allowed the reactant streams to mix fully before reaction occurred and thermally quenched the reaction. The temperature of the reaction zone was controlled with an Omega (CN9311) controller and an Omega (CSH-102135/120V) heating cartridge. This
controller was connected by an RS-232 cable to the computer to read the measured reactor temperature and program the temperature setpoint. In addition, due to the high heat transfer coefficient of silicon, the temperature of the reaction zone could be quickly changed between setpoints and the fluid stream rapidly reached the desired temperature in both reaction and quench zones. A Mettler Toledo ReactIR iC 10 outfitted with a DiComp ATR 10-μL flow cell was used for continuous inline monitoring, averaging 30 spectrum scans and saving to an Excel file once every 15 seconds. Labview software (version 8.5.1) on the computer communicated with the syringe pumps and temperature controller and read the IR Excel export files to determine reaction conversion based upon calibrations to peak heights. Matlab scripts (version 2010b) within Labview controlled the reaction temperature setpoints and syringe pump flow rates.

![Automation system schematic](image)

**Figure 3.1.** Automation system schematic. Solid lines represent fluid flow and dashed lines represent data flow.

### 3.3 Method

Under conditions of low dispersion, which are easily achieved with the narrow widths of microreactor channels, a flow reactor may be treated as a series of batch reactors (Figure 3.2). This treatment allows well-controlled system transients to be used to generate kinetic
information much more rapidly than with traditional flow experiments, as long as the history of each fluid element is known when it exits the reactor.

Figure 3.2. Treatment of a low-dispersion flow reactor as a series of well-mixed batch reactors. Color represents extent of conversion from low (green) to high (red).

The method used to generate this time profile is to initially set the flow system of volume $V_r$ at a short residence time, $\tau_0$. After this system has reached steady state, the residence time is gradually increased at a constant rate $\alpha$ times the experiment time, $t$, by reducing the flow rate, $Q$, in a controlled manner such that the system instantaneous residence time, $\tau_{ins}$, is always known.

$$\tau_{ins} = \tau_0 + \alpha t = \frac{V_r}{Q(t)}$$

(3.1)

Each “pseudo-batch” reactor passes through the reactor in a time $\tau$ from initial time, $t_i$, to final time, $t_f$, which are unique for each fluid element.

$$\tau = t_f - t_i$$

(3.2)

$$V_r = \int_{t_i}^{t_f} Q(t) dt = \int_{t_i}^{t_f} \frac{V_r}{\tau_0 + \alpha t} dt$$

(3.3)

Solving the integral then yields the residence time each fluid element spends in the reactor as a function of when it exits the reactor,

$$\tau = \left(1 - e^{-\alpha}\right) \left(\frac{t_f - \tau_0}{\alpha}\right)$$

(3.4)

which can be rewritten as the linear residence time ramp
\[
\tau = \frac{S}{\alpha} \tau_0 + S t_f
\]  

(3.5)

by defining \( S \) as the slope of \( \tau \) versus \( t_f \):

\[
S = (1 - e^{-\alpha})
\]  

(3.6)

An example of the resulting residence time profile is given in Figure 3.3, which shows how the residence time is initially at \( \tau_0 \) until time 0, at which point the residence time approaches the expected behavior from Eq 3.5. The segment of the residence time which does not agree with Eq. 3.5 is due to the single reactor volume as the flow manipulation begins. The residence time profile of this segment can be found by solving

\[
V_r = \int_0^t \frac{V}{\tau_0} dt + \int_{t_0}^{t_f} \frac{V_r}{\tau_0 + \alpha t} dt
\]  

(3.7)

Full derivations are provided in Appendix B.

**Figure 3.3.** Example residence time, \( \tau \), vs. experiment time, \( t_0 \), with \( \tau_0 = 0.5 \) min, \( S = 0.5 \), and \( \alpha = 0.693 \). The gray line shows the residence time, \( \tau \), experienced by a fluid element.
This method results in a predictable and accurate residence time profile. Additionally, the reactor effluent can be measured for a longer period to reduce variability and increase data collection. This approach enables a greater sampling rate of the experimentally collected conversion data (Figure 3.4) with a data density 10-fold higher than previously reported by Mozharov et al.,\textsuperscript{71} reducing the error of estimated kinetic parameters. Moreover, if a low value of $S$ is used, the data density can be further increased, allowing generation of time-course data that cannot be captured in batch systems due to reaction kinetics that result in complete conversion too quickly for conventional \textit{in situ} analysis techniques. However, this approach would require analysis of more reactor volumes (Figure 3.5).

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{conversion_data.png}
\caption{Conversion data collected from a residence time ramp experiment with $S = 0.5$ and an IR sample collection frequency of 15 seconds.}
\end{figure}
Figure 3.5. $S$ (■) and reactor volumes for $t_f = 40$ min (△) as a function of $\alpha$, the rate of change of instantaneous residence time.

3.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.4.1 METHOD VALIDATION

This linear residence time ramp method was first tested at 130 °C with several values of $S$, and the results were compared to data generated by traditional steady state experiments, as shown in Figure 3.6. As the figure shows, while the residence time profile results follow the same trend as the steady state values, there is a slight deviation in the product concentration from the steady states that increases as $S$ approaches 1. However, the model described above assumes that the product concentration is measured exactly at the end of the reaction zone. This is not actually true in the experimental setup – there is a small dead volume between the end of the reaction zone and the inline IR flow cell due to the silicon reactor’s thermal quench zone, the
reactor’s cooling chuck, and the tubing connecting the reactor to the IR flow cell. The model can be corrected for this dead volume as follows.

![Graph showing residence time ramp results](image)

**Figure 3.6.** Residence time ramp results with \( S = \frac{1}{4} \) (blue), \( S = \frac{1}{3} \) (red), \( S = \frac{1}{2} \) (green), and \( S = \frac{2}{3} \) (orange). Steady states (\( \times \)).

Equation 3.3 can be reintegrated for the dead volume, \( V_d \), to determine the time difference between when a fluid element exits the reaction zone and when the concentration is actually measured, \( t_m \).

\[
V_d = \int_{t_f}^{t_m} \frac{V_r}{\tau_0 + \alpha t} \, dt \tag{3.8}
\]

Solving for \( t_m \) in terms of \( t_f \) gives

\[
t_m = e^{\frac{V_d \alpha}{V_r}} \left( e^{\frac{V_d \alpha}{V_r} - 1} \right) \frac{\tau_0}{\alpha} \tag{3.9}
\]
Substituting the relationship between $t_f$ and $\tau$ from Eq. 3.5 then yields the residence time profile as a function of $t_m$:

$$\tau = Se^{\frac{\nu_j}{v_r}} \left( t_m + \frac{\tau_0}{\alpha} \right)$$

(3.10)

The residence time profile results from Figure 3.6 can now be plotted as a function of this residence time, as is shown in Figure 3.7. As can be seen, the product concentrations for each residence time profile are now in better agreement, both with each other for different values of $S$ and with the steady state concentration results.

**Figure 3.7.** Residence time ramp results using corrected residence time with $S = 1/4$ (blue), $S = 1/3$ (red), $S = 1/2$ (green), and $S = 2/3$ (orange). Steady states ($\times$).
3.4.2 **Kinetics Analysis**

With the continuous residence time ramp validated, the method was then used to generate conversion profiles at several temperatures. This data was then used to fit a kinetic model (based upon Scheme 3.2), in which a second-order reaction between the starting materials forms an intermediate that then undergoes first-order conversion, followed by rapid conversion to the product. The reverse reaction in the first step is assumed to be significantly slower, thus having a small effect on the overall reaction rate. The automated platform was used to run the reaction conditions shown in Figure 3.8, in which once the temperature had equilibrated at a setpoint and the residence time had equilibrated at \( \tau_0 \), the residence time ramp ran for 70 minutes. The temperature setpoint then was changed to the next set of conditions, and the process repeated. The duration was set at 70 minutes by adding 10 minutes to the time that would be necessary for \( t_f \) to reach 40 minutes, allowing the residence time ramp to cover nearly the full range of reaction conversions, with additional time for the reactor effluent to reach the IR flow cell.

![Figure 3.8. Residence time (blue), setpoint temperature (green), and actual temperature (red).](image-url)
The data generated at 15 second sample intervals during the first experiment are shown in Figure 3.9. These product concentration curves are then assigned to their corresponding temperatures, as illustrated in Figure 3.10. Three experimental repeats were performed, and the two kinetic parameters, $k_1$ and $k_2$ in Scheme 3.2, were then fit by least-squares regression in Matlab at each temperature using every $20^{th}$ data point as a test set. The resulting activation energies are given in Table 3.1, where error bars represent one standard error. (See Figure B.1 for the Arrhenius plot.) Using this model, a parity plot for the three experimental repeats using all reaction data as a validation set is given in Figure 3.11. As shown, the data clusters closely to the parity line.

**Figure 3.9.** Paal-Knorr product concentration found by inline IR analysis at 15 second sample intervals.
Figure 3.10. Paal-Knorr product concentration as a function of residence time at temperatures (°C) from top to bottom: 170, 150, 130, 110, 90, 70, 50.

Table 3.1. Paal-Knorr activation energies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reaction</th>
<th>$E_a$ (kJ/mol)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>12.2 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>20.0 ± 0.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 3.11. Comparison of model and experimental conversion for repeat 1 (×), 2 (○), and 3 (+).

This analysis demonstrates the significantly higher efficiency of this method to generate data for kinetic analysis than traditional steady state techniques. The experiment depicted in Figure 3.8 required approximately 8 hours and 5 mL of each 1 M reactant solution for completion. In contrast, had traditional steady state reactions been performed at each temperature and residence times of 10, 20, 30, and 40 minutes, allowing four residence times for steady state as is typically done, the experiment would have required almost 2 days and 13.5 mL of each reaction solution.

3.5 CONCLUSIONS

A method to rapidly generate time-course reaction data from flow reactors has been developed and found to produce data in agreement with traditional steady state flow analysis, showing that there is more overlap between the domains of batch and flow than is generally
assumed. This method was then used in an automated microreactor system, allowing for rapid and tight control of operating conditions, to generate conversion-residence time profiles at several temperatures. The resulting data were used to fit parameters to a kinetic model, which was shown to describe the experimental results well.
4 Kinetics Analysis and Automated Online Screening of Aminocarbonylation of Aryl Halides in Flow

4.1 Introduction

The carbonyl group is one of the key building blocks of nature, where it is essential for the construction of proteins, many polymers, and numerous drugs. The ubiquity of these high value products has stimulated a demand for efficient new routes and safe processes to produce this functional group.73 Palladium-catalyzed carbonylation offers a rapid and modular route for the union of three components (electrophile, CO, and nucleophile) in an atom efficient manner (Scheme 4.1).74-77 The difficulties in handling toxic and flammable gases like CO within pressure vessels for screening and eventual scale-up have led to the innovative use of alternative CO sources including DMF,78,79 aldehydes,80 and Mo(CO)6.81,82 Notwithstanding these advances, the simplicity, cost, and availability of carbon monoxide gas make its continued use inevitable.

To address the control and containment of gases, a number of publications have employed continuous flow technologies due to the intrinsic advantages of the micro-scale, with a small footprint suitable for installation in laboratory fume hoods. Recent advances include in-situ generated hydrogen83-85 and porous membranes86,87 for gas delivery, but the most focus has been on slug flow.85,88-90

Herein is reported an automated screening system applicable for gas/liquid reactions in flow. Biphasic systems, especially gas-liquid reactions, are of special interest due to the many variables and difficulties associated with such reactions. In batch systems, expensive and specialized equipment is necessary to cope with the temperatures and pressures required. The use of microreactors in gas-liquid reactions enables facile control over the temperature, pressure, and reaction time.41 The small size of the reactor permits high temperatures and pressures to be routinely applied,14,43 enabling a safe work environment and an expanded reaction space with high reproducibility.

38 This Matlab driven reaction system automatically collects samples for offline analysis and adjusts reaction conditions, including temperature and reaction time. The system was
effective with both silicon microreactors\textsuperscript{65,66} and packed-bed tubular reactors and successfully used for the carbonylation of aromatic iodides, bromides, and chlorides (Scheme 4.1).

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{R} & \quad \text{X} \\
\text{1} & \quad \text{I, Br or Cl} \\
\text{R} & \quad \text{CO}_2\text{Nuc} \\
\text{2} & \quad \text{mono'} \\
\text{3} & \quad \text{double'} \\
\end{align*}
\]

Scheme 4.1. General reaction scheme.

The initial results from these studies were promising in investigating the scope of the carbonylation chemistry, gaining a qualitative understanding of the effects of several parameters on the reaction. Further improvement and more understanding were needed to generate a kinetic model describing the process. This led to focusing on the aminocarbonylation of \textit{p}-bromobenzonitrile with morpholine and the incorporation of inline IR analysis and a continuous temperature ramp to rapidly determine activation energy.

4.2 EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

4.2.1 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Liquid stream A (aryl halide, base, and internal standard in morpholine) and liquid stream B (catalyst and ligand in toluene) in 8-mL Harvard stainless steel syringes were driven (Harvard Apparatus PhD 2000) and mixed, whereupon they met the gas stream (dispensed using a UNIT mass flow controller) ensuring a 1:1 volumetric liquid-gas ratio (1:1, v:v, l:g) at room temperature for consistency before passing through the reactor.\textsuperscript{91} The outflow passed through a six-way valve attached to a 250-\textgreekmuL reagent loop and a Gilson FC 204 fraction collector for sample analysis. The bulk of the reaction stream was collected in a Parr pressure vessel, with the system pressurized by an inert gas (N\textsubscript{2}) from a cylinder. A slow bleed vent was also incorporated to dilute the CO and to account for the liquid displacement. The samples from the fraction collector were diluted with acetone and analyzed by GC (Agilent HP 6890), with the results calibrated to the internal standard. The system was controlled through a Matlab (version 2010b) interface allowing automated control of reaction time and temperature and the collection of the reaction aliquot for analysis.
Two reactor systems were used: a 230-µL silicon nitride spiral reactor and a stainless steel tube (Waters HPLC column, 100 mm x 5 mm I.D.) filled with stainless steel spheres (60–125 µm) housed within an aluminum heating block, with a steel nut and approximately 3 cm of steel tubing leading to the entrance (Figure 4.1).

**Figure 4.1.** Schematics of (a) silicon microreactor and (b) tubular reactor.

### 4.2.2 REACTIR SYSTEM

The overall reaction rate with respect to temperature was then further investigated with in situ monitoring via the ReactIR system from Mettler-Toledo. The Mettler Toledo ReactIR iC10 system consists of a 51-µL flow cell with a diamond window. Mid-range IR is then collected using an attenuated total reflectance (ATR) probe with a penetration depth of approximately 2 µm from several reflections. Advantageously, the system can be used in a biphasic liquid-gas system, due to the preferential wetting of the diamond window by the liquid phase. The first reaction using the ReactIR system revealed that there was no single peak that could be used to easily monitor the formation of the product and consumption of the starting material. In this example both the mono and double products possess characteristic amide stretches that overlap.
and the starting material has very few stretches, which would complicate monitoring its disappearance.

**Figure 4.2.** Mettler-Toledo ReactIR flow cell.\(^{48}\)

To this end, the built-in software of the system was used to perform a principal-component least squares regression analysis, which required some initial calibrations to be performed. In this case the individual components (starting material (1), mono (2), double (3), DBU and naphalene) were dissolved in 1:1 v:v toluene:morpholine and measured in the flow cell at different concentrations (0.02, 0.04, 0.06, 0.08, and 0.1 M). The system took 167 scans every minute, averaged them as a time point, and stored the spectrum as an Excel file, which could be easily accessed continuously as the experiment was performed.

### 4.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

#### 4.3.1 PARA-BROMOBENZONITRILE

![Scheme 4.3. Aminocarbonylation of para-bromobenzonitrile in the silicon microreactor.](image)

While numerous single-phase automated screening studies are known, two-phase gas-liquid systems are more complex, and, as a result, there are significantly fewer examples of automated screenings across multiple reaction variables.\(^{40,93}\) In this study, the 230-μL silicon nitride spiral reactor and the activated aryl bromide, *para*-bromobenzonitrile were used (Scheme...
4.3). A CO pressure of 120 psi, representing a CO gas phase concentration of 0.37 M, and a liquid phase para-bromobenzonitrile concentration of 0.1 M with a residence time of 3 minutes (resulting in a CO mass flow rate of 0.96 sccm) could be easily achieved using a mass flow controller. A series of experiments were programmed between 90-160 °C at 5 °C intervals with an equilibrium time of 3.5 residence volumes (3 min x 3.5 = 10.5 minutes) employed between collections to ensure no contamination between experiments (Figure 4.3). The temperature dependence of the product ratio, with the proportion of the double insertion product reduced substantially with respect to the mono product above 130 °C, agreed with prior carbonylation studies.\textsuperscript{94-97}

![Figure 4.3](attachment:image.png)

**Figure 4.3.** Silicon reactor, $\tau = 3$ min, $P_{CO} = 120$ psi, using 4-bromobenzonitrile. Aryl bromide starting material (♦), mono product (■), double product (▲), total product (●), and mass balance (×).

These results prompted us to evaluate the pressure dependency of the reaction. Continuing with constant 1:1, v:v, l:g, the pressures of 40, 80, 120, and 180 psi were examined, where 40 psi was the lowest reliable flow rate of the mass flow meter and 180 psi was the pressure limit of the syringe pumps. The results (Figure 4.4) demonstrate the expected pattern where decreasing the pressure leads to a higher overall rate and increasing the pressure leads to a higher proportion of the double insertion product.
Figure 4.4. Temperature and pressure dependency of (a) yield and (b) selectivity. 40 psi (\(\times\)), 80 psi (\(\triangle\)), 120 psi (\(\square\)), 180 psi (\(\bigcirc\)).

Given the fixed 1:1, v:v, l:g proportions throughout these studies, a concern whether mass transfer limitations might influence the observed trends was raised. To this end, reactions were repeated with varying liquid and gas slug lengths. No effect on the product distribution was observed, implying that the mass transfer rate was greater than the intrinsic kinetic reaction rate.

4.3.2 AMINOCARBONYLATIONS

Upon establishing the automated system, the scope of the reaction was examined by varying the electro- and nucleophilic species. The tubular reactor with a residence time of 8.3 minutes and a pressure of 120 psi was used. The six pairs of reactants were chosen to permit some comparison between the different species (Figure 4.5).

Table 4.1. Substrate scope performed in the tubular reactor.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I</th>
<th>II</th>
<th>III</th>
<th>IV</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>VI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Substrate I" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Substrate II" /></td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Substrate III" /></td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Substrate IV" /></td>
<td><img src="image5" alt="Substrate V" /></td>
<td><img src="image6" alt="Substrate VI" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As expected, electron deficient aryl halides (I and II) proved to be more reactive due to the relative ease of oxidative addition. The change from morpholine to cyclohexylamine did not result in a significant difference of reactivity. The para-phenyl examples (III and IV) showed similar reactivity, and the reduced nucleophilicity of the aniline only afforded the mono product. The more deactivated substrates involving para-methoxy and 2-chloropyridine\(^9\) (V and VI) proved unreactive until temperatures reached 150 °C.

### 4.3.3 Aryl Iodides

Expanding the scope of aryl halides, aryl iodides were examined. Both the silicon (\(\tau = 3\) min) and tubular reactors (\(\tau = 8.3\) min) were used (\(P_{\text{CO}} = 120\) and 180 psi) and their results compared (Figure 4.6).

The reaction, as expected, proved to be rapid even at relatively moderate temperatures, resulting in full conversion above 90 °C but with ~2:1 ratio in favor of the \(\alpha\)-keto amide double insertion product, compared to the roughly equal proportions of both products but lower conversion for the bromo analogue. As the temperature increased, the proportion of amide increased, dramatically so for the silicon microreactor, leading to nearly sole conversion at 170 °C. As seen earlier, the increase in pressure results in a higher proportion of the double insertion product but only at higher temperatures. The tubular reactor shows an apparent decrease in effect of temperature on selectivity.
Figure 4.6. Para-iodobenzonitrile reaction in (a) silicon microreactor and (b) tubular reactor. Mono product at 120 psi (□), double product at 120 psi (■), mono product at 180 psi (△), double product at 180 psi (▲).

This temperature effect can be ascribed to the difference between the heating zone entrance length of the two reactors. The high thermal conductivity of the silicon microreactor in combination with the thermal isolation through-etch leads to a sharp transition between the actively cooled mixing zone and the heated reaction zone. When the tubular reactor was heated to 120 °C, the steel tubing leading into the reactor was measured to be ~60 °C. This relatively long transition time (on the order of seconds) resulted in a significant amount of premature reaction before the mixture reached the desired temperature and the observed anomalous results. These complications are only expected to be observed for rapid reactions.

4.3.4 Aryl Chlorides

Aryl chlorides are an attractive alternative to bromides and iodides due to their lower cost and wider availability, though prove to be a more difficult substrate, due to the high aryl-Cl bond dissociation energy. Using the analogous para-chlorobenzonitrile under the previously described conditions (tubular reactor, P = 120 psi, T ≤170 °C, and τ ≤20 min) only trace amounts (< 1% by GC) of the amide product were found with the starting material making up the remaining mass balance.

A number of other ligand systems have proven effective for the carbonylation of aryl chlorides. The Buchwald method to form phenolate esters using depp·2HBF₄ (1,3-bis(dicyclohexylphosphino) propane) was chosen due to its mild reaction conditions (Scheme
Although solids have been handled in continuous flow, the technical requirements were beyond the scope of this work and substitutions for the insoluble inorganic base, molecular sieves, and the KCl by-product were explored.

**Buchwald Batch Conditions**

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{dcpp} & 2\text{HBF}_4 \\
Pd(OAc)_2, & K_2\text{CO}_3 \\
\text{PhOH}, & \text{DMSO} \\
1 \text{ atm CO}, & 4 \text{ Å MS} \\
110 \degree \text{C}, & 6-24 \text{ hr},
\end{align*}
\]

**Flow Conditions**

\[
\text{TMG, naphthalene} \\
\text{PhOH in DMF} \\
Pd(OAc)_2 \\
dcpp.2\text{HBF}_4 \\
in \text{DMF} \\
CO \\
120 \text{ psi}
\]

**Scheme 4.4.** Batch and flow carbonylation of aryl chloride using an organic base.

The transfer to a flow system necessitated the separation of catalyst and starting material solutions to ensure that the reaction took place in the larger tubular reactor (Scheme 4.4). The reaction was performed at 120 psi with residence times of 8.3 and 20 minutes (the upper limit of residence time). Nearly full conversion was observed at 170 °C and 20 minutes (Figure 4.7). As the reaction was performed at the upper limits of residence time and temperature for this system, further optimization was not undertaken, although it is expected that as pressure is decreased, the observed reaction rate will increase and could be a further line of enquiry.
Figure 4.7. Aryl chloride, 120 psi for (a) 8.3 and (b) 20 min residence time. Starting material (♦), product (■), mass balance (▲).

4.3.5 ESTER FORMATION

Carbon monoxide is also a versatile reagent in the synthesis of esters, and given the similarity in reaction schemes, the reaction space was examined using the system. Three different alcohols were used: methanol, ethanol, and benzyl alcohol. The methanol and ethanol examples resulted in full conversion by 120 °C in the tubular reactor at a residence time of 8.3 minutes and a pressure of 120 psi, whereas the benzyl alcohol example reached full conversion at 140 °C.

Scheme 4.5. Carbonylation using alcohols as the nucleophiles.
4.3.6 **KINETICS**

There is significant interest in understanding the kinetics of this gas-liquid system, especially to determine the effect that dictates the product ratio. For aryl bromides, the oxidative addition of palladium is often assumed to be the rate-determining step\(^97\) after which the reaction then bifurcates; thus, overall conversion should be able to be modeled without needing to account for product selectivity (Scheme 4.6). Furthermore, it was observed that as the pressure of carbon monoxide increased, the rate of the reaction decreased, implying that carbon monoxide was reversibly poisoning the palladium catalyst. Finally, after coordination of the first molecule of carbon monoxide the two products were formed.
Scheme 4.6. Simplified model of the aminocarbonylation reaction.

Since oxidative addition is assumed to be the rate-determining step, the rate of loss of starting material (ArX) can be written as a first-order reaction in both aryl halide and palladium (Eq. 4.1). The next simplification in this process was to assume the steady state approximation for the active palladium catalyst, L_nPd. By using the steady-state approximation, an expression for concentration of active palladium, [Pd] (Eq. 4.2), is found and can be substituted in Eq. 4.1. This leads to Eq. 4.3, a pseudo first-order expression for the rate of reaction:

\[ -\frac{d[ArX]}{dt} = k_1 [Pd][L][ArX] \]  

\[ [Pd] = \frac{[Pd]_0}{1 + K[CO]} \]  

\[ -\frac{d[ArX]}{dt} = k_{obs} [ArX] \]  

\[ k_{obs} = \frac{k_1 [Pd]_0 [L]}{1 + K[CO]} \]  

The result of this simplification finds that the observed rate, \( k_{obs} \), is proportional to the initial concentration of the palladium used and inversely proportion to the concentration of the carbon monoxide in the liquid phase of the system. With varying pressures of carbon monoxide Henry’s Law predicts that [CO] \( \propto \) CO pressure; hence a higher pressure will adversely affect the rate of the reaction. The temperature dependence of the Henry’s Law constant for the solvent system was modeled using Aspen Plus (see Figure C.1).
The reaction was run in the tubular reactor at 120 psi and with 8.3 minutes residence time. It was decided to take advantage of the *in situ* monitoring to continuously increase the reaction temperature at constant residence time, which would be analogous to a time profile found in batch studies. In this example, the temperature was increased by 1 °C every 2 minutes. The temperature was held at 104 °C for 4 minutes to assist in aligning temperature and concentration data. Additionally, the concentration profiles flatten at this point, showing that the system is never operating far from steady state. The pattern observed was the same as for the steady state analysis, where the ratio of mono/double remains constant until approximately 120 °C, above which the ratio of mono increases substantially. However, the IR analysis is less sensitive to lower concentrations, causing significant noise beyond approximately 95% conversion.

*Figure 4.9. ReactIR with a temperature gradient 1 °C every 2 minutes (tubular reactor, 8.3 min residence time, 120 psi CO). Starting material (●), mono product (▲), di product (■), mass balance (×), total product (○), and temperature (+).*
From the data above it is possible to form an Arrhenius plot of ln(k_{obs}) vs. 1/T to determine the activation energy from the slope (Figure 4.10). In principal, the pre-exponential factor can also be determined (the intercept of y-axis) but the substantial extrapolation required can present significant errors. The system demonstrates a steady slope from 80 °C to 120 °C, but beyond 120 °C a change in slope is observed, indicating that there appears to be a change in the rate-limiting step.

Figure 4.10. Arrenihus plot for the tubular reactor temperature ramp experiments: Exp. 1 (■) at 120 psi CO and 2 % Pd, Exp. 2 (▲) at 200 psi CO and 2 % Pd, and Exp. 3 (●) at 120 psi CO and 1 % Pd. Upper temperature regime (□) results from Exp. 1.
When the conditions between 80-120 °C are plotted on an Arrhenius plot (filled shapes), a straight line is found, with a slope corresponding to the activation energy. The system was applied at three conditions as described in Table 4.2, resulting in similar activation energies.

**Table 4.2.** Summary of continuous temperature ramp experiments in the tubular reactor with 8.3 residence time. Errors given are the standard error of the line slope.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exp</th>
<th>Př (psi)</th>
<th>mol% Pd</th>
<th>Ea (kJ/mol)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>117.6 ± 0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>115.2 ± 0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>116.4 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3.7 *FURTHER KINETIC ANALYSIS AND MODELING*

Similar Arrhenius analysis can be performed at steady state for reactions under different conditions in the microreactor and tubular reactor using offline GC analysis. As can be seen in Figure 4.11, at a given temperature, the conditions of the reaction cause a significant range in the reaction rate constant. However, the correlation with temperature holds across conditions. The same behavior observed in the IR experiments can be seen at high temperatures, where the apparent rate constant begins to decrease as the rate-limiting step begins to shift. As the reaction rate appeared to vary linearly with the inverse of the CO pressure, the rate constant equation was simplified to

\[
\frac{k_{\text{obs}}}{1 + K[CO]} \rightarrow \frac{k_1 [Pd]_0 [L]}{K[CO]} = \frac{k_{\text{obs}}}{K[CO]}
\]

which assumes that under the conditions investigated, the \(K[CO]\) term is significantly greater than 1. The data from the IR experiments was analyzed to find values of the activation energy, \(E_a\), for \(k_1/K\), which can be found from the slope of the best-fit line of the lower temperature regime in the Arrhenius plot. The range given is for one standard error. The same analysis was performed for the microreactor and tubular reactor steady-state experiments using offline GC analysis. The results are summarized in Table 4.3, which shows that all three experiment types produced approximately the same activation energy. However, the continuous temperature ramp experiment with online IR analysis required significantly less reagent consumption and produced
the data more rapidly (9 h for IR tubular data vs. 21 h for GC tubular data, which does not include time required to prepare, run, and analyze ~75 GC samples). Due to the larger amount of data at each set of reaction conditions, there was sufficient data to calculate individual lines of best fit rather than combined as with the GC analysis, resulting in a significantly smaller confidence interval for the activation energy.

![Arrhenius plot for reactions performed at a number of temperatures. Silicon microreactor (△) at 2 minute residence time and 40, 80, 120, and 180 psi CO and at 3 minute residence time and 120 psi CO. Tubular reactor (■) at 2 minute residence time with 80, 120, and 180 psi CO, at 3 minute residence time with 120 and 180 psi CO, at 4 minute residence time with 120 psi CO, at 6 minute residence time with 120 psi CO, and at 8.3 min residence time with 50, 120, and 200 psi CO. All reactions were performed with 2 mol% Pd. Filled shapes are in the lower temperature regime and were used for the best-fit lines.](image)

**Figure 4.11.** Arrhenius plot for reactions performed at a number of temperatures. Silicon microreactor (△) at 2 minute residence time and 40, 80, 120, and 180 psi CO and at 3 minute residence time and 120 psi CO. Tubular reactor (■) at 2 minute residence time with 80, 120, and 180 psi CO, at 3 minute residence time with 120 and 180 psi CO, at 4 minute residence time with 120 psi CO, at 6 minute residence time with 120 psi CO, and at 8.3 min residence time with 50, 120, and 200 psi CO. All reactions were performed with 2 mol% Pd. Filled shapes are in the lower temperature regime and were used for the best-fit lines.
Table 4.3. Kinetic parameters determined from IR experiments performed in the silicon microreactor.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>$E_a$ (kJ/mol)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tubular Reactor Temperature Ramp with Online IR Analysis</td>
<td>116.4 ± 1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microreactor Steady States with Offline GC Analysis</td>
<td>116.1 ± 5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tubular Reactor Steady States with Offline GC Analysis</td>
<td>121.1 ± 5.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, as this simplified first-order analysis only holds below 120 °C, the full reaction scheme must be considered to completely model both reaction regimes. To this end, the selectivities were modeled using the Yamamoto mechanism. The selectivity at the first reaction branch (Figure 4.12), $S_1$, was modeled as shown in Eq. 4.6. Likewise, the selectivity at the second branch point, $S_2$, was modeled as shown in Eq. 4.7. The simplification shown in the equations allows each selectivity to be modeled with two variables based upon the ratio of the pre-exponential factors and the difference in the activation energies of the two reactions involved. Matlab was used to fit the data for the microreactor at several sets of experimental conditions. The activation energies used were those found by Arrhenius analysis. The results for the model and experimental conversion for both the microreactor and tubular reactor are given in Figure 4.13, with model parameters in Table 4.4. The selectivity for the microreactor results are shown in Figure 4.14. The model trends for conversion and selectivity match the experimental data. Additionally, as the tubular reactor conversion data was not used to fit the model, these points serve as a validation set for the model. The change in trends around 120 °C can be explained by the combined effects of temperature on $S_1$ and the subsequent reactions. Thus, as temperature increases, this branch increasingly favors the upper pathway through the more entropically favored intermediate that leads solely to the mono product. However, the next step in the mechanism has a slower rate than the oxidative addition, causing this to become the rate-limiting step. Further model details are provided in Appendix C.
Figure 4.12. Model to which kinetic parameters were fit based upon the Yamamoto mechanism.

\[
S_1 = \frac{k_0^2 e^{-E_1^{[2]}/RT}}{k_0^2 e^{-E_1^{[2]}/RT} + k_0^3 e^{-E_1^{[3]}/RT}} = \frac{1}{1 + \frac{k_0^3}{k_0^2} e^{(E_1^{[3]} - E_1^{[2]})/RT}}
\]

\[
S_2 = \frac{k_0^5 e^{-E_1^{[5]}/RT}}{k_0^5 e^{-E_1^{[5]}/RT} + k_0^6 e^{-E_1^{[6]}/RT}} H_{CO} P_{CO} = \frac{1}{1 + \frac{k_0^6}{k_0^5} e^{(E_1^{[6]} - E_1^{[5]})/RT} H_{CO} P_{CO}}
\]

Table 4.4. Best-fit model parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(k_0^{[1]})</td>
<td>(1.33 \times 10^{17}) L/(mol·s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(E_A^{[1]})</td>
<td>116.4 kJ/mol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(k_0^{[4]})</td>
<td>(1.11 \times 10^6) s(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(E_A^{[4]})</td>
<td>55.6 kJ/mol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((E_A^{[2]} - E_A^{[3]}))</td>
<td>(1.07 \times 10^2) kJ/mol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(k_0^{[3]}/k_0^{[2]})</td>
<td>(2.42 \times 10^{13})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((E_A^{[5]} - E_A^{[6]}))</td>
<td>(3.87 \times 10^1) kJ/mol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(k_0^{[6]}/k_0^{[5]})</td>
<td>(2.01 \times 10^4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4.13. Summary of model and experimental conversion for a) microreactor at these conditions and b) tubular reactor at these conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Marker</th>
<th>[Pd] (%)</th>
<th>$P_{CO}$ (psi)</th>
<th>$\tau$ (min)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>△</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Marker</th>
<th>[Pd] (%)</th>
<th>$P_{CO}$ (psi)</th>
<th>$\tau$ (min)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>8.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>△</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4.14. Summary of model and experimental selectivity in the microreactor for a) mono product and b) di product. Markers correspond to those given in Figure 4.13 (a).
4.4 CONCLUSIONS

An automated screening system suitable for continuous gas-liquid flow systems was successfully demonstrated. The applicability of the system was proven for the successful carbonylation of aryl iodides, bromides, and chlorides. The choice of reactor was observed to have a significant influence on the outcome of a reaction, as identified with aryl iodides. The effect of temperature, residence time, gas stoichiometry, and pressure can be easily controlled with minimum operator intervention beyond the initial start-up and shut-down processes. It is expected that the facile control of the reaction conditions and ease of data capture will have a significant impact on the study of reaction kinetics leading to more efficient catalytic processes.

Having successfully demonstrated an automated screening system for carbonylation of aryl iodides, bromides, and chlorides, the kinetics of the palladium-catalyzed aminocarbonylation of aryl bromide were further investigated. In agreement with previous results, the reaction was found to be divided into two temperature regimes. For the lower temperature regime, this study compared traditional, steady-state experiments paired with offline GC analysis to transient temperature ramp experiments paired with online IR analysis and found that, while both methods provided similar activation energies, the latter method was significantly more efficient in both time and reagents. Additionally, both the conversion and selectivity for both regimes were modeled in good agreement with experimental data. Below 120°C, the oxidative addition was found to be the rate-limiting step, with nearly equal selectivity for the two products. However, at higher temperatures, the selectivity shifted to a pathway that provides only the mono product from a slower intermediate step, reducing the overall reaction rate.
5 INVESTIGATION OF PETASIS AND UGI REACTIONS IN SERIES IN AN AUTOMATED MICROREACTOR SYSTEM

5.1 INTRODUCTION

5.1.1 CHARACTERISTICS AND RELEVANCE OF MULTICOMPONENT REACTIONS
Multicomponent reactions (MCRs) convert more than two reactants directly into their products. The first MCRs were performed in the 19th century, but it was only in the past decade that they have come into significant research focus. As the number of possible products formed by a reaction increases exponentially with the number of reactants, MCRs offer the possibility to reach a much larger area of the chemical space than binary reactions.

As complex molecules can be formed in a single step out of several reactants, multicomponent reactions offer some major advantages compared to the alternative of a multistep synthesis. Ideally, all reactants can be added simultaneously, which requires the particular steps of the mechanism to take place in a uniquely ordered manner. In multistep reactions, it is often necessary to optimize each step to achieve reasonable overall yields, requiring the solvent or even the catalyst to be changed several times. Thus, more material and effort must be spent than for a one-pot MCR, where the particular steps take place under uniform conditions.

MCRs have been used to create large chemical libraries consisting of a variety of different compounds with a common core structure in the search for novel or improved drugs, and many examples of therapeutically active compounds have been formed by MCRs so far. Furthermore, the simplicity of the experimental procedure and the one-pot character of MCRs make them suitable for automated synthesis.

5.1.2 THE PETASIS REACTION
The Petasis reaction is a derivative of the Mannich reaction, employing organoboronic acids as nucleophiles. The Petasis reaction involves a secondary amine, a β-hydroxy carbonyl, and the organoboronic acid to form a β-hydroxy amine and boric acid (Scheme 5.1).
Although the details of the Petasis reaction mechanism are still disputed, a recent study using density functional theory (DFT) calculations suggested the pathway presented in Scheme 5.2 as the most likely. The carbon-carbon bond formation is an irreversible reaction and proposed to be the rate-limiting step of the mechanism. In theoretical calculations as well as in experimental studies, the Petasis reaction shows a high dependency on the employed solvent, with polar solvents stabilizing the ionic intermediates. The Petasis reaction is typically conducted in batch at temperatures from 20 to 80 °C for 12 to 24 h. The reactivity is reported to be highly dependent on the employed reagents. Using secondary amines, α-hydroxy aldehydes, and vinyl or aryl boronic acids increases the reaction rate significantly.

The highly diastereoselective formation of the carbon-carbon bond makes the Petasis reaction especially interesting for the synthesis of optically pure drugs. As the employed organoboronic acid reacts selectively with the intermediate imine, it is possible to employ reagents with a variety of functional groups without the risk of interference with the main reaction. This enables the generation of multifunctional molecules needed for complex bioactive...
compounds. Examples include the use of glyoxylic acid to generate $\beta$-$\gamma$-unsaturated $\alpha$-amino acids\textsuperscript{113} and of aryl boronic acids to produce $\alpha$-aryl glycines, which act on the glutamate receptors of the central nervous system.\textsuperscript{116} In a recent study, the synthesis of clopidogrel (Plavix\textsuperscript{®}), the world’s second highest selling drug in 2005, has been accomplished using a Petasis reaction with a yield 13\% higher than in the patented Sanofi synthesis that is conventionally employed for production.\textsuperscript{117}

5.1.3 THE UGI REACTION

The reaction of a ketone or an aldehyde, an amine, a carboxylic acid, and an isocyanide was first published by Ivar Ugi in 1959.\textsuperscript{118} Over the last 50 years, the Ugi reaction (Scheme 5.3) became one of the most important multicomponent reactions in organic chemistry.\textsuperscript{119}

![Scheme 5.3. General form of the Ugi reaction.\textsuperscript{119}]

The mechanism of the Ugi reaction involves the formation of an imine by reaction of the ketone or aldehyde with the amine as the initial step. Furthermore, the existence of an intermediate imidate has been proven, which reacts to the final product by an intramolecular rearrangement.\textsuperscript{120} However, the details of the trimolecular reaction of the imine, the carboxylic acid, and the isocyanide to the imidate are still unknown.

Ugi-type reactions are part of the industrial production of various pharmaceuticals, such as the HIV protease inhibitor Crixivan\textsuperscript{®}.\textsuperscript{121} In research, the Ugi reaction is often used as a tool to generate chemical libraries with a large number of different compounds featuring the same backbone for drug screening experiments.\textsuperscript{110} The Ugi reaction can be conducted in batch at room temperature within a few hours, achieving almost complete conversions.\textsuperscript{122}

Because of the generally high conversion of Ugi reactions and the tolerance of the isocyanide to various functional groups,\textsuperscript{109} Ugi reactions are well suited for combination with other chemical reactions. Scheme 5.4 shows combining the Ugi reaction with the Petasis reaction,\textsuperscript{123} resulting in an effectively six-component reaction, enabling access to an enormous variety of compounds by a two-step process.
**5.2 EXPERIMENTAL SECTION**

As no reports on the conduction of these reactions in a microfluidic system have been published thus far, every reaction was first tested in batch. To obtain specific information on both steps of the tandem reaction, the Petasis reaction was examined individually first. Then, the Ugi reaction was studied, successively employing acetic acid, the purified Petasis product, and finally the raw Petasis product.

As a first step, the reactions were conducted at several concentrations in a variety of different solvents. To avoid clogging the microreactors used in subsequent experiments, solvents were tested to keep all reagents, the desired product, and eventual side-products in solution. The pure reagents, as well as the resulting raw product solution, were analyzed by Ultra Performance Liquid Chromatography (UPLC) and Gas Chromatography-Mass Spectrometry (GC-MS) to identify a suitable method to monitor yield and conversion of the reactions. UPLC was found to be the superior technique to monitor the reagent and product concentrations. The experimental results presented were obtained using an Water Acquity UPLC with a Mercury Luna 3μ C18(2) column. The elution was carried out at a flow rate of 0.3 mL/min using a reverse phase gradient of acetonitrile and water containing 0.1 % formic acid. After steps of isolation and purification,
the pure product was analyzed by Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy to verify its structure.

5.2.1 **LAYOUT OF THE MICROREACTOR SYSTEM**

The reactions were conducted in a microreactor with a volume of 232 µL. The layout of the employed microreactor is illustrated in Figure 5.1. Besides two inlets and an outlet, an additional inlet channel joins the reaction channel near the outlet to quench the reaction.

![Figure 5.1. Schematic and photograph of the employed microreactor.](image)

The microreactor was mounted in two separate stainless steel compression chucks. One chuck was placed on the area that is marked by a blue background in Figure 5.1 and equipped with ports for the inlets and outlet of the reactor as well as for cooling water. The second chuck was mounted on the area of the reactor that is marked red in Figure 5.1 and served to heat the reaction zone of the microreactor with an integrated Omega (CSS-01235/120V) heating cartridge.

To achieve a precisely controlled and uniform flow rate of the reagents, the prepared solutions were loaded in 8-mL Harvard Apparatus stainless steel syringes and infused by Harvard Apparatus PHD 2000 pumps.

A constant pressure during the reactions was accomplished by connecting a 100-psi backpressure regulator to the outlet of the microreactor. The temperature of the reactor was maintained by an Omega (CN9311) temperature controller. The cooling water was taken from a reservoir at room temperature by a recirculating pump.
The setpoint of the temperature controllers and syringe pumps were set by an automated Labview (version 8.5.1) program. Additionally, this platform controlled a Rheodyne six-way valve with a 2-μL sample loop after the reactor outlet to allow automated injection into the UPLC for analysis after steady state had been reached. In this way, several sets of reaction conditions were run and analyzed with minimal input required from the experimenter or downtime between reactions.

5.2.2 Procedure employed to study the Petasis reaction

At first, a simple example described in the literature was chosen to investigate the Petasis reaction. This reaction (Scheme 5.5) involved morpholine, salicylaldehyde, and phenylboronic acid. Indeed, these reagents cannot be employed for the Petasis-Ugi tandem reaction as the Petasis product requires a carboxyl group to react with the Ugi reagents.
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Scheme 5.5. Petasis reaction of morpholine, salicylaldehyde, and phenylboronic acid.

Next, the reagents were changed with the goal of obtaining a product suitable for the successive Ugi reaction. Glyoxylic acid is a suitable substance as it features the functionality of an aldehyde needed for the Petasis reaction, as well as a carboxyl group required for the successive Ugi reaction, as reported by Portlock et al.

As shown in Scheme 5.6, glyoxylic acid was combined with phenylboronic acid and piperidine, replacing the morpholine used in the first reaction. The employment of piperidine simplified the validation of the product structure, as a published NMR spectrum of this product could be used as reference.
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Scheme 5.6. Petasis reaction of piperidine, glyoxylic acid, and phenylboronic acid.
5.2.3 Preliminary Experiments in Batch

In order to identify suitable solvents and to isolate and purify the desired product, the two Petasis reactions were first conducted in batch reactors.

5.2.3.1 Morpholine, salicylaldehyde, and phenylboronic acid

871.2 mg (10 mmol) morpholine, 1221.2 mg (10 mmol) salicylaldehyde, and 1219.3 mg (10 mmol) phenylboronic acid were dissolved in 10 mL acetonitrile. The reaction was conducted in a stirred 20-mL vial at 90 °C for 16 h. During the reaction, the solution developed a dark yellow color and white solid particles formed. Successive solubility studies showed that the particles were boric acid. The isolation of the pure product was accomplished by an aqueous workup to remove the water-soluble boric acid. After evaporation of the acetonitrile, pure product remained as an orange solid.

5.2.3.2 Piperidine, glyoxylic acid, and phenylboronic acid

851.5 mg (10 mmol) piperidine, 920.5 mg (10 mmol) glyoxylic acid, and 1219.3 mg (10 mmol) phenylboronic acid were dissolved in 10 mL methanol. The equimolar reaction was conducted in a stirred 20-mL vial at 60 °C for 16 h. During the reaction, the solution assumed a dark yellow color. The isolation of the pure product was accomplished by flash chromatography using silica gel as the stationary phase. First, a 9:1 mixture of chloroform and methanol was used to elute unreacted phenylboronic acid from the crude product. In a second step, the eluent was changed to an 8:2:2 mixture of 2-butanol, acetic acid, and water to isolate the desired product. After removal of the solvent, a sticky, slightly yellow solid was obtained. For the final purification, this solid was dissolved in isopropanol. The pure product could be precipitated by addition of n-hexane. After filtration and drying, the pure product was obtained as a white powder.

5.2.4 Series of Measurement in Microflow

The employed experimental flow setup for the Petasis reaction is illustrated in Figure 5.2. As the employed micoreactor has only two inlets, two of the three reagents were mixed in one syringe. To avoid the preliminary reaction of the aldehyde and the amine to the imine, these two compounds were kept in separate syringes. In order to ease the dissolution of the solid phenylboronic acid, it was chosen to add the liquid amine. 1,2-Dimethoxybenzene was used as internal standard added to the aldehyde solution.
Figure 5.2. Setup of the microreactor system employed to study the Petasis reaction.

5.2.4.1 Morpholine, salicylaldehyde, and phenylboronic acid

One of the 8-mL Harvard Apparatus stainless steel syringes was filled with an equimolar 0.1 M solution of salicylaldehyde and 1,2-dimethoxybenzene (DMB); 122.12 mg salicylaldehyde and 138.16 mg DMB were dissolved in N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) using a 10-mL volumetric flask. The other 8-mL syringe was filled with a solution of phenylboronic acid and 3 equivalents of morpholine; 121.93 mg phenylboronic acid and 261.36 mg morpholine were dissolved in DMF using a 10-mL volumetric flask. As quench, pure DMF was flowed from a 10-mL S.G.E. glass syringe. All three syringes were driven at equal flow rates.

5.2.4.2 Piperidine, glyoxylic acid, and phenylboronic acid

One of the 8-mL Harvard Apparatus stainless steel syringes was filled with a solution of 1.5 M glyoxylic acid and 0.2 M DMB, which served as an internal standard; 1380.75 mg glyoxylic acid and 276.32 mg DMB were dissolved in dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) using a 10-mL volumetric flask.

The second 8-mL syringe was filled with a solution of 1 M phenylboronic acid and 1.5 M piperidine. First, 1219.3 mg phenylboronic acid were dissolved in 5 mL DMSO. The addition of 1277.25 mg piperidine caused the phenylboronic acid to precipitate, but the addition of 1 mL trifluoracetic acid (TFA) redissolved the solid. The 10-mL volumetric flask was then filled with DMSO.
5.2.5 **EXAMINATION OF THE PETASIS-UGI COMBINATION**

To begin the examination of the Petasis-Ugi tandem reaction, an individual Ugi reaction was conducted in a batch reactor. The established exemplary reaction involving acetic acid, n-butylamine, benzaldehyde, and ethylisocyanoacetate is shown in Scheme 5.7. This individual Ugi reaction was only conducted in batch and not in the microreactor setup.

![Scheme 5.7. Ugi reaction of acetic acid, n-butylamine, benzaldehyde and ethylisocyanoacetate.](image)

5.2.6 **UGI REACTION IN BATCH**

The Ugi reactions in batch were conducted following published experimental guidelines. As recommended in the literature, benzaldehyde and n-butylamine were joined first for about 30 minutes in order to form the intermediate imine before the rest of the reagents were added.

5.2.6.1 **Acetic acid, n-butylamine, benzaldehyde, and ethylisocyanoacetate**

106.12 mg (1 mmol) benzaldehyde and 73.14 mg (1 mmol) n-butylamine were reacted in 1 mL methanol at room temperature. After 30 minutes, 60.05 mg (1 mmol) acetic acid and 113.11 mg (1 mmol) ethylisocyanoacetate were added and the solution left at room temperature for 18 hours.

In the next step, the Ugi reaction was conducted employing the isolated and purified aminoacid formed by the Petasis reaction, n-butylamine, benzaldehyde, and cyclohexylisocyanide. Employing the purified Petasis product, this reaction (Scheme 5.8) can be seen as an individual Ugi reaction.
5.2.6.2 Petasis product, n-butylamine, benzaldehyde, and cyclohexylisocyanide

146.28 mg (2 mmol) n-butylamine and 203.3 μL (2 mmol) benzaldehyde were brought to reaction in 2 mL methanol for 30 min at room temperature to form the intermediate imine. Then 249.2 μL (2 mmol) cyclohexylisocyanide and 219.8 mg (1 mmol) of the Petasis product were added. The reaction was conducted in a stirred 20-mL vial at room temperature for 16 h.

The isolation of the final product was accomplished by flash chromatography with silica gel as the stationary phase. A 3:1 mixture of n-hexane and ethylacetate with 1.5 % triethylamine was used as eluent. After removal of the solvent, a sticky white solid remained.

![Scheme 5.8](image)

**Scheme 5.8.** Ugi reaction of the Petasis product, n-butylamine, benzaldehyde, and cyclohexylisocyanide.

5.2.7 PETASIS-UGI TANDEM REACTION IN FLOW

Finally, the combination of a Petasis reaction of glyoxylic acid, piperidine, and phenylboronic acid and a successive Ugi reaction by addition of n-butylamine, benzaldehyde, and cyclohexylisocyanide was examined (Scheme 5.9) in the microreactor system.
Scheme 5.9. Examined Petasis-Ugi tandem reaction.

The two reactions were conducted in two identical 232-μL silicon microreactors that were sequentially connected. The temperature was maintained independently for each reactor by two Omega temperature controllers, with their setpoints in turn controlled by the Labview program. The Petasis reaction was conducted as described, but instead of pure DMSO, the Ugi reactants were fed into the quench inlet of the first reactor. The outlet of the first reactor was connected to the second inlet of the second reactor. The first inlet of the second reactor was closed and pure DMSO fed into the quench inlet of the second reactor. This setup (Figure 5.3) was chosen to avoid dilution of the reactants by a DMSO quench of the first reactor and fluctuations of the product stream composition that would be caused by closing the quench inlet of the first reactor. The chromatogram in Figure 5.4 was recorded by UPLC and shows the peaks of the reagents, the desired product, and the two internal standards, 1,2-dimethoxybenzene and naphthalene.
**Figure 5.3.** Setup of the microreactor system employed to study the Petasis-Ugi tandem reaction.

**Figure 5.4.** Example UPLC spectrum of the Petasis-Ugi tandem reaction.
5.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In order to explore the characteristics and the potential of a Petasis-Ugi tandem reaction conducted in continuous microflow, this study aimed at the optimization of the reaction conditions and the determination of the reaction kinetics. Besides gaining general knowledge about the reaction, this enabled the identification of rate-limiting steps in the process and the determination of activation energies.

5.3.1 OPTIMIZATION OF THE PETASIS REACTION

5.3.1.1 Morpholine, salicylaldehyde, and phenylboronic acid

The Petasis reaction of morpholine, salicylaldehyde, and phenylboronic acid shown in Scheme 5.5 was studied first. The results of these series of measurements are presented in Figure 5.5. The graphs show the yield of the desired product and formation of a side product at varying temperatures, T, and reaction times, t. The graph of the yield forms a clear peak that is shifted to lower temperature at longer residence time. The maximum yield is about 10% lower at a residence time of 5 min than at 10 min. The graph representing the side product formation steadily increases with temperature and is shifted to lower temperature at longer residence time. Figure 5.5 (b) shows a similar form, with a maximum in yield that is shifted to shorter residence times with increasing temperature.

![Figure 5.5](image)

**Figure 5.5.** Petasis reaction of 0.3 M morpholine, 0.1 M salicylaldehyde, and 0.1 M phenylboronic acid in DMF. a) Yield desired product 10 min (■), yield desired product 5 min (▲), yield side product 10 min (□), yield side product 5 min (△). b) Yield of desired product at 200 °C (☑), 180 °C (△), 160 °C (○).
5.3.1.2 Piperidine, glyoxylic acid, and phenylboronic acid

The Petasis reaction of piperidine, glyoxylic acid, and phenylboronic acid (Scheme 5.6) showed similar characteristics (Figure 5.6). The yield of the desired product forms a clear peak with varying temperature at a constant residence time. In analogy to the reaction of salicylaldehyde, morpholine, and phenylboronic acid, the formation of a side product was detected again. In addition to the yield of the desired product and the signal of the side product, Figure 5.6 shows the conversion of the reaction based on the concentration of phenylboronic acid. The curve representing the conversion forms a peak reaching a maximum at the same temperature as the yield.

![Graph](image)

**Figure 5.6.** Petasis reaction of 1.2 M glyoxylic acid, 1.2 M piperidine, and 1.0 M phenylboronic acid in DMSO with 10 % TFA at a residence time of 3.5 min. Conversion (○), yield (□), side product (△).

Figure 5.7 shows the results of a series of measurements that was conducted at a lower temperature range, a longer residence time, and a slightly higher concentration of glyoxylic acid and piperidine than the one presented in Figure 5.6. Both curves representing the yield of the desired product and the conversion on the basis of phenylboronic acid show a steady increase with temperature. A maximum was not reached within the examined temperature range. Although the desired product was not formed at all below a temperature of about 45 °C, the
conversion was already at a constant value of nearly 60 % at this temperature. The conversion began rising at the temperature that corresponds to the start of formation of the desired product.

Figure 5.7. Petasis reaction of 1.5 M glyoxylic acid, 1.5 M piperidine, and 1.0 M phenylboronic acid in DMSO with 12 % TFA at a residence time of 10 min. Conversion (○), yield (□).

5.3.2 INTERPRETATION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA

A common feature of both Petasis reactions is the peak in yield at varying temperature. As can be seen in Figure 5.5 (a) and Figure 5.6, the detected side product started to form approximately at the same temperature at which the yield began to decrease. It can be concluded that the side product is the result of a thermally induced decomposition reaction either of the desired product or of one of the reagents. As the plotted conversion in Figure 5.6 is determined on the basis of the concentration of phenylboronic acid, the conversion curve indicates that at temperatures higher than 100 °C, less phenylboronic acid is consumed by the reaction with increasing temperature. Thus, phenylboronic acid cannot be consumed in the side product formation.

From Figure 5.7, as the conversion is already at a high level of about 60 % at such low temperatures where the desired product was not formed at all, the phenylboronic acid must be consumed in a reversible process that takes place even at low temperatures. A possible explanation is that phenylboronic acid participates in a preliminary equilibrium reaction with one of the other reagents or with the intermediate imine.
The curves in Figure 5.5 (b) allow a conclusion on the overall mechanism of the Petasis reaction. After reaching a maximum, the yield continuously decreased with longer residence times, so the side product formation is an irreversible reaction. A thermal decomposition process would be a consistent explanation for the observed yield curves.

Comparing the series of measurements on the two different Petasis reactions, it can be stated that glyoxylic acid, piperidine, and phenylboronic acid react to the desired product at significantly lower temperatures than salicylaldehyde, morpholine, and phenylboronic acid. The similar curves exhibit a large temperature shift, especially considering that the second Petasis reaction was run at shorter residence time than the first. Furthermore, the maximum yield that could be accomplished was about 10 % higher in the reaction of glyoxylic acid, piperidine, and phenylboronic acid.

5.3.3 **Optimization of the Petasis-Ugi Tandem Reaction**

Figure 5.8 shows the results of the Petasis-Ugi tandem reaction. The formation of two different side-products could be detected. In this case, the conversion of the reaction was calculated on the basis of the concentration of the aminoacid that was formed by the Petasis reaction and acted as a reagent in the successive Ugi reaction. In this series of measurement, just the temperature of the Ugi reaction was varied, keeping the conditions in the Petasis reaction and the residence time in the Ugi reaction constant.

The curve of the the desired product in Figure 5.8 forms a peak with the maximum at about 115 °C. Similar to the Petasis reaction, a side product was formed, corresponding to the decreasing yield of the desired product at higher temperatures. At 140 °C, the formation of a second side product was detected, further reducing the yield of the desired product.
Figure 5.8. Petasis-Ugi tandem reaction of 1.2 M glyoxylic acid, 1.2 M piperidine, 1.0 M phenylboronic acid, and 1.2 M benzaldehyde, 1.2 M n-butyl amine, 1.0 M cyclohexylisocyanide in DMSO with $T_{\text{Petasis}} = 100 ^\circ \text{C}$, $\tau_{\text{Petasis}} = 10 \text{ min}$, $\tau_{\text{Ugi}} = 6.66 \text{ min}$. Conversion ($\times$), yield ($\Box$), side product 1 ($\Diamond$), side product 2 ($+$).

5.3.4 **Kinetic characterization of the Petasis reaction**

The proposed mechanism of the Petasis reaction involves a number of bimolecular reactions and the rearrangement of transition states. Although the basic steps of the mechanism cannot be directly observed, the gathered data of the overall reaction allowed a number of conclusions on the underlying elementary processes. As the rate of the overall reaction is limited by the slowest step in the mechanism, the comparison of the experimental data with several theory-based kinetic models enables the identification of the rate-limiting step. In the following, the fit of the data to three different kinetic models, given in Table 5.1, is evaluated based upon conversion, $X$, and the ratio of non-equimolar starting reagents, $M$. 
Table 5.1. Rate laws depending upon rate-limiting step.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rate-Limiting Step</th>
<th>Rate Law</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st-Order</td>
<td>$\ln(1-X)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd-Order Non-Equimolar</td>
<td>$\ln\frac{M-X}{M(1-X)}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd-Order Equimolar</td>
<td>$\frac{X}{1-X}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.9. Application of different kinetic models to the experimental data of the Petasis reaction of salicylaldehyde at a) 160 °C, b) 180 °C, and c) 200 °C. First-order (○), second-order non-equimolar (□), second-order equimolar (△) rate-limiting step.
For the reaction of 0.1 M salicylaldehyde, 0.3 M morpholine and 0.1 M phenylboronic acid, Figure 5.9 indicates that the kinetic model of a 2nd-order equimolar has the highest coefficient of determination, \( R^2 \), and does not exhibit significant trend about the line of best fit for all three temperatures. Salicylaldehyde and morpholine, which react in the first step of the mechanism, were employed in concentrations differing by the factor 3. For this reason, it can be excluded that the rate-limiting step of the overall reaction is the reaction of the intermediate imine with the phenylboronic acid. This complies with the experimental observation that the combination of dissolved salicylaldehyde and morpholine caused significant heating of the solution, implying a fast exothermic reaction.

5.3.5 Activation Energies

![Graph](image)

**Figure 5.10.** Arrhenius plot of \( \ln k \) versus \( 1/T \) used to determine the activation energy of the Petasis reaction of salicylaldehyde (□) and the Petasis reaction of glyoxylic acid (○).

Figure 5.10 shows the Arrhenius plot for both Petasis reactions, which was used to determine the activation energies given in Table 5.2. The activation energy of the reaction of salicylaldehyde, morpholine, and phenylboronic acid is over 20 kJ/mol higher than the one of glyoxylic acid, piperidine, and phenylboronic acid. This agrees with the observation that reaction of salicylaldehyde required significantly higher temperatures than glyoxylic acid, which is consistent with the literature, which states that glyoxylic acid shows a higher reactivity in the Petasis reaction than salicylaldehyde.\(^{114}\)
Table 5.2. Activation energies for the Petasis reactions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reaction</th>
<th>$E_a$ (kJ/mol)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Salicylaldehyde</td>
<td>$-77.5 \pm 2.9$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glyoxylic Acid</td>
<td>$-55.7 \pm 3.3$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Assuming that the initial step of the Ugi reaction to form the imine is the rate-limiting step, a similar kinetics analysis can performed, resulting in the Arrhenius plot in Figure 5.11, which yields an activation energy of $20.2 \pm 1.6$ kJ/mol.

![Arrhenius plot of the Ugi reaction of the Petasis product.](image)

Figure 5.11. Arrhenius plot of the Ugi reaction of the Petasis product.

5.4 CONCLUSION

The serial combination of a Petasis and an Ugi multicomponent reaction was accomplished in a continuous flow microreactor setup. The employed small-scale equipment enabled the conduction of extensive chemical studies in a cost-effective and environmentally-friendly manner by significantly reducing the consumption of reagents and solvents. The Petasis-Ugi tandem reaction was examined by successively conducting experiments on the individual reactions in batch and microflow, followed by a series of measurements on the combined
reaction in serially connected microreactors. Characteristic properties of the Petasis reaction were identified by conducting similar experiments on two different examples. By variation of temperature and residence time and measurement of the resulting yields of the desired product, the optimal conditions for the conducted reactions were determined. Furthermore, the gathered data were kinetically interpreted in order to identify rate-limiting steps, determine activation energies, and evaluate the proposed mechanisms.
6 AUTOMATED MICROCALORIMETRY USING SILICON MICROREACTORS AND ONLINE IR ANALYSIS

6.1 INTRODUCTION

Silicon microreactors are being increasingly used for early process development, as they confer a number of advantages over larger scale flow and batch systems. The small reactor volume minimizes the consumption of starting materials7 and allows for the safer handling of more hazardous reactions.

38 The small length scales allow fast radial mixing, rapidly reducing concentration gradients2;13 and leading to low axial dispersion, except at very short residence times.10 Furthermore, the small length scales combined with the high heat transfer of silicon allow internal temperature gradients to be significantly reduced and allow rapid changes between temperatures.1 3 In combination, these characteristics allow for a more intrinsic and complete understanding of a reaction being studied due to the high degree of control achievable.

Previous chapters utilized a continuous flow silicon microreactor system combined with automated setpoint control and inline monitoring for a number of applications. Incorporating intelligent, robust optimization algorithms and continuously assessing approach to steady state increased the efficiency of reaction optimizations in a design space with a complex objective function.72 Time-course kinetic data, as typically results from batch reactions, were generated rapidly in flow by continuous residence time manipulation. Reaction conditions were quickly screened, and activation energy was determined by a continuous temperature ramp. In these ways and others, microreactors are most beneficial to discovery and early development of reactions.125 However, once these initial studies have been completed, if the chemistry is desired to be scaled to significant production levels, more traditional flow reactors will often be necessary.39 While these previous works have increased the ability to determine optimal conditions and generate kinetic models for scaling, a thermodynamic analysis is also necessary when moving away from the rapid heat transfer of silicon microreactors. To this end, the ability to perform calorimetry utilizing the previously introduced online control and monitoring techniques was investigated.
Existing reaction calorimetry is typically done in batch on the scale of several milliliters to a liter and examines reaction kinetics by fitting a model to a heat flow curve\textsuperscript{126,127}, although use of in situ measurement techniques, such as FTIR, have been demonstrated.\textsuperscript{128-130} Microliter-scale flow calorimeters also exist, but tend to require a significant amount of specialized fabrication.\textsuperscript{131-135} For this work, it was desired to see if by simply modifying the current microreactor automation system it would be possible to perform flow microcalorimetry without the need for additional fabrication. Two well-known examples of exothermic reactions were investigated: the nitration of benzene (Scheme 6.1)\textsuperscript{136,137} and a Paal-Knorr reaction (Scheme 2.1).\textsuperscript{60-62}

\begin{center}
\textbf{Scheme 6.1.} Benzene nitration.
\end{center}

\begin{center}
\textbf{Scheme 6.2.} Paal-Knorr reaction. 4a – R = -CH\textsubscript{2}CH\textsubscript{2}OH. 4b – R = Me.
\end{center}

6.2 EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

The microfluidic system used in this work is similar to the previous systems;\textsuperscript{72} however, the hot reaction zone of the reactor is now sandwiched between two thermoelectric (TE) elements (Tellurex G1-44-0333) and two separately controlled aluminum heating blocks and the whole system insulated, as depicted in Figure 6.1. This figure also shows the location of thermocouples to continuously measure temperature, including on the schematic of the 140-\textmu L silicon microreactor.\textsuperscript{65,66}

Three Harvard syringe pumps (PHD 2000) were used to control the residence time. The flow rates were updated via daisy-chained RS-232 communications to a Dell (Optiplex 960) computer. The inlet/outlet zone was cooled with a recirculating Thermo Scientific chiller (model AC 200) set to 0 °C, which allowed the reactant streams to mix fully before reaction occurred,
thermally quenched the reaction, and acted as a controlled heat sink. The temperature of the reaction zone was controlled with two Omega (CN9311) controllers and Omega (CSH-102135/120V) heating cartridges, one in each aluminum heating chuck. These controllers were connected through RS-232 cables to the computer to program the temperature setpoint, which was always the same for both controllers. A Mettler Toledo ReactIR iC 10 outfitted with a DiComp ATR 10-μL flow cell was used for continuous inline monitoring of reaction conversion. Labview software (version 8.5.1) on the computer communicated with the syringe pumps and temperature controllers. Matlab scripts (version 2010b) within Labview controlled the reaction temperature setpoints and syringe pump flow rates.

The temperature difference between the two sides of the thermoelectric elements, one side in contact with the heating blocks and the other with the reactor, generates a voltage, which is measured continuously. When an exothermic reaction is occurring within the reactor channel, the temperature difference across the thermoelectric elements is reduced, resulting in a change in the measured voltage. Comparison of the stability in the measured temperature difference and the thermoelectric voltage is discussed below.

![Diagram of microcalorimetry system showing points of temperature measurements on (a) heating chucks and (b) microreactor.](image)

**Figure 6.1.** Schematic of microcalorimetry system showing points of temperature measurements on (a) heating chucks and (b) microreactor.

### 6.2.1 Benzene Nitration

Both heating block temperature controllers were set to 50 °C and the chiller was set to 0 °C. A syringe (NormJect, 5 mL) was filled with pure benzene (3.14 M) and placed on a syringe pump to be infused at 19.581 μL/min. Another syringe (SGE glass, 10 mL) was filled with a nitrating solution of 2 parts H₂SO₄ (from 98% solution) to 1 part HNO₃ (from 70% solution) to be infused at 50.419 μL/min, resulting in a 5% excess of nitric acid in the reactor and a
residence time of 2 min. Chloroform, used to quench the reaction by diluting the organic phase to 2 M benzene/nitrobenzene, was flowed at 109.86 μL/min from a third syringe (SGE glass, 50 mL). A 5 psi backpressure regulator was connected to the outlet. Chloroform was chosen as the quench because it has been shown to be inert to nitrating solution. After initial thermal equilibration, monitoring of the voltage across the thermoelectric elements was started 30 min prior to starting syringe pumps. Total reagent volumes were chosen to allow chloroform to continue flowing after the reaction had completed to generate a voltage baseline under flow conditions with no reaction. The baseline difference between only quench flow and reagent flow replacing the nitrating solution with water was found to be insignificant. IR monitoring was not possible due to the inability to measure only one phase. Thus, GC analysis was used to quantify conversion.

6.2.2 Paal-Knorr Reaction

An initial reaction (see Figure E.3) was performed with 2,5-hexanedione and ethanolamine (5.63 M both reagents); however, due to the formation of an aqueous phase at high conversion, inline IR monitoring proved problematic. Thus, a Paal-Knorr reaction was performed replacing the ethanolamine with methylamine (33 wt% in ethanol). Both heating block temperature controllers were set to 50 °C and the chiller was set to 0 °C. A syringe (Harvard Stainless, 8 mL) was filled with hexanedione to be infused at 35 μL/min. Another syringe (Harvard Stainless, 8 mL) was partially filled with 6 mL methylamine in ethanol (diluted to 8.52 M) to be infused at 35 μL/min, resulting in a reaction concentration of 4.26 M of both reagents and a residence time of 2 min. A third syringe (Harvard Stainless, 50 mL) was partially filled with 25 mL ethanol to flow at 79.181 μL/min to quench the reaction by dilution to 2 M total hexanedione and product. A 20 psi backpressure regulator was connected to the outlet. After initial thermal equilibration, monitoring of the voltage across the thermoelectric elements was started 30 min prior to starting syringe pumps. Total reagent volumes were chosen to allow ethanol and hexanedione to continue flowing after the reaction had completed to generate a voltage baseline under flow conditions with no reaction. The baseline difference between these conditions and flow at reaction flow rates replacing the methylamine solution with ethanol was found to be insignificant.
6.2.3 *Heat of Reaction Quantification*

The heat of reaction was calculated by performing an energy balance around the calorimeter both with and without reaction (Figure 6.2) and comparing the results. Assuming that the relationship between the temperature differences across the thermoelectric element is linearly related to the voltage produced within the range studied, the best-fit line will be of the form

\[ V = a(T_h - T_r) + b \]  

(6.1)

where \( V \) is the measured voltage, \( T_h \) is the hot side temperature averaged between the two thermoelectric elements, \( T_r \) is the measured reactor temperature, and \( a \) and \( b \) are the calculated fit parameters. For the baseline,

\[ V_0 = a(T_h - T_r)\big|_{X=0} + b \]  

(6.2)

where \( V_0 \) is the baseline voltage and the temperatures are those when conversion, \( X \), is 0.

Performing the energy balance then results in

\[ \Delta q = \left( \frac{kA}{d} \right) \frac{V - V_0}{a} \]  

(6.3)

where \( \Delta q \) is the change in heat flow, \( k \) is the thermal conductivity of the thermoelectric element, \( A \) is the area (1600 mm\(^2\) \( \times \) 2 elements), and \( d \) is the thickness (3.2 mm). The thermal conductivity was taken from the literature to be 1.2 W/(m·K).\(^{140} \) The heat of reaction, \( \Delta H_r \), can then be calculated by

\[ \Delta H_r = \frac{\Delta q}{CQ} \]  

(6.4)

where \( C \) is the reaction concentration and \( Q \) is the flow rate. In the case of no reaction, the heating chucks provided all the heat required to maintain the reactor temperature. However, during reaction, the necessary heat input required was reduced as the reaction provided some of the energy necessary. Note that the flow rate affected the heat flow from the reactor to the cooling chuck, \( q_c \). Thus, the baseline voltage was always found under flow conditions but without reaction.
6.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The nitration of benzene was used initially to test the capability of the system to measure changes in heat flux through the reactor. The thermoelectric output (Figure 6.3) significantly decreased at the start of reaction and remained near this level until one of the reagents were depleted, at which time the measured voltage returned to approximately the same level as before the reaction. The correlation between voltage and temperature difference was indeed shown to be largely linear as assumed (see Figure E.1 and Figure E.2). The resulting heat balance, calculated by Eq. 6.3, is summarized in Table 6.1. The heat of reaction was calculated to be \(-118.6 \pm 2.4\) kJ/mol (1 standard deviation) by averaging the voltage difference between the two thermoelectric output levels. This range includes the literature value for the heat of reaction of \(-117\) kJ/mol.\(^{141}\) Thus, the microcalorimeter could be used to accurately determine the heat of reaction.

However, the thermoelectric output of the benzene nitration showed significant noise due to short-term oscillations in liquid-liquid flow, as depicted in the inset of Figure 6.3. Additionally, the reaction conversion could not be measured online.

A Paal-Knorr reaction of 2,5-hexanedione and methylamine in ethanol was chosen in an effort to increase the signal-to-noise ratio and allow for online monitoring by IR analysis. The results for the thermoelectric output and the measured conversion are given in Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5, respectively. The same heat balance analysis was performed (Table 6.2), producing a calculated heat of reaction of \(-50.2 \pm 3.3\) kJ/mol. As this analysis requires measuring the temperature on both sides of the thermoelectric elements, it could be argued why the thermoelectric element is necessary at all. However, as Figure 6.6 illustrates, there was significantly less noise in the thermoelectric output voltage than in the temperature measurement due to oscillations in the hot side temperatures caused by interaction of the two temperature...
controllers. Averaging the output of the two thermoelectric elements in combination with the output voltage corresponding to the average temperature difference across the elements rather than at a single point also reduced the noise in voltage.

Figure 6.3. Benzene nitration thermoelectric output for repeat 1 (dark blue), 2 (red), and 3 (tan). Inset shows the level of oscillations due to slug flow oscillations.

Table 6.1. Summary of benzene nitration results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Repeat</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Δq (W)</td>
<td>-0.311</td>
<td>-0.304</td>
<td>-0.281</td>
<td>-0.299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>0.721</td>
<td>0.710</td>
<td>0.632</td>
<td>0.688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΔH_r (kJ/mol)</td>
<td>-117.8</td>
<td>-116.7</td>
<td>-121.3</td>
<td>-118.6 ± 2.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 6.4. Paal-Knorr thermoelectric output for repeat 1 (dark blue), 2 (red), and 3 (tan).

Figure 6.5. Paal-Knorr conversion for repeat 1 (dark blue), 2 (red), and 3 (tan).
Figure 6.6. Paal-Knorr temperature difference across thermoelectric elements (dark blue) and thermoelectric output voltage (red) for repeat 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Repeat</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Δq (W)</td>
<td>-0.201</td>
<td>-0.179</td>
<td>-0.196</td>
<td>-0.299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>0.755</td>
<td>0.768</td>
<td>0.790</td>
<td>0.771</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΔHr (kJ/mol)</td>
<td>-53.5</td>
<td>-46.9</td>
<td>-50.1</td>
<td>-50.2 ± 3.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To further test the capabilities of the microcalorimeter, a residence time ramp experiment was performed starting from an initial residence time of 0.5 min and gradually increasing the residence time, τ, by 0.05 minutes per minute of experiment time. This procedure was repeated three times during the experiment (Figure 6.7). As flow rate through the microcalorimeter affects the heat transfer, causing \((T_r - T_f)|_{x=0}\) to change with time, a baseline experiment was also run where the methylamine in ethanol solution was replaced with only ethanol. The resulting thermoelectric output is shown in Figure 6.8, which exemplifies the effect of flow rate on the baseline voltage. Conversion was measured continuously by inline IR and used to calculate the heat of reaction by Eq. 6.4 (Figure 6.9). The heat of reaction oscillates approximately 5 kJ/mol around 50 kJ/mol, in agreement with the previous results.
Figure 6.7. Residence time ramp: $\tau_{\text{ins}}$ (dark blue) and $\tau$ (red).

Figure 6.8. Residence time ramp thermoelectric output: reaction (dark blue) and baseline (red).
Figure 6.6. Paal-Knorr temperature difference across thermoelectric elements (dark blue) and thermoelectric output voltage (red) for repeat 3.

Table 6.2. Summary of Paal-Knorr results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Repeat</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Δq (W)</td>
<td>-0.201</td>
<td>-0.179</td>
<td>-0.196</td>
<td>-0.299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>0.755</td>
<td>0.768</td>
<td>0.790</td>
<td>0.771</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΔH_r (kJ/mol)</td>
<td>-53.5</td>
<td>-46.9</td>
<td>-50.1</td>
<td>-50.2 ± 3.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To further test the capabilities of the microcalorimeter, a residence time ramp experiment was performed starting from an initial residence time of 0.5 min and gradually increasing the residence time, τ, by 0.05 minutes per minute of experiment time. This procedure was repeated three times during the experiment (Figure 6.7). As flow rate through the microcalorimeter affects the heat transfer, causing (T_r-T)_{x=0} to change with time, a baseline experiment was also run where the methylamine in ethanol solution was replaced with only ethanol. The resulting thermoelectric output is shown in Figure 6.8, which exemplifies the effect of flow rate on the baseline voltage. Conversion was measured continuously by inline IR and used to calculate the heat of reaction by Eq. 6.4 (Figure 6.9). The heat of reaction oscillates approximately 5 kJ/mol around 50 kJ/mol, in agreement with the previous results.
To investigate the lower bound of the microcalorimeter sensitivity, a concentration ramp Paal-Knorr experiment was then run. In this experiment, rather than changing the residence time of reaction at a constant concentration, the concentration of both reactants was gradually changed from 4 M to 0.25 M and back at a rate of 0.05 M/min at a constant residence time of 2 min (Figure 6.10). This ramp was accomplished by joining the reactant streams with a stream of ethanol from another syringe pump and controlling the flow rates such that the total was constant. The resulting thermoelectric output is given in Figure 6.10. While the noise level in measured thermoelectric output and conversion (see Figure E.4) was relatively constant over the concentration range, this noise is amplified when calculating the heat of reaction as concentration decreased below approximately 2 M (Figure 6.11), corresponding to a voltage difference of 5 mV from baseline and a heat flow difference of 0.1 W.
In an effort to reduce the noise in the thermoelectric output by dampening the noise generated by the on/off temperature controllers, a second heating chuck was designed with a much larger thermal mass (960 J/K vs. 74.5 J/K per side; see Figure 6.12). Another concentration ramp experiment was run, but, while the large thermal mass did reduce short-term oscillations in \( T_h \) and thermoelectric voltage (Figure 6.13), it also significantly increased the system time constant. This change caused the reactor temperature to vary due to the buildup of heat at maximum reaction concentration. Consequently, the reactor was no longer isothermal across its surface, causing the measured relationship between the temperature difference across the reactor and the thermoelectric voltage to poorly model experimental results. However, having previously characterized this relationship for the thermoelectric elements, the model generated with the smaller chuck could be used. While that relationship assumed a constant heat flow from the reactor to the cooling chuck, the reactor temperature fluctuations in time were two orders of magnitude smaller than this temperature difference, allowing this effect to be neglected. As illustrated in Figure 6.14, the heat of reaction was indeed significantly less noisy, and the lower limit of stable measurement was reduced to approximately 1 M, corresponding to a voltage difference of 2.5 mV from baseline and a heat flow difference of 0.05 W. Additionally, the calculated heat of reaction better centers around 50 kJ/mol, in agreement with the previous results.

![Figure 6.12. Microcalorimeter 1 (left) vs. 2 (right) schematic.](image)
Figure 6.13. Thermoelectric voltage difference during reaction concentration ramp. Microcalorimeter 1 (red) vs. 2 (dark blue).

Figure 6.14. Heat of reaction during reaction concentration ramp. Microcalorimeter 1 (red) vs. 2 (dark blue).
6.4 CONCLUSIONS

Microcalorimetry was demonstrated in a flow system by coupling a standard microreactor with off-the-shelf thermoelectric elements, allowing estimation of heats of reaction without the typically necessary specialized fabrication techniques. The heat of reaction of the nitration of benzene was measured to be $-118.6 \pm 2.4$ kJ/mol, in agreement with the literature value of $-117$ kJ/mol. A single-phase Paal-Knorr reaction was also investigated using steady-state, residence time ramp, and concentration ramp experiments, which all gave heats of reaction of approximately $-50$ kJ/mol. Lastly, a second-generation calorimeter was used to significantly reduce experimental noise and the lower limit of sensitivity.
7 CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

7.1 SUMMARY OF THESIS CONTRIBUTIONS

This thesis has centered on the theme of using automation and inline monitoring to increase the efficiency of using microreactor systems to gain new understanding of reactions. Microreactors were chosen as the central element due to their many benefits, including small volume, accurate and rapid temperature control, low dispersion, and increased safety. It is hoped that this work will be built upon to increase the efficiency and speed of development in chemical industry, especially in regard to pharmaceuticals.

In Chapter 2 of this thesis, an automated optimization system was introduced, which utilized online IR analysis of reaction conversion to realize multi-trajectory optimization. Several optimization algorithms were investigated, and a conjugate gradient method incorporating an Armijo-type line search was found to be most efficient. While the primary focus was on maximizing the production rate of a Paal-Knorr reaction, it would be possible to use this same technique for other reactions or other objective functions, as was also demonstrated.

In Chapter 3, the low-dispersion nature of microreactors was employed in combination with controlled flow manipulation to generate time-course “batch” data in flow. It was found that the conversion resulting from this method matched values found from steady-state flow experiments, but these data could be generated much more rapidly using this method. Adding the rapid and precise temperature control of microreactors allowed the generation of a kinetic model in only one automated experiment.

Chapter 4 then focused on the automated investigation of palladium-catalyzed carbonylation, with particular focus on the aminocarbonylation of aryl bromide. Temperature, residence time, gas stoichiometry, and pressure were investigated with minimal experimenter intervention. It was found that the reaction was divided into two temperature regimes. A continuous temperature ramp experiment was devised to rapidly determine the activation energy of rate-limiting step of the lower-temperature regime. These results were found to agree with steady-state GC data, but required significantly less time to acquire. Furthermore, conversion and
selectivity were modeled for both regimes and found to be in good agreement with experimental results.

In Chapter 5, the multicomponent Petasis and Ugi reactions were developed from batch experiments to be combined in microreactors in series. As the Petasis reaction involves three components, and the Ugi reaction involves three in addition to the Petasis product, it was possible to effectively accomplish a six-component reaction. Despite being discovered decades ago, the mechanisms of these reactions are still in dispute. Two examples of the Petasis reaction were investigated to find optimal conditions and to perform a kinetics analysis to identify the rate-limiting step of the proposed mechanism and to determine their activation energies, as well as the activation energy of the Ugi reaction using a Petasis product.

In Chapter 6, a simple microcalorimetry system was demonstrated, allowing heats of reaction to be estimated without the need for specialized fabrication techniques that are typically used. The nitration of benzene was initially investigated, and the heat of reaction was measured to be \(-118.6 \pm 2.4\) kJ/mol, in agreement with the literature value of \(-117\) kJ/mol. To allow for online measurement with IR, a single-phase Paal-Knorr reaction was then used for experiments investigating conditions at steady state, in a residence time ramp, and in a concentration ramp. These three experiment types all produced heats of reaction of approximately \(-50\) kJ/mol. Finally, the sensitivity of the microcalorimeter was improved by creating a second-generation with a larger thermal mass.

7.1 Future Outlook

The integration of inline analysis in this and other recent works highlights the increasing interest in generating fundamental process understanding. The dual in silico nature of combining automated microreactor systems with computer modeling should greatly increase the efficiency of chemical investigations from the earliest stages through production scale up. At present, there is still a significant barrier to entry into microreactor research due to the high cost of both the reactors and the necessary peripheral equipment. However, even during the course of this thesis, significant standardization and improvements were made in this area. In contrast to many previous works, a single microreactor design was the focus of this work and indeed has become the standard used by many researchers in this lab. Another example is the improvements in the
primary analytical technique used in this work. At the onset of this thesis, the IR microflow cell used was an early prototype retrofit to a base unit typically used for studying batch chemistry. As this research progressed, several improvements were seen in the available devices, significantly reducing both the volume of the flow cell and the size of the base unit, which eventually became dedicated to flow experiments. Continued advances in these areas should further their adoption in academic and industrial research and development.

The optimization algorithms investigated in Chapter 2 of this thesis performed well for continuous variables. However, reactions often involve integer variables, such as catalyst, ligand, or reactant species. Approaches to these combined mixed-integer optimizations are still a worthy area of investigation. Additionally, the techniques investigated here were based upon local search algorithms. While in a convex optimization space these algorithms will find the global optimum, no such guarantee can be made for non-convex spaces. Unfortunately, global search techniques, such as simulated annealing or a genetic algorithm, typically involve a large number of experiments, as well as requiring the tuning of adjustable parameters. Developing algorithms to efficiently design experiments and utilize the resulting data will be required to continue expanding the optimization toolbox.

Combining the techniques of Chapters 3 and 6 could allow for automated microreactor systems that can use reaction transients to rapidly determine reaction kinetics and thermodynamics for safe, efficient scale up. Furthermore, integrating continuous IR measurement into the entire flow path of a microreactor could vastly improve the efficiency of these investigations. Combination of a transmission IR array reactor with liquid handling capabilities could allow for following the full conversion curve, including reactive intermediates, of integer experiments. However, there are still significant challenges to these goals before they can be met by researchers.
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Appendix A: CHAPTER 2 SUPPORTING INFORMATION

Figure A.1. Calibration of IR peaks for the reactants and products.
Figure A.2. NMR spectra of the reaction solution.
Figure A.3. ATR-FTIR spectra of the reaction solution at different conversions.

Figure A.4. Mettler-Toledo ReactIR micro flow cell, which has a 51-uL flow cell equipped with a multi-pass diamond window to allow for continuous monitoring of the mid-IR range.
Figure A.5. Reaction conversion model based upon first-order kinetics with a time delay by
\[ X = 1 - 1.50e^{-2.75e^{122/T}(r+2.75)} \]
where \( X \) is the conversion fraction, \( T \) is the temperature in K, and \( r \) is the residence time in minutes.

Figure A.6. Comparison of model predictions of conversion (\( X_{\text{Model}} \)) versus experimental data (\( X_{\text{Experimental}} \)).
Figure A.7. Objective function based on the above model.
Figure A.8. Optimization decision tree.
Table A.1. Paal-Knorr optimization experimental data. Control variables at the corners of each DoE are bolded and the optimum is highlighted.

*Results from Steepest Descent Optimization*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Residence Time (min)</th>
<th>Conversion</th>
<th>Conversion/Residence Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>11.000</td>
<td>0.250</td>
<td>0.0228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>9.000</td>
<td>0.186</td>
<td>0.0207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>9.000</td>
<td>0.207</td>
<td>0.0230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>11.000</td>
<td>0.274</td>
<td>0.0249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>10.000</td>
<td>0.234</td>
<td>0.0234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>12.614</td>
<td>0.316</td>
<td>0.0250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>15.228</td>
<td>0.416</td>
<td>0.0273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>17.842</td>
<td>0.489</td>
<td>0.0274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>20.457</td>
<td>0.576</td>
<td>0.0282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>23.071</td>
<td>0.682</td>
<td>0.0296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>25.685</td>
<td>0.716</td>
<td>0.0279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>22.071</td>
<td>0.656</td>
<td>0.0297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>22.071</td>
<td>0.642</td>
<td>0.0291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>24.071</td>
<td>0.669</td>
<td>0.0278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>24.071</td>
<td>0.698</td>
<td>0.0290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>23.071</td>
<td>0.680</td>
<td>0.0295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>20.334</td>
<td>0.641</td>
<td>0.0315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>17.597</td>
<td>0.583</td>
<td>0.0332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>14.860</td>
<td>0.523</td>
<td>0.0352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>12.123</td>
<td>0.413</td>
<td>0.0341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>9.386</td>
<td>0.310</td>
<td>0.0330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>15.860</td>
<td>0.515</td>
<td>0.0325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>13.860</td>
<td>0.478</td>
<td>0.0345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>15.860</td>
<td>0.538</td>
<td>0.0340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>13.860</td>
<td>0.451</td>
<td>0.0325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>14.860</td>
<td>0.491</td>
<td>0.0330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>13.902</td>
<td>0.486</td>
<td>0.0350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>12.944</td>
<td>0.470</td>
<td>0.0363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>11.986</td>
<td>0.456</td>
<td>0.0381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>11.028</td>
<td>0.432</td>
<td>0.0391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>10.070</td>
<td>0.409</td>
<td>0.0407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>9.112</td>
<td>0.384</td>
<td>0.0422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>8.154</td>
<td>0.358</td>
<td>0.0439</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>7.196</td>
<td>0.325</td>
<td>0.0451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77</td>
<td>6.238</td>
<td>0.286</td>
<td>0.0458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>5.280</td>
<td>0.236</td>
<td>0.0447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>4.322</td>
<td>0.186</td>
<td>0.0430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>5.238</td>
<td>0.210</td>
<td>0.0400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>5.238</td>
<td>0.223</td>
<td>0.0426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>7.238</td>
<td>0.317</td>
<td>0.0437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>7.238</td>
<td>0.344</td>
<td>0.0475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77</td>
<td>6.238</td>
<td>0.278</td>
<td>0.0446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>9.050</td>
<td>0.424</td>
<td>0.0469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>11.862</td>
<td>0.545</td>
<td>0.0460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>14.674</td>
<td>0.642</td>
<td>0.0437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>10.050</td>
<td>0.471</td>
<td>0.0469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>8.050</td>
<td>0.375</td>
<td>0.0466</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>8.050</td>
<td>0.390</td>
<td>0.0484</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>10.050</td>
<td>0.488</td>
<td>0.0485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>9.050</td>
<td>0.433</td>
<td>0.0478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>9.757</td>
<td>0.482</td>
<td>0.0494</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>10.464</td>
<td>0.529</td>
<td>0.0506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87</td>
<td>11.171</td>
<td>0.568</td>
<td>0.0508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>11.878</td>
<td>0.611</td>
<td>0.0514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>12.585</td>
<td>0.648</td>
<td>0.0515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>13.292</td>
<td>0.678</td>
<td>0.0510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>13.999</td>
<td>0.710</td>
<td>0.0507</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101</td>
<td>14.706</td>
<td>0.737</td>
<td>0.0501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>104</td>
<td>15.413</td>
<td>0.773</td>
<td>0.0501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>107</td>
<td>16.120</td>
<td>0.795</td>
<td>0.0493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>16.827</td>
<td>0.816</td>
<td>0.0485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td><strong>11.585</strong></td>
<td>0.658</td>
<td>0.0568</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91</td>
<td><strong>11.585</strong></td>
<td>0.638</td>
<td>0.0551</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91</td>
<td><strong>13.585</strong></td>
<td>0.694</td>
<td>0.0511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td><strong>13.585</strong></td>
<td>0.706</td>
<td>0.0520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>12.585</td>
<td>0.666</td>
<td>0.0529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>9.619</td>
<td>0.559</td>
<td>0.0581</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>6.652</td>
<td>0.411</td>
<td>0.0617</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>3.686</td>
<td>0.196</td>
<td>0.0533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td><strong>7.652</strong></td>
<td>0.472</td>
<td>0.0617</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td><strong>5.652</strong></td>
<td>0.361</td>
<td>0.0638</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td><strong>7.652</strong></td>
<td>0.476</td>
<td>0.0623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td><strong>5.652</strong></td>
<td>0.335</td>
<td>0.0592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>6.652</td>
<td>0.405</td>
<td>0.0609</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97</td>
<td>7.647</td>
<td>0.473</td>
<td>0.0619</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>8.642</td>
<td>0.539</td>
<td>0.0623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102</td>
<td>9.637</td>
<td>0.594</td>
<td>0.0616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105</td>
<td>10.632</td>
<td>0.648</td>
<td>0.0609</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108</td>
<td>11.627</td>
<td>0.686</td>
<td>0.0590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>102</strong></td>
<td><strong>9.642</strong></td>
<td>0.632</td>
<td>0.0656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>98</strong></td>
<td><strong>9.642</strong></td>
<td>0.610</td>
<td>0.0633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>102</strong></td>
<td><strong>7.642</strong></td>
<td>0.532</td>
<td>0.0696</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>98</strong></td>
<td><strong>7.642</strong></td>
<td>0.509</td>
<td>0.0666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>8.642</td>
<td>0.563</td>
<td>0.0652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101</td>
<td>5.826</td>
<td>0.406</td>
<td>0.0697</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102</td>
<td>3.010</td>
<td>0.181</td>
<td>0.0600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99</td>
<td>6.826</td>
<td>0.409</td>
<td>0.0599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99</td>
<td>4.826</td>
<td>0.277</td>
<td>0.0574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>103</td>
<td>4.826</td>
<td>0.293</td>
<td>0.0608</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>103</td>
<td>6.826</td>
<td>0.426</td>
<td>0.0624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101</td>
<td>5.826</td>
<td>0.356</td>
<td>0.0611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>103</td>
<td>8.279</td>
<td>0.501</td>
<td>0.0606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102</td>
<td>6.644</td>
<td>0.414</td>
<td>0.0623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102</td>
<td>7.461</td>
<td>0.455</td>
<td>0.0610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>7.644</td>
<td>0.459</td>
<td>0.0600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>104</td>
<td>5.644</td>
<td>0.354</td>
<td>0.0627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>5.644</td>
<td>0.330</td>
<td>0.0584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>104</td>
<td>7.644</td>
<td>0.469</td>
<td>0.0614</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102</td>
<td>6.644</td>
<td>0.404</td>
<td>0.0608</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105</td>
<td>6.964</td>
<td>0.434</td>
<td>0.0623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108</td>
<td>7.284</td>
<td>0.468</td>
<td>0.0643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111</td>
<td>7.604</td>
<td>0.499</td>
<td>0.0657</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>114</td>
<td>7.925</td>
<td>0.531</td>
<td>0.0670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>117</td>
<td>8.245</td>
<td>0.563</td>
<td>0.0683</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>8.565</td>
<td>0.591</td>
<td>0.0689</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>123</td>
<td>8.885</td>
<td>0.617</td>
<td>0.0695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>126</td>
<td>9.205</td>
<td>0.645</td>
<td>0.0701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>129</td>
<td>9.526</td>
<td>0.670</td>
<td>0.0703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>9.846</td>
<td>0.685</td>
<td>0.0696</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>10.166</td>
<td>0.698</td>
<td>0.0687</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>131</td>
<td>10.526</td>
<td>0.732</td>
<td>0.0695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>127</td>
<td>10.526</td>
<td>0.709</td>
<td>0.0674</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>127</td>
<td>8.526</td>
<td>0.643</td>
<td>0.0754</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>131</td>
<td>8.526</td>
<td>0.653</td>
<td>0.0766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>129</td>
<td>9.526</td>
<td>0.690</td>
<td>0.0725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature (°C)</td>
<td>Residence Time (min)</td>
<td>Conversion</td>
<td>Conversion/Residence Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>----------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>11.000</td>
<td>0.250</td>
<td>0.023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>9.000</td>
<td>0.186</td>
<td>0.021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>9.000</td>
<td>0.207</td>
<td>0.023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>11.000</td>
<td>0.274</td>
<td>0.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>10.000</td>
<td>0.234</td>
<td>0.023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>12.614</td>
<td>0.316</td>
<td>0.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>15.228</td>
<td>0.416</td>
<td>0.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>17.842</td>
<td>0.489</td>
<td>0.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>20.457</td>
<td>0.576</td>
<td>0.028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>23.071</td>
<td>0.682</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>25.685</td>
<td>0.716</td>
<td>0.028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>22.071</td>
<td>0.656</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>22.071</td>
<td>0.642</td>
<td>0.029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>24.071</td>
<td>0.669</td>
<td>0.028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>24.071</td>
<td>0.698</td>
<td>0.029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>23.071</td>
<td>0.687</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>21.283</td>
<td>0.668</td>
<td>0.031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>19.494</td>
<td>0.652</td>
<td>0.033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>17.706</td>
<td>0.623</td>
<td>0.035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>15.918</td>
<td>0.588</td>
<td>0.037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>14.130</td>
<td>0.557</td>
<td>0.039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>12.342</td>
<td>0.503</td>
<td>0.041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>10.553</td>
<td>0.450</td>
<td>0.043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>8.765</td>
<td>0.381</td>
<td>0.043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>6.977</td>
<td>0.304</td>
<td>0.044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>5.189</td>
<td>0.209</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>7.977</td>
<td>0.376</td>
<td>0.047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>7.977</td>
<td>0.343</td>
<td>0.043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>5.977</td>
<td>0.233</td>
<td>0.039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>5.977</td>
<td>0.252</td>
<td>0.042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>6.977</td>
<td>0.292</td>
<td>0.042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>5.945</td>
<td>0.253</td>
<td>0.043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>4.912</td>
<td>0.206</td>
<td>0.042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77</td>
<td>3.879</td>
<td>0.148</td>
<td>0.038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>4.944</td>
<td>0.221</td>
<td>0.045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>4.944</td>
<td>0.238</td>
<td>0.048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>6.944</td>
<td>0.333</td>
<td>0.048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>6.944</td>
<td>0.353</td>
<td>0.051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>5.944</td>
<td>0.282</td>
<td>0.047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>6.015</td>
<td>0.294</td>
<td>0.049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>6.086</td>
<td>0.313</td>
<td>0.051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>6.157</td>
<td>0.332</td>
<td>0.054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>6.228</td>
<td>0.347</td>
<td>0.056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87</td>
<td>6.299</td>
<td>0.370</td>
<td>0.059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>6.370</td>
<td>0.389</td>
<td>0.061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>6.440</td>
<td>0.410</td>
<td>0.064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>6.511</td>
<td>0.428</td>
<td>0.066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99</td>
<td>6.582</td>
<td>0.448</td>
<td>0.068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102</td>
<td>6.653</td>
<td>0.467</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105</td>
<td>6.724</td>
<td>0.488</td>
<td>0.073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108</td>
<td>6.795</td>
<td>0.506</td>
<td>0.075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111</td>
<td>6.866</td>
<td>0.523</td>
<td>0.076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>114</td>
<td>6.936</td>
<td>0.538</td>
<td>0.078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>117</td>
<td>7.007</td>
<td>0.555</td>
<td>0.079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>7.078</td>
<td>0.571</td>
<td>0.081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>123</td>
<td>7.149</td>
<td>0.588</td>
<td>0.082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>126</td>
<td>7.220</td>
<td>0.602</td>
<td>0.083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>129</td>
<td>7.291</td>
<td>0.616</td>
<td>0.085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>7.362</td>
<td>0.627</td>
<td>0.085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>7.432</td>
<td>0.631</td>
<td>0.085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>6.362</td>
<td>0.539</td>
<td>0.085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132</td>
<td>6.362</td>
<td>0.554</td>
<td>0.087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>8.362</td>
<td>0.639</td>
<td>0.076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132</td>
<td>8.362</td>
<td>0.655</td>
<td>0.078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>7.362</td>
<td>0.599</td>
<td>0.081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>4.362</td>
<td>0.385</td>
<td>0.088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>2.000</td>
<td>0.138</td>
<td>0.069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132</td>
<td>5.362</td>
<td>0.466</td>
<td>0.087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132</td>
<td>3.362</td>
<td>0.291</td>
<td>0.086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>3.362</td>
<td>0.268</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>5.362</td>
<td>0.438</td>
<td>0.082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>4.362</td>
<td>0.372</td>
<td>0.085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>7.362</td>
<td>0.575</td>
<td>0.078</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Results from Armijo Conjugate Gradient Optimization

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Residence Time (min)</th>
<th>Conversion</th>
<th>Conversion/Residence Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>11.000</td>
<td>0.250</td>
<td>0.023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>9.000</td>
<td>0.186</td>
<td>0.021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>9.000</td>
<td>0.207</td>
<td>0.023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>11.000</td>
<td>0.274</td>
<td>0.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>10.000</td>
<td>0.206</td>
<td>0.021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>23.942</td>
<td>0.574</td>
<td>0.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>30.000</td>
<td>0.676</td>
<td>0.023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>30.000</td>
<td>0.683</td>
<td>0.023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>27.428</td>
<td>0.656</td>
<td>0.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>25.685</td>
<td>0.673</td>
<td>0.026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>26.685</td>
<td>0.663</td>
<td>0.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>26.685</td>
<td>0.678</td>
<td>0.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>24.685</td>
<td>0.671</td>
<td>0.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>24.685</td>
<td>0.662</td>
<td>0.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>25.685</td>
<td>0.657</td>
<td>0.026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>15.792</td>
<td>0.545</td>
<td>0.035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>5.900</td>
<td>0.225</td>
<td>0.038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87</td>
<td>2.000</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>0.023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>10.846</td>
<td>0.422</td>
<td>0.039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>8.373</td>
<td>0.340</td>
<td>0.041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>7.373</td>
<td>0.327</td>
<td>0.044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>7.373</td>
<td>0.334</td>
<td>0.045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>9.373</td>
<td>0.515</td>
<td>0.055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>9.373</td>
<td>0.424</td>
<td>0.045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature (°C)</td>
<td>Residence Time (min)</td>
<td>Conversion</td>
<td>Penalized Objective Function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>3.355</td>
<td>0.357</td>
<td>0.586</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132</td>
<td>3.355</td>
<td>0.379</td>
<td>0.613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>5.355</td>
<td>0.541</td>
<td>0.728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132</td>
<td>5.355</td>
<td>0.556</td>
<td>0.740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>4.355</td>
<td>0.463</td>
<td>0.679</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>20.355</td>
<td>0.890</td>
<td>0.766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>30.000</td>
<td>0.935</td>
<td>0.754</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>21.355</td>
<td>0.905</td>
<td>0.765</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>19.355</td>
<td>0.875</td>
<td>0.768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132</td>
<td>19.355</td>
<td>0.878</td>
<td>0.768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132</td>
<td>21.355</td>
<td>0.888</td>
<td>0.764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>20.355</td>
<td>0.901</td>
<td>0.767</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results from Quadratic Penalty Armijo Conjugate Gradient Optimization
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Residence Time (min)</th>
<th>Conversion</th>
<th>Penalized Objective Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>4.355</td>
<td>0.460</td>
<td>0.676</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>12.355</td>
<td>0.807</td>
<td>0.786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>16.355</td>
<td>0.847</td>
<td>0.774</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>14.355</td>
<td>0.834</td>
<td>0.780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>13.355</td>
<td>0.810</td>
<td>0.782</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results from Quadratic Penalty Armijo Conjugate Gradient Optimization above 130 °C

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Residence Time (min)</th>
<th>Conversion</th>
<th>Penalized Objective Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>132</td>
<td>13.355</td>
<td>0.797</td>
<td>0.779</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>13.355</td>
<td>0.778</td>
<td>0.776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132</td>
<td>11.355</td>
<td>0.753</td>
<td>0.780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>11.355</td>
<td>0.735</td>
<td>0.774</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>12.355</td>
<td>0.763</td>
<td>0.777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>145</td>
<td>16.640</td>
<td>0.853</td>
<td>0.774</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>138</td>
<td>14.497</td>
<td>0.799</td>
<td>0.775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>134</td>
<td>13.426</td>
<td>0.784</td>
<td>0.777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132</td>
<td>12.891</td>
<td>0.772</td>
<td>0.776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132</td>
<td>12.426</td>
<td>0.772</td>
<td>0.779</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>136</td>
<td>12.426</td>
<td>0.780</td>
<td>0.780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132</td>
<td>14.426</td>
<td>0.798</td>
<td>0.775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>136</td>
<td>14.426</td>
<td>0.811</td>
<td>0.777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>134</td>
<td>13.426</td>
<td>0.741</td>
<td>0.766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>149</td>
<td>8.163</td>
<td>0.669</td>
<td>0.772</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>164</td>
<td>2.899</td>
<td>0.418</td>
<td>0.680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>141</td>
<td>10.794</td>
<td>0.716</td>
<td>0.771</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>145</td>
<td>9.479</td>
<td>0.688</td>
<td>0.769</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>147</td>
<td>8.821</td>
<td>0.679</td>
<td>0.770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>148</td>
<td>8.492</td>
<td>0.668</td>
<td>0.768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>147</td>
<td>9.163</td>
<td>0.690</td>
<td>0.772</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>147</td>
<td>7.163</td>
<td>0.626</td>
<td>0.760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151</td>
<td>7.163</td>
<td>0.640</td>
<td>0.768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151</td>
<td>9.163</td>
<td>0.705</td>
<td>0.778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>149</td>
<td>8.163</td>
<td>0.673</td>
<td>0.773</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>165</td>
<td>5.377</td>
<td>0.610</td>
<td>0.778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>181</td>
<td>2.591</td>
<td>0.453</td>
<td>0.739</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>196</td>
<td>2.000</td>
<td>0.425</td>
<td>0.755</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>212</td>
<td>2.000</td>
<td>0.480</td>
<td>0.826</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>228</td>
<td>2.000</td>
<td>0.246</td>
<td>0.481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>204</td>
<td>2.000</td>
<td>0.449</td>
<td>0.786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>208</td>
<td>2.000</td>
<td>0.462</td>
<td>0.802</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>210</td>
<td>2.000</td>
<td>0.466</td>
<td>0.808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>210</td>
<td>3.000</td>
<td>0.515</td>
<td>0.782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>210</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.220</td>
<td>0.545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>214</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.228</td>
<td>0.563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>214</td>
<td>3.000</td>
<td>0.511</td>
<td>0.778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>212</td>
<td>2.000</td>
<td>0.451</td>
<td>0.788</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>212</td>
<td>17.998</td>
<td>0.910</td>
<td>0.773</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>212</td>
<td>10.000</td>
<td>0.847</td>
<td>0.807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>212</td>
<td>6.000</td>
<td>0.741</td>
<td>0.834</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>212</td>
<td>8.000</td>
<td>0.809</td>
<td>0.822</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>212</td>
<td>7.000</td>
<td>0.778</td>
<td>0.828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>210</td>
<td>7.000</td>
<td>0.768</td>
<td>0.825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>210</td>
<td>5.000</td>
<td>0.690</td>
<td>0.835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>214</td>
<td>5.000</td>
<td>0.572</td>
<td>0.760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>214</td>
<td>7.000</td>
<td>0.460</td>
<td>0.636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>212</td>
<td>6.000</td>
<td>0.764</td>
<td>0.843</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure B.1. Arrhenius plot with $\ln k_1$ (■) and $\ln k_2$ (▲).
Residence Time Calculation

Calculation of $\tau$

$$\tau_{\text{in}} = \tau_0 + \alpha t$$

$$\tau = \tau_0 + St$$

$$Q(t) = \frac{V_r}{\tau_{\text{in}}} = \frac{V_r}{\tau_0 + \alpha t}$$

$$V_r = \int_{t_0}^{t_f} Q(t) \, dt = \int_{t_0}^{t_f} \frac{V_r}{\tau_0 + \alpha t} \, dt$$

$$1 = \frac{1}{\alpha} \ln \left( \tau_0 + \alpha t \right) \bigg|_{t_i}^{t_f}$$

$$\alpha = \ln \left( \frac{\tau_0 + \alpha t_f}{\tau_0 + \alpha t_i} \right)$$

$$e^\alpha (\tau_0 + \alpha t_f) = \tau_0 + \alpha t_f$$

$$t_f = e^\alpha t_i + (e^\alpha - 1) \frac{\tau_0}{\alpha}$$

$$t_i = e^{-\alpha} t_f - (1-e^{-\alpha}) \frac{\tau_0}{\alpha}$$

Substitution for $\tau$

$$\tau = t_f - t_i$$

$$\tau = t_f - \left( e^{-\alpha} t_f - (1-e^{-\alpha}) \frac{\tau_0}{\alpha} \right)$$

$$\tau = (1-e^{-\alpha}) \left( t_f + \frac{\tau_0}{\alpha} \right)$$

$$S = \text{slope} \{\tau, t_f\} = (1-e^{-\alpha})$$

$$t_f = \frac{e^\alpha}{e^\alpha - 1} \tau - \frac{\tau_0}{\alpha}$$
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Relation to $\tau_{ins}$

$$t_f = \frac{\tau_{ins} - \tau_0}{\alpha}$$

$$\tau = (1 - e^{-\alpha})\left(\frac{\tau_{ins} - \tau_0}{\alpha} + \frac{\tau_0}{\alpha}\right)$$

$$\tau = (1 - e^{-\alpha}) \frac{\tau_{ins}}{\alpha} = \frac{S}{\alpha} \tau_{ins}$$

Corrected $\tau$

$$V_d = \int_{t_f}^{t_m} \frac{V_r}{\tau_0 + \alpha t} dt$$

$$\frac{V_d}{V_r} \alpha = \ln \left(\frac{\tau_0 + \alpha t_m}{\tau_0 + \alpha t_f}\right)$$

$$e^{V_r} \left(\tau_0 + t_f\right) = \tau_0 + \alpha t_m$$

$$t_m = e^{V_r} t_f + \left(\frac{V_{r,a}}{V_r} - 1\right) \frac{\tau_0}{\alpha}$$

$$t_f = e^{V_r} t_m - \left(1 - e^{V_r}\right) \frac{\tau_0}{\alpha}$$

$$\frac{e^{\alpha} - 1}{\alpha} \tau - \tau_0 = e^{V_r} t_m - \left(1 - e^{V_r}\right) \frac{\tau_0}{\alpha}$$

$$\tau = (1 - e^{-\alpha}) e^{V_r} \left(t_m + \frac{\tau_0}{\alpha}\right)$$
If $t_i < 0$ and $t_f \geq 0$

$$V_r = \int_{t_i}^{0} \frac{V_r}{\tau_0} dt + \int_{0}^{t_f} \frac{V_r}{\tau_0 + \alpha t} dt$$

$$1 = \frac{-t_i}{\tau_0} + \frac{1}{\alpha} \ln \left( \frac{\tau_0 + \alpha t_f}{\tau_0} \right)$$

$$t_i = \tau_0 \left( \frac{1}{\alpha} \ln \left( \frac{\tau_0 + \alpha t_f}{\tau_0} \right) - 1 \right)$$

$$\tau = t_f - \tau_0 \left( \frac{1}{\alpha} \ln \left( \frac{\tau_0 + \alpha t_f}{\tau_0} \right) - 1 \right)$$
Appendix C: CHAPTER 4 SUPPORTING INFORMATION

Table C.1. Molar concentration of a gas at different pressures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pressure (psi)</th>
<th>Pressure (bar)</th>
<th>Concentration CO (M)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14.5/atmosphere</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pseudo First-Order Approximation

\[
-\frac{d[ArX]}{dt} = k_1 [Pd][L][ArX] 
\]

\[
-\frac{d[ArX]}{dt} = k_1 \frac{[Pd][L]}{1 + K[CO]} [ArX] 
\]

\[
-\frac{d[ArX]}{dt} = k_{obs}[ArX] \quad (3) 
\]

\[
k_{obs} = \frac{k_1 [Pd][L]}{1 + K[CO]} 
\]

Steady-State Approximation

\[
[Pd] = [Pd]_0 - [Pd_{co}] 
\]

\[
k_f [Pd][CO] = k_r [Pd_{co}] 
\]

\[
[Pd_{co}] = \frac{k_f [Pd][CO]}{k_r} 
\]

\[
[Pd] = [Pd]_0 - \frac{k_f [Pd][CO]}{k_r} \quad (2) 
\]

\[
[Pd] = \frac{[Pd]_0}{1 + K[CO]} 
\]
Figure C.1. Carbon monoxide Henry’s Law constant as a function of temperature. Polynomial was fit to data generated with Aspen Plus.

Model Details

Beginning with the full reaction scheme, several simplifications can be made based upon the pseudo-steady state assumption (PSSA). Firstly, as is discussed in the text, the reversible palladium poisoning by carbon monoxide can be lumped into an observed rate constant, $k_{\text{obs}}$. Additionally, as the oxidative addition is significantly slower than the carbon monoxide association, PSSA can be assumed to eliminate this intermediate step from the rate laws. For simplicity in writing the rate expressions, all intermediates have been numbered 1 through 5.
This produces the reaction rates:

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{d[ArX]}{dt} &= -k_{obs}[ArX] \\
\frac{d[I_1]}{dt} &= k_{obs}[ArX] - k_2[I_1] - k_3[I_1] \\
\frac{d[I_2]}{dt} &= k_2[I_1] - k_4[I_2] \\
\frac{d[I_3]}{dt} &= k_3[I_1] - k_5[I_3] - k_6[I_3] \\
\frac{d[I_4]}{dt} &= k_6[I_3] - k_7[I_4] \\
\frac{d[mono]}{dt} &= k_4[I_2] + k_5[I_3] \\
\frac{d[Di]}{dt} &= k_7[I_4]
\end{align*}
\]
Now, lumping the reaction rates at each bifurcation and using the selectivity terms modifies the equations to become:

\[
\frac{d[ArX]}{dt} = -k_{obs}[ArX]
\]

\[
\frac{d[I_1]}{dt} = k_{obs}[ArX] - k_{S_1}[I_1]
\]

\[
\frac{d[I_2]}{dt} = k_{S_1}[I_1] - k_4[I_2]
\]

\[
\frac{d[I_3]}{dt} = k_{S_2}(1 - S_1)[I_1] - k_{S_2}[I_3]
\]

\[
\frac{d[I_4]}{dt} = k_{S_2}(1 - S_2)[I_3] - k_7[I_4]
\]

\[
\frac{d[Mono]}{dt} = k_4[I_2] + k_{S_2}[I_3]
\]

\[
\frac{d[Di]}{dt} = k_7[I_4]
\]

Further applying PSSA to intermediates 1, 3, and 4 produces the following equalities:

\[
k_{obs}[ArX] = k_{S_1}[I_1]
\]

\[
k_{S_1}(1 - S_1)[I_1] = k_{S_2}[I_3]
\]

\[
k_{S_2}(1 - S_2)[I_3] = k_7[I_4]
\]

The remaining equations then become:

\[
\frac{d[ArX]}{dt} = -k_{obs}[ArX]
\]

\[
\frac{d[I_2]}{dt} = k_{obs}S_1[ArX] - k_4[I_2]
\]

\[
\frac{d[Mono]}{dt} = k_4[I_2] + k_{obs}S_2(1 - S_1)[ArX]
\]

\[
\frac{d[Di]}{dt} = k_{obs}(1 - S_1)(1 - S_2)[ArX]
\]
Additionally, the Pd balance is given by:

\[
\frac{d[Pd]}{dt} = -\frac{d[ArX]}{dt} + \frac{d[Mono]}{dt} + \frac{d[Di]}{dt}
\]

\[
\frac{d[Pd]}{dt} = -k_{obs}[ArX] + k_4[I_2] + k_{obs}S_2(1-S_1)[ArX] + k_{obs}(1-S_1)(1-S_2)[ArX]
\]

\[
\frac{d[Pd]}{dt} = k_4[I_2] - k_{obs}S_1[ArX]
\]

This set of equations was modeled in Matlab using the following differential code and fitted parameters:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{k} &= \{1.3334, 1.1147, 1.0712, 2.4226, 3.8659, 2.0095\}; \\
\text{k} &= [k(1)*1E17, 116.4, k(2)*1E6, 55.6, k(3)*1E2, k(4)*1E-13, k(5)*1E1, k(6)*1E-4];
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
% \{(k0, [1]), (EA, [1]), (k0, [4]), (EA, [4]), (EA, [2]-EA, [3]), (k0, [3]/k0, [2]), (EA, [5]-EA, [6]), (k0, [6]/k0, [5])\}
\end{align*}
\]

function der = ODEFun(~,C,T,pCO,Pd0,k)

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{HCO} &= -1.49E-10*T^3+3.59E-8*T^2-2.95E-6*T+5.02E-4; \\
\text{k1} &= k(1)*\exp(-k(2)*1E3/(8.314*(273+T))); \\
\text{k4} &= k(3)*\exp(-k(4)*1E3/(8.314*(273+T))); \\
\text{kobs} &= k1*(C(5)*Pd0/(HCO*pCO)); \\
\text{S1} &= 1/(1+k(6)*\exp(k(5)*1E3/(8.314*(273+T)))); \\
\text{S2} &= 1/(1+k(8)*\exp(k(7)*1E3/(8.314*(273+T)))*HCO*pCO); \\
\text{der}(1,1) &= -kobs*C(1); \quad \%d[ArX]/dt \\
\text{der}(2,1) &= S1*kobs*C(1)-k4*C(2); \quad \%d[I2]/dt \\
\text{der}(3,1) &= k4*C(2)+(1-S1)*kobs*C(1)*S2; \quad \%d[M]/dt \\
\text{der}(4,1) &= (1-S1)*kobs*C(1)*(1-S2); \quad \%d[D]/dt \\
\text{der}(5,1) &= k4*C(2)-S1*kobs*C(1); \quad \%d[Pd]/dt
\end{align*}
\]
Appendix D: CHAPTER 5 SUPPORTING INFORMATION

Table D.1. Salicylaldehyde Petasis yield vs. temperature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Residence Time (min)</th>
<th>Yield</th>
<th>Side Product</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.081</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.169</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.294</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.458</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.612</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.748</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.787</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>170</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.787</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.672</td>
<td>0.102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>190</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.607</td>
<td>0.149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.516</td>
<td>0.187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>210</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.405</td>
<td>0.235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.095</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.171</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.264</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.422</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.554</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>165</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.578</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>170</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.599</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>175</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.616</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.685</td>
<td>0.028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>185</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.649</td>
<td>0.043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>190</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.678</td>
<td>0.056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>195</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.694</td>
<td>0.072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.678</td>
<td>0.095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>210</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.629</td>
<td>0.133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>220</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.483</td>
<td>0.124</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table D.2. Salicylaldehyde Petasis yield vs. residence time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Residence Time (min)</th>
<th>Yield</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.733</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.678</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.739</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0.686</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>0.665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.689</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.547</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table D.3. 1.2 M glyoxylic acid Petasis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Residence Time (min)</th>
<th>Yield</th>
<th>Conversion</th>
<th>Side Product</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.480</td>
<td>0.683</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.579</td>
<td>0.751</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.635</td>
<td>0.818</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.774</td>
<td>0.879</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.879</td>
<td>0.899</td>
<td>0.041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.758</td>
<td>0.846</td>
<td>0.080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.734</td>
<td>0.816</td>
<td>0.093</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table D.4. 1.5 M glyoxylic acid Petasis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Residence Time (min)</th>
<th>Yield</th>
<th>Conversion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0.090</td>
<td>0.554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0.137</td>
<td>0.578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0.189</td>
<td>0.586</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0.212</td>
<td>0.588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0.286</td>
<td>0.616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0.235</td>
<td>0.610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0.392</td>
<td>0.653</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0.451</td>
<td>0.669</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0.488</td>
<td>0.712</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0.558</td>
<td>0.705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0.538</td>
<td>0.727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0.631</td>
<td>0.732</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Table D.5.** Petasis-Ugi tandem reaction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Petasis Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Petasis Residence Time (min)</th>
<th>Ugi Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Ugi Residence Time (min)</th>
<th>Yield</th>
<th>Conversion</th>
<th>Side Product 1</th>
<th>Side Product 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>6.66</td>
<td>0.140</td>
<td>0.298</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>6.66</td>
<td>0.144</td>
<td>0.303</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>6.66</td>
<td>0.256</td>
<td>0.353</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>6.66</td>
<td>0.275</td>
<td>0.333</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>6.66</td>
<td>0.333</td>
<td>0.331</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>6.66</td>
<td>0.327</td>
<td>0.367</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>6.66</td>
<td>0.353</td>
<td>0.357</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>6.66</td>
<td>0.370</td>
<td>0.355</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>6.66</td>
<td>0.418</td>
<td>0.450</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>6.66</td>
<td>0.427</td>
<td>0.451</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>6.66</td>
<td>0.405</td>
<td>0.482</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>6.66</td>
<td>0.453</td>
<td>0.449</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>6.66</td>
<td>0.472</td>
<td>0.452</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>6.66</td>
<td>0.452</td>
<td>0.467</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>6.66</td>
<td>0.480</td>
<td>0.448</td>
<td>0.153</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>6.66</td>
<td>0.450</td>
<td>0.504</td>
<td>0.174</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>6.66</td>
<td>0.438</td>
<td>0.510</td>
<td>0.113</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>6.66</td>
<td>0.457</td>
<td>0.480</td>
<td>0.181</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>6.66</td>
<td>0.449</td>
<td>0.492</td>
<td>0.173</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>6.66</td>
<td>0.410</td>
<td>0.559</td>
<td>0.188</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>6.66</td>
<td>0.382</td>
<td>0.574</td>
<td>0.167</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>6.66</td>
<td>0.409</td>
<td>0.588</td>
<td>0.211</td>
<td>0.159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>6.66</td>
<td>0.397</td>
<td>0.599</td>
<td>0.205</td>
<td>0.153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>6.66</td>
<td>0.337</td>
<td>0.733</td>
<td>0.121</td>
<td>0.228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>6.66</td>
<td>0.312</td>
<td>0.761</td>
<td>0.108</td>
<td>0.204</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix E: CHAPTER 6 SUPPORTING INFORMATION

Figure E.1. Benzene nitration correlation between thermoelectric output and temperature difference across thermoelectric elements for repeat 1 (dark blue), 2 (red), and 3 (tan).

Figure E.2. Paal-Knorr correlation between thermoelectric output and temperature difference across thermoelectric elements for repeat 1 (dark blue), 2 (red), and 3 (tan).
Figure E.3. Neat Paal-Knorr thermoelectric output for repeat 1 (dark blue) and 2 (red).

Figure E.4. Paal-Knorr reaction concentration ramp conversion.
Appendix F: pH MICROFLOW CELL

A pH microflow cell was developed to measure pH online. Typical pH flow cells are multiple milliliters in volume, and dye-based systems designed for microsystems do not cover the full pH range. The flow cell itself and a schematic are shown in Figure F.1.

![Image of Flow Cell]

**Figure F.1.** Inline pH probe.

This relatively simple flow cell with an internal volume of approximately 20 μL has proven effective at online measurement and rapidly responding to changes in pH, as demonstrated in Figure F.2.
Figure F.2. Switching from pH 4 buffer to pH 10 buffer, while flowing at 10 μL/min.
Figure F.3. SolidWorks drawing of pH microflow cell. Dimensions are in inches. Scale 1:1.
Appendix G: MICROREACTOR CHUCKS

Figure G.1. SolidWorks drawing of microreactor cold-side compression block. Dimensions are in mm. Scale 1:1.
Figure G.2. SolidWorks drawing of microreactor cold-side compression plate. Dimensions are in mm. Scale 1:1.
Figure G.3. SolidWorks drawing of microreactor hot-side compression block. Dimensions are in mm. Scale 1:1.
Figure G.4. SolidWorks drawing of microreactor hot-side compression plate. Dimensions are in mm. Scale 1:1.
Appendix H: MICROCALORIMETER CHUCKS

Figure H.1. SolidWorks drawing of microcalorimeter 1 chuck. Dimensions are in mm. Scale 1:1.
Figure H.2. SolidWorks drawing of microcalorimeter 2 chuck. Dimensions are in mm. Scale 1:2.
Appendix I: LABVIEW PROGRAMS
Setpoint Control

Creactor = 1;
C1 = 2;
C2 = 2;
C3 = 2;
C4 = 2;
C5 = 2;
Flush Volume = 6*Vr; %%% Fix 3*Vr (uL)

if UPLC == 1
    Analysis_time = 0.5;
else
    Analysis_time = 0.1;
end

if i <= 1
    ExpNum = 1;
    NextExpFlag = 0; FlowRateFlag = 0;
    v1 = 10; v2 = 10; v3 = 0; v4 = 0; T0 = 50; Q = 1; rxn_time = 1; Max = 0; ratio = 1;
    cond = [v1 v2 v3 v4 Q T0 rxn_time ratio];
    Data = [0 0];
    Termination = 0; Flush_time = 1E7; Total_time = 1E7;
end

FlowRateFlag = 0;
% Data(ExpNum) = Max;

if NextExpFlag ~= ExpNum
    if ExpNum > TotExp
        Termination = 1;
        T_SP = 1;
        T_SP_Str = num2str(T_SP);
        v1 = 0.1;
        v2 = 0.1;
        v3 = 0.1;
    end
    if ExpNum <= TotExp
        pt_history(ExpNum,:) = [pt(ExpNum,:), Data(ExpNum)];
        rxn_time = pt(ExpNum,2);
        ratio = pt(ExpNum,3);
        T_SP = pt(ExpNum,4);
        T_SP_Str = num2str(T_SP);
        Q = Vr/rxn_time;
        v1 = Creactor*Q/C1;
        v2 = Creactor*Q/C2;
        v3 = Creactor*Q/C3;
        v4 = Creactor*Q/C4;
        v5 = Creactor*Q/C5;
    end
end
v6=0;
end

cond=[v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v6 Q T_SP rxn_time ratio];

NextExpFlag=ExpNum;
FlowRateFlag=1;
end

if UPLC == 1
    Inject_time=max(Flush_Volume/Q*60,20*60);
else
    Inject_time=Flush_Volume/Q*60;
end

Flush_time=Inject_time+Analysis_time*60; %Need time values in s
Total_time=Flush_time+15;

Steepest Descent Optimization

if i == 0
    Creactor = 1;
    C1 = 2;
    C2 = 2;
    Flush_Volume =4*Vr; %%%Fix 4*Vr (uL)
    MaxExp = 50;
    GradStep = 0;
    Contract = 0;
    TConstraint = 0;
    tauConstraint = 0;
    TSpan = [30,130,2,5]; % [Tmin,Tmax,dT,TInt] (C)
    tauSpan = [2,30,1,1]; % [taumin,taumax,dtau,tauInt] (min)
    InitT = 130; % Initial DoE T center (C)
    Inittau = 4.9923; % Initial DoE tau center (min)
    DoEExpNum = 4;
    DoET = [InitT-TSpan(3),InitT-TSpan(3),InitT+TSpan(3),InitT+TSpan(3)];
    DoEtau = [Inittau-tauSpan(3),Inittau+tauSpan(3),Inittau-tauSpan(3),Inittau+tauSpan(3)];
    DoEratio = [1,1,1,1];
    [YRand,IRand] = sort(rand(1,DoEExpNum));
    pt = ['1:1:DoEExpNum','DoEtau(IRand)','DoEratio(IRand)','DoET(IRand)'];

if UPLC == 1
    Analysis_time = 5; %%%Fix 5 (min)
else
    Analysis_time = 0.1; %%%Fix 5 (min)
end

% DoE Skip
pt = [1, 3, 1, 128; 2, 3, 1, 132; 3, 1, 1, 128; 4, 1, 1, 132];
pt_history = pt;
Conv = [0.0745; 0.0809; 0.0380; 0.0424];
ExpNum = 5;
NextExpFlag = 4;

FlowRateFlag = 0; v1 = 10; v2 = 10; v3 = 10; v4 = 10; T0 = 50; Q = 1; rxn_time = 10; ratio = 1;
cond = [v1 v2 v3 v4 Q T0 rxn_time ratio];
Termination = 0; Flush_time = 1E7; Total_time = 1E7;

end

if NextExpFlag == ExpNum && length(Conv) == NextExpFlag

% Check for termination
if ExpNum > DoEExpNum + 3
    if ExpNum > MaxExp || (Conv(end) <= 0.95*max(Conv(5:end)) && Contract == 0) || (Contract == 1 && ExpNum == 9) || (TConstraint == 1 && tauConstraint == 1)
        Termination = 1;
        T_SP = 1;
        T_SP_Str = num2str(T_SP);
    v1 = 0.1;
    v2 = 0.1;
    end
end
if ExpNum <= MaxExp && Termination == 0

% Centerpoint after DoE Run
if ExpNum == (DoEExpNum + 1)
    GradT = (sum(Conv.*(pt(1:DoEExpNum,4)>InitT)) - sum(Conv.*(pt(1:DoEExpNum,4)<InitT)))/((DoEExpNum/2)*2*TSpan(3));
    Gradtau = (sum(Conv.*(pt(1:DoEExpNum,2)>Inittau)) - sum(Conv.*(pt(1:DoEExpNum,2)<Inittau)))/((DoEExpNum/2)*2*tauSpan(3));
    pt = [pt; ExpNum, Inittau, 1, InitT];
end

% Move along gradient after DoE
elseif ExpNum == (DoEExpNum + 2)
    StepSize = 3/sqrt(GradT^2 + Gradtau^2);
    Flush_Volume = 2*Vr; % Reduce minimum flush volume during gradient search (uL)
    GradStep = GradStep + 1;
    if Inittau + GradStep * Gradtau * StepSize < tauSpan(1) % Check tau constraints
        taunew = tauSpan(1);
        tauConstraint = 1;
    elseif Inittau + GradStep * Gradtau * StepSize < tauSpan(2)
        taunew = Inittau + GradStep * Gradtau * StepSize;
    else
        taunew = tauSpan(2);
        tauConstraint = 1;
end
end

if InitT+GradStep*GradT*StepSize < TSpan(1) \% Check T constraints
    Tnew = TSpan(1);
    TConstraint = 1;
elseif InitT+GradStep*GradT*StepSize < TSpan(2)
    Tnew = round(InitT+GradStep*GradT*StepSize);
else
    Tnew = TSpan(2);
    TConstraint = 1;
end

pt = [pt; ExpNum,taunew,1,Tnew];

\% If first step along gradient decreases, contract step size
elseif ExpNum == (DoEExpNum+3) && Conv(end)<max(Conv(5:end))
    StepSize = 1/sqrt(GradT^2+Gradtau^2);
    GradStep = 1;
    Contract = 1;
    if Inittau+GradStep*Gradtau*StepSize < tauSpan(1) \% Check tau constraints
        taunew = tauSpan(1);
        tauConstraint = 1;
    elseif Inittau+GradStep*Gradtau*StepSize < tauSpan(2)
        taunew = Inittau+GradStep*Gradtau*StepSize;
    else
        taunew = tauSpan(2);
        tauConstraint = 1;
    end
if InitT+GradStep*GradT*StepSize < TSpan(1) \% Check T constraints
    Tnew = TSpan(1);
    TConstraint = 1;
elseif InitT+GradStep*GradT*StepSize < TSpan(2)
    Tnew = round(InitT+GradStep*GradT*StepSize);
else
    Tnew = TSpan(2);
    TConstraint = 1;
end

pt = [pt; ExpNum,taunew,1,Tnew];

\% If conversion is increasing along gradient, continue
elseif ExpNum > DoEExpNum+2
    GradStep = GradStep+1;
    if Inittau+GradStep*Gradtau*StepSize < tauSpan(1) \% Check tau constraints
        taunew = tauSpan(1);
        tauConstraint = 1;
    elseif Inittau+GradStep*Gradtau*StepSize < tauSpan(2)
        taunew = Inittau+GradStep*Gradtau*StepSize;
    else
        taunew = tauSpan(2);
        tauConstraint = 1;
    end
if InitT+GradStep*GradT*StepSize < TSpan(1) \% Check T constraints
    Tnew = TSpan(1);
    TConstraint = 1;
elseif InitT+GradStep*GradT*StepSize < TSpan(2)
    Tnew = round(InitT+GradStep*GradT*StepSize);
else
    Tnew = TSpan(2);
    TConstraint = 1;
end
else
  Tnew = TSpan(2);
  TConstraint = 1;
end
pt = [pt; ExpNum, taunew, 1, Tnew];
end

pt_history(ExpNum, :) = pt(ExpNum, :);
rxn_time=pt(ExpNum,2);
ratio=pt(ExpNum,3);
T_SP=pt(ExpNum,4);
T_SP_Str=num2str(T_SP);
Q=Vr/rxn_time;
v1=Creactor*Q/C1;
v2=Creactor*Q/C2;
v3=0;
v4=0;
v5=0;
v6=0;
end

cond=[v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v6 Q T_SP rxn_time ratio];

NextExpFlag=ExpNum;
FlowRateFlag=1;
end

Inject_time=Flush_Volume/Q*60; % (s)
Flush_time=Inject_time+Analysis_time*60; % (s)
Total_time=Flush_time+15; % Fix

Conjugate Gradient Optimization

if i == 0
  Creactor = 1;
  C1 = 2;
  C2 = 2;
  Flush_Volume = 4*Vr; % Fix 4*Vr (uL)
  MaxExp = 50;
  MinStep = 1;
  GradStep = 0;
  Contract = 0;
  TConstraint = 0;
  tauConstraint = 0;
  TSpan = [30,130,2,5]; % [Tmin,Tmax,dT,TInt] (C)
  tauSpan = [2,30,1,1]; % [taumin,taumax,dtau,tauint] (min)
  InitT = 130; % Initial DoE T center (C)
  Inittau = 4.362; % Initial DoE tau center (min)
  GradOld = [5.5028E-4; -4.2905E-3];
  cg = [3.0214E-2; -3.5897E-3];
DoEExpNum = 4;
DoET = [InitT-TSpan(3),InitT-TSpan(3),InitT+TSpan(3),InitT+TSpan(3)];
DoEtau = [Inittau-tauSpan(3),Inittau+tauSpan(3),Inittau-
        tauSpan(3),Inittau+tauSpan(3)];
DoEratio = [1,1,1,1];
[YRand,IRand] = sort(rand(1,DoEExpNum));
pt = [[1:1:DoEExpNum]',DoEtau(IRand)',DoEratio(IRand)',DoET(IRand)'];

if UPLC == 1
    Analysis_time = 5;%%Fix 5 (min)
else
    Analysis_time = 0.1;%%Fix 5 (min)
end

% DoE Skip
% pt = [1,6.9445,1,70;2,4.9445,1,70;3,4.9445,1,74;4,6.9445,1,74];
% pt_history = pt;
% Conv = [0.0437;0.0378;0.0403;0.0448];
% ExpNum=5;
% NextExpFlag=4;
% ExpNum=1;
% NextExpFlag=0;

v1=10; v2=10; v3=10; v4=10; T0=50; Q=1; rxn_time=10; ratio=1;
cond=[v1 v2 v3 v4 Q T0 rxn_time ratio];
Termination=0; Flush_time=1E7; Total_time=1E7;
end

FlowRateFlag=0;

if NextExpFlag=ExpNum & length(Conv) == NextExpFlag
    % Check for termination
    if ExpNum > DoEExpNum-3
        if ExpNum > MaxExp || (Conv(end) <= 0.95*max(Conv(5:end)) && Contract
            == 0) || (Contract == 1 && ExpNum == 9) || (TConstraint == 1 ||
                abs(cg(1)*StepSize) < MinStep) && (tauConstraint == 1 ||
                abs(cg(2)*Stepsize) < MinStep))
            Termination=1;
            T_SP = 1;
            T_SP_Str = num2str(T_SP);
            v1 = 0.1;
            v2 = 0.1;
        end
    end

if ExpNum<=MaxExp & Termination == 0
    % Centerpoint after DoE Run
    if ExpNum == (DoEExpNum+1)
        GradT=sum(Conv.*(pt(1:DoEExpNum,4)>InitT))-
            sum(Conv.*(pt(1:DoEExpNum,4)<InitT)))/((DoEExpNum/2)*2*TSpan(3));
        Gradtau=sum(Conv.*(pt(1:DoEExpNum,2)>Inittau))-
            sum(Conv.*(pt(1:DoEExpNum,2)<Inittau)))/((DoEExpNum/2)*2*tauSpan(3));
        Grad = [GradT;Gradtau];
    end

end
beta = norm(Grad)^2/norm(GradOld)^2; % Fletcher-Reeves
% beta = dot(Grad, (Grad-GradOld))/norm(GradOld)^2; % Polak-
Ribiere

cg = Grad+beta*cg;
pt = [pt; ExpNum,Inittau,1,InitT];

% Move along gradient after DoE
elseif ExpNum == (DoEExpNum+2)
    StepSize = 3/sqrt(cg(1)^2+cg(2)^2);
    if TSpan(1) == InitT || TSpan(2) == InitT % Check if InitT is on constraint
        StepSize = 3/sqrt(cg(2)^2);
    elseif tauSpan(1) == Inittau || tauSpan(2) == Inittau % Check if Inittau is on constraint
        StepSize = 3/sqrt(cg(1)^2);
    end

    Flush_Volume = 2*Vr; % Reduce minimum flush volume during gradient search (uL)

    GradStep = GradStep+1;
    if Inittau+GradStep*cg(2)*StepSize < tauSpan(1) % Check tau constraints
        taunew = tauSpan(1);
        tauConstraint = 1;
    elseif Inittau+GradStep*cg(2)*StepSize > tauSpan(2)
        taunew = tauSpan(2);
        tauConstraint = 1;
    else
        taunew = Inittau+GradStep*cg(2)*StepSize;
    end

    if InitT+GradStep*cg(1)*StepSize < TSpan(1) % Check T constraints
        Tnew = TSpan(1);
        TConstraint = 1;
    elseif InitT+GradStep*cg(1)*StepSize > TSpan(2)
        Tnew = TSpan(2);
        TConstraint = 1;
    else
        Tnew = round(InitT+GradStep*cg(1)*StepSize);
    end

    pt = [pt; ExpNum,taunew,1,Tnew];

% If first step along gradient decreases, contract step size
elseif ExpNum == (DoEExpNum+3) && Conv(end) < max(Conv(5:end))
    StepSize = 1/sqrt(cg(1)^2+cg(2)^2);
    if TSpan(1) == InitT || TSpan(2) == InitT % Check if InitT is on constraint
        StepSize = 1/sqrt(cg(2)^2);
    elseif tauSpan(1) == Inittau || tauSpan(2) == Inittau % Check if Inittau is on constraint
        StepSize = 1/sqrt(cg(1)^2);
    end

    GradStep = 1;
    Contract = 1;
    if Inittau+GradStep*cg(2)*StepSize < tauSpan(1) % Check tau constraints
        taunew = tauSpan(1);
        tauConstraint = 1;
    else
        taunew = Inittau+GradStep*cg(2)*StepSize;
        tauConstraint = 1;
    end
elseif Inittau+GradStep*cg(2)*StepSize > tauSpan(2)
    taunew = tauSpan(2);
    tauConstraint = 1;
else
    taunew = Inittau+GradStep*cg(2)*StepSize;
end
if InitT+GradStep*cg(1)*StepSize < TSpan(1) % Check T constraints
    Tnew = TSpan(1);
    TConstraint = 1;
elseif InitT+GradStep*cg(1)*StepSize > TSpan(2)
    Tnew = TSpan(2);
    TConstraint = 1;
else
    Tnew = round(InitT+GradStep*cg(1)*StepSize);
end
pt = [pt; ExpNum,taunew,1,Tnew];

% If conversion is increasing along gradient, continue
elseif ExpNum > DoEExpNum+2
    GradStep = GradStep+1;
    if Inittau+GradStep*cg(2)*StepSize < tauSpan(1) % Check tau constraints
        taunew = tauSpan(1);
        tauConstraint = 1;
    elseif Inittau+GradStep*cg(2)*StepSize > tauSpan(2)
        taunew = tauSpan(2);
        tauConstraint = 1;
    else
        taunew = Inittau+GradStep*cg(2)*StepSize;
    end
    if InitT+GradStep*cg(1)*StepSize < TSpan(1) % Check T constraints
        Tnew = TSpan(1);
        TConstraint = 1;
    elseif InitT+GradStep*cg(1)*StepSize > TSpan(2)
        Tnew = TSpan(2);
        TConstraint = 1;
    else
        Tnew = round(InitT+GradStep*cg(1)*StepSize);
    end
    pt = [pt; ExpNum,taunew,1,Tnew];
end
pt_history(ExpNum,:) = pt(ExpNum,:);
rxn_time=pt(ExpNum,2);
ratio=pt(ExpNum,3);
T_SP=pt(ExpNum,4);
T_SP_Str=num2str(T_SP);
Q=Vr/rxn_time;
v1=Creactor*Q/C1;
v2=Creactor*Q/C2;
v3=0;
v4=0;
v5=0;
v6=0;
end
cond=[v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v6 Q T_SP rxn_time ratio];
NextExpFlag=ExpNum;
FlowRateFlag=1;
end

Inject_time=Flush_Volume/Q*60;  
Flush_time=Inject_time+Analysis_time*60;  
Total_time=Flush_time+15;  

Armijo Conjugate Gradient Optimization

if i == 0
Creator = 1;
C1 = 2;
C2 = 2;
Flush_Volume =4*Vr;  
MaxExp = 50;
MinStep = 1;
Step = 16;
GradStep = 0;
Contract = 0;
ContractAccept = 0;
ArmijoContract = 0;
ArmijoAccept = 0;
ArmijoStep = 1/2;
TConstraint = 0;
tauConstraint = 0;
TSpan = [30,250,2,5];  
tauSpan = [2,30,1,1];  
InitT = 130;  
Inittau = 11.4218;
GradOld = [9.2088E-4; 1.6086E-3];
cg = [2.7962E-3; 1.3335E-4];

DoEExpNum = 4;
DoET = [InitT-TSpan(3),InitT-TSpan(3),InitT+TSpan(3),InitT+TSpan(3)];
DoEtau = [Inittau-tauSpan(3),Inittau+tauSpan(3),Inittau-tauSpan(3),Inittau+tauSpan(3)];
DoEratio = [1,1,1,1];
[YRand,IRand] = sort(rand(1,DoEExpNum));
pt = [[1:1:DoEExpNum]',DoEtau(IRand)',DoEratio(IRand)',DoET(IRand)'];

if UPLC == 1
Analysis_time = 5;  
else
Analysis_time = 0.1;
end

% DoE Skip
% pt = [1,6.9445,1,70;2,4.9445,1,70;3,4.9445,1,74;4,6.9445,1,74];
% pt_history = pt;
% Conv = [0.0437; 0.0378; 0.0403; 0.0448];
% ExpNum=5;
% NextExpFlag=4;
%%
ExpNum=1;
NextExpFlag=0;

v1=10; v2=10; v3=10; v4=10; T0=50; Q=1; rxn_time=10; ratio=1;
cond=[v1 v2 v3 v4 T0 Q T0 rxn_time ratio];
Termination=0; Flush_time=1E7; Total_time=1E7;
end

FlowRateFlag=0;

if NextExpFlag=ExpNum && length(Conv) == NextExpFlag
  % Check for termination
  if ExpNum > DoEExpNum+3
    % Check for Armijo Contraction
    if Conv(end) <= 0.95*max(Conv(5:end)) && Contract == 0 &&
      ArmijoContract == 0
      ArmijoContract = 1;
      GradStep = 0;
      MaxIndex = length(Conv)-1;
      if Conv(end) < Conv(end-2)
        Step = -Step;
      end
    end

    % Check for accepting Armijo step
    if ArmijoContract == 1
      % step size < minimum
      if Conv(end) > Conv(MaxIndex)
        ArmijoAccept = 1;
      elseif ((Tnew == TSpan(1) || Tnew == TSpan(2)) && (taunew ==
        tauSpan(1) || taunew == tauSpan(2))) || ...
        (Tnew == TSpan(1) || Tnew == TSpan(2)) &&
        abs(cg(2)*StepSize*ArmijoStep^(GradStep+1)) < MinStep) || ...
        (tauConstraint == 1 &&
        abs(cg(1)*StepSize*ArmijoStep^(GradStep+1)) < MinStep) || ...
        (abs(Step)*ArmijoStep^(GradStep+1) < MinStep)
        ArmijoAccept = 1
      end
    end

  end

% Check for accepting contraction Bisection step
if Contract == 1
  % step size < minimum
  if Conv(end) > Conv(5)
    ContractAccept = 1;
  % else
  if (TConstraint == 1 &&
    abs(cg(2)*StepSize*ArmijoStep^(GradStep+1)) < MinStep) || ...
    (tauConstraint == 1 &&
    abs(cg(1)*StepSize*ArmijoStep^(GradStep+1)) < MinStep) || ...
    (abs(Step)*ArmijoStep^(GradStep+1) < MinStep)
ContractAccept = 1;
end

% Termination criteria
if ExpNum > MaxExp || ...
   (Conv(end) <= 0.95*max(Conv(5:end)) && Contract == 0 &&
    ArmijoContract == 0) || ...
   (Contract == 1 && ContractAccept == 1) || ...
   ((TConstraint == 1 || abs(cg(1)*StepSize) < MinStep) &&
    (tauConstraint == 1 || abs(cg(2)*StepSize) < MinStep) && Contract == 0 &&
    ArmijoContract == 0) || ...
   (ArmijoContract == 1 && ArmijoAccept == 1)
   Termination=1;
   T_SP = 1;
   T_SP_Str = num2str(T_SP);
   v1 = 0.1;
   v2 = 0.1;
end

if ExpNum<=MaxExp && Termination == 0

% Centerpoint after DoE Run
if ExpNum == (DoEExpNum+1)
    %GradT = (sum(Conv.*(pt(1:DoEExpNum,4)>InitT))-sum(Conv.*(pt(1:DoEExpNum,4)<InitT)))/((DoEExpNum/2)*2*TSpan(3));
    %Gradtau = (sum(Conv.*(pt(1:DoEExpNum,2)>Inittau))-sum(Conv.*(pt(1:DoEExpNum,2)<Inittau)))/((DoEExpNum/2)*2*tauSpan(3));
    %Grad = [GradT;Gradtau];
    %beta = norm(Grad)^2/norm(GradOld)^2; % Fletcher-Reeves
    % beta = dot(Grad,(Grad-GradOld))/norm(GradOld)^2; % Polak-Ribiere
    %cg = Grad+beta*cg;
    cg = [1.7606E-3; -2.0264E-3];
    pt = [pt; ExpNum,Inittau,1,InitT];

    % Move along gradient after DoE
elseif ExpNum == (DoEExpNum+2)
    StepSize = Step/sqrt(cg(1)^2+cg(2)^2);
    if TSpan(1) == InitT || TSpan(2) == InitT && TSPConstraint == 1 % Constraint
        StepSize = Step/sqrt(cg(2)^2);
    elseif tauSpan(1) == Inittau || tauSpan(2) == Inittau % Constraint
        if Inittau+GradStep*cg(2)*StepSize < tauSpan(1) % Check tau
            taunew = tauSpan(1);
            tauConstraint = 1;
        elseif Inittau+GradStep*cg(2)*StepSize > tauSpan(2)
            taunew = tauSpan(2);
        else
            taunew = Inittau + GradStep*StepSize;
            tauConstraint = 1;
        end
    end
    Flush_Volume = 2*Vr; % Reduce minimum flush volume during gradient search
elseif tauSpan(1) == Inittau || tauSpan(2) == Inittau % Constraint
    if Inittau + GradStep*cg(2)*StepSize < tauSpan(1) % Check tau
        taunew = tauSpan(1);
        tauConstraint = 1;
    elseif Inittau + GradStep*cg(2)*StepSize > tauSpan(2)
        taunew = tauSpan(2);
    else
        taunew = Inittau + GradStep*StepSize;
        tauConstraint = 1;
    end
end
tauConstraint = 1;
else
    taunew = InitTau+GradStep*cg(2)*StepSize;
end
if InitT+GradStep*cg(1)*StepSize < TSpan(1) % Check T constraints
    Tnew = TSpan(1);
    TConstraint = 1;
elseif InitT+GradStep*cg(1)*StepSize > TSpan(2)
    Tnew = TSpan(2);
    TConstraint = 1;
else
    Tnew = round(InitT+GradStep*cg(1)*StepSize);
end
pt = [pt; ExpNum,taunew,1,Tnew];

% If first step along gradient decreases, contract step size
elseif (ExpNum == (DoEExpNum+3) && Conv(end)<max(Conv(5:end))) ||
    Contract == 1
    if Contract == 0 && tauConstraint == 1 && TConstraint == 1
        GradStep = 0;
        Index = [5,6];
    end
    if length(Conv) > 6
        [-,minIndex] = min(Conv([Index,end]));
        Index(minIndex) = length(Conv);
    end
    Contract = 1;
    GradStep = GradStep+1;
    taunew = mean([pt(Index(1),2),pt(Index(2),2)]);
    Tnew = round(mean([pt(Index(1),4),pt(Index(2),4)]));
    pt = [pt; ExpNum,taunew,1,Tnew];

% If second to last step along gradient is max, contract step size
elseif ArmijoContract == 1
    GradStep = GradStep+1;
    StepSize = Step/sqrt(cg(1)^2+cg(2)^2);
    if TSpan(1) == InitT || TSpan(2) == InitT % Check if InitT is on constraint
        StepSize = Step/sqrt(cg(2)^2);
    elseif tauSpan(1) == InitTau || tauSpan(2) == InitTau % Check if InitTau is on constraint
        StepSize = Step/sqrt(cg(1)^2);
    end
    if pt(MaxIndex,2)+ArmijoStep^GradStep*cg(2)*StepSize <
        tauSpan(1) % Check tau constraints
            taunew = tauSpan(1);
            tauConstraint = 1;
        elseif pt(MaxIndex,2)+ArmijoStep^GradStep*cg(2)*StepSize >
            tauSpan(2)
            taunew = tauSpan(2);
            tauConstraint = 1;
        else
            taunew = pt(MaxIndex,2)+ArmijoStep^GradStep*cg(2)*StepSize;
if pt(MaxIndex,4)+ArmijoStep^GradStep*cg(1)*StepSize < TSpan(1) % Check T constraints
    Tnew = TSpan(1);
    TConstraint = 1;
elseif pt(MaxIndex,4)+ArmijoStep^GradStep*cg(1)*StepSize > TSpan(2)
    Tnew = TSpan(2);
    TConstraint = 1;
else
    Tnew = round(pt(MaxIndex,4)+ArmijoStep^GradStep*cg(1)*StepSize);
end
pt = [pt; ExpNum,taunew,l,Tnew];

% If conversion is increasing along gradient, continue
elseif ExpNum > DoEExpNum+2
    GradStep = GradStep+1;
    if Inittau+GradStep*cg(2)*StepSize < tauSpan(l) % Check tau constraints
        taunew = tauSpan(l);
        tauConstraint = 1;
    elseif Inittau+GradStep*cg(2)*StepSize > tauSpan(2)
        taunew = tauSpan(2);
        tauConstraint = 1;
    else
        taunew = Inittau+GradStep*cg(2)*StepSize;
    end
    if InitT+GradStep*cg(1)*StepSize < TSpan(1) % Check T constraints
        Tnew = TSpan(1);
        TConstraint = 1;
    elseif InitT+GradStep*cg(1)*StepSize > TSpan(2)
        Tnew = TSpan(2);
        TConstraint = 1;
    else
        Tnew = round(InitT+GradStep*cg(1)*StepSize);
    end
    pt = [pt; ExpNum,taunew,l,Tnew];
end
pt_history(ExpNum,:) = pt(ExpNum,:);
rxn_time=pt(ExpNum,2);
ratio=pt(ExpNum,3);
T_SP=pt(ExpNum,4);
T_SP_Str=num2str(T_SP);
Q=Vr/rxn_time;
v1=Creator*Q/C1;
v2=Creator*Q/C2;
v3=0;
v4=0;
v5=0;
v6=0;
end
cond=[v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v6 Q T_SP rxn_time ratio];

NextExpFlag=ExpNum;
FlowRateFlag=1;
end

Inject_time=Flush_Volume/Q*60; \% (s)
Flush_time=Inject_time+Analysis_time*60; \% (s)
Total_time=Flush_time+15; \%\%Fix

Residence Time Ramp

T_SPvec = [50,50,50];
TotExp=length(T_SPvec);
alpha = log(1/(1-Slope));

Creactor = 4.262;
C1 = 4;
C2 = 4;
C3 = 2;
C4 = 2;
C5 = 2;

if i<=1
   ExpNum=1;
   NextExpFlag=0; FlowRateFlag=0;
   v1=10; v2=10; v3=0; v4=0; Q=1; rxn_time=1; Max=0; ratio=1;
   Data=[0; 0];
   Termination=0; Flush_time=1E7; Total_time=1E7;
end

if ExpNum>TotExp
   Termination=1;
   T_SP=50;
   T_SP_Str=num2str(T_SP);
   v1 = 70;
   v2 = 70;
   v3 = 70;
end
if ExpNum<=TotExp
   if t < 300
      rxn_time=tau_0;
   else
      rxn_time=tau_0+alpha*(t-300)/60;
   end
   tau_integral=max(tau_0,(1-exp(-alpha))*)((t-300)/60+tau_0/alpha));
   ratio=1;
   T_SP = T_SPvec(ExpNum);
   T_SP_Str=num2str(T_SP);
   Q=Vr/rxn_time;
   v1=Q/C1;
   v2=Q/C2;
   v3=(Creactor/C3-1)*Q;
   v4=Creactor*Q/C4;
v5=Creactor*Q/C5;
v6=0;
end
cond=[v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v6 Q T_SP rxn_time ratio];
FlowRateFlag=1;
Inject_time = 1;
Total_time=(2.5/Slope+10)*60;

Concentration Ramp

Cmax = 4;
Cmin = 0.25;
slope = 0.05; % M/min
trun = 2*((Cmax-Cmin)/slope+5)*60;
tmax = 2*trun;
TotExp=1;

Creactor = 1;
C1 = 2;
C2 = 2;
C3 = 2;
C4 = 2;
C5 = 2;

if i<=1
   ExpNum=1;
   NextExpFlag=0; FlowRateFlag=0;
   v1=10; v2=10; v3=0; v4=0; Q=1; rxn_time=1; Max=0; ratio=1;
   Data=[0; 0];
   Termination=0; Flush_time=1E7; Total_time=1E7;
end

if ExpNum>TotExp
   Termination=1;
   ratio = 2;
   T_SP=50;
   T_SP_Str=num2str(T_SP);
   v1 = Creactor*Q/2*ratio/4.262;
   v2 = Creactor*Q/2*ratio/4.262;
   v3 = Creactor*Q/2*(1-ratio/4.262);
end
if ExpNum<=TotExp
   time = mod(t,tmax/2);
   if time <= 5*60
      ratio = Cmax;
   elseif time <= trun/2
   ...
ratio = (trun/2-time)/(trun/2-300)*(Cmax-Cmin)+Cmin;
elsif time <= trun/2+5*60
    ratio = Cmin;
else
    ratio = (time-trun/2-300)/(trun/2-300)*(Cmax-Cmin)+Cmin;
end
T_SP = 50;
T_SP_Str=num2str(T_SP);
rxn_time = 2;
Q=Vr/rxn_time;
v1=Creactor*Q/2*ratio/4.262;
v2=Creactor*Q/4*ratio/4.262;
v3=Creactor*Q/2*(1-ratio/4.262);
v4=Creactor*Q/C4;
v5=Creactor*Q/C5;
v6=0;
end
cond=[v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v6 Q T_SP rxn_time ratio];
FlowRateFlag=1;
Inject_time = 1;
Total_time=tmax;
Appendix K: MATLAB Code to Generate Optimization Plots

```matlab
function OptPlot(T,t,X)

% Production
cmap = colormap;
Font = 25;
Xc = ceil(size(cmap,1) * (X-.4)/(.9-.4));
a = axes('FontSize',Font);
axis(a,[0,30,120,240])
hold on

% line([2,30],[120,120],'Color','r','LineStyle',':','LineWidth',5)
line([30,30],[120,240],'Color','r','LineStyle',':','LineWidth',5)
% line([2,30],[240,240],'Color','r','LineStyle',':','LineWidth',5)
line([2,2],[120,240],'Color','r','LineWidth',5)

for i = 1:length(X)
    plot(t(i),T(i),'o','MarkerSize',12,'MarkerFaceColor',cmap(Xc(i),:),
         'MarkerEdgeColor',cmap(Xc(i),:),'LineWidth',2)
    % if i < length(X)
    %     text(t(i),T(i),'
    %         ',num2str(X(i)-rem(X(i),0.01))
    %             ,'HorizontalAlignment','left','VerticalAlignment','top','FontSize',Font,'FontWeight','normal')
    %     text(t(i),T(i),[num2str(i)],'HorizontalAlignment','right','VerticalAlignment','middle','FontSize',Font)
    % else
    %     text(t(i),T(i),num2str(X(i)-rem(X(i),0.01)),'HorizontalAlignment','left','VerticalAlignment','top','FontSize',Font)
    %     text(t(i),T(i),num2str(i),'HorizontalAlignment','right','VerticalAlignment','middle','FontSize',Font)
    % end
end

h=colorbar;
set(h,'YTickLabel',linspace(0.4,0.9,6),'FontSize',Font);
set(h,'YTick',linspace(1.5,64.5,6));
xlabel('Residence Time (min)','FontSize',Font)
ylabel('Temperature (°C)','FontSize',Font)

% Conversion
% cmap = colormap;
% Font = 25;
% Xc = ceil(size(cmap,1) * (X-0.55)/0.25);
%
```
```matlab
% a = axes('FontSize',Font);
% axis(a,[0,30,35,135])
% line([2,30],[30,30],'Color','r','LineStyle',':' , 'LineWidth',5)
% line([30,30],[30,130],'Color','r','LineStyle',':', 'LineWidth',5)
% line([2,30],[130,130],'Color','r','LineStyle',':', 'LineWidth',5)
% line([2,2],[30,130],'Color','r','LineStyle',':', 'LineWidth',5)
% hold on
% for i = 1:length(X)
% plot(t(i),T(i),'o','MarkerSize',12,'MarkerFaceColor',cmap(Xc(i),:), 'MarkerEdgeColor',cmap(Xc(i),:),'LineWidth',2)
% % if i < length(X)
% % text(t(i),T(i),'[num2str(X(i))]', 'HorizontalAlignment','left', 'VerticalAlignment','middle','FontSize',Font,'FontWeight','normal')
% % else
% % text(t(i),T(i),'[num2str(X(i))]', 'HorizontalAlignment','right', 'VerticalAlignment','middle','FontSize',Font,'FontWeight','normal')
% % end
% end
% h=colorbar;
% set(h,'YTickLabel',linspace(0.55,0.8,6),'FontSize',Font);
% set(h,'YTick',linspace(1.5,64.5,6));
% xlabel('Residence Time (min)','FontSize',Font)
% ylabel('Temperature (^oC)','','FontSize',Font)
```
Appendix L: MATLAB CODE TO COMPILE IR AUTO-EXPORT DATA

function PKConv(N) % N = number of output files

Exp = 'Experiment 2012-05-24 17-18'; % Experiment name

if length(N) == 1
    N = [1, N];
end

tic
twrite = fopen([Exp, '.txt'], 'wt');
for fnum = N(1):N(2)
    fnum
    if fnum < 10
        fid = fopen(['\Kfjserver\KFJ_Swap\Jason\IR Experiments\', Exp, '\', Exp, '_000', num2str(fnum), '_Spectrum.csv']);
    elseif fnum < 100
        fid = fopen(['\Kfjserver\KFJ_Swap\Jason\IR Experiments\', Exp, '\', Exp, '_00', num2str(fnum), '_Spectrum.csv']);
    elseif fnum < 1000
        fid = fopen(['\Kfjserver\KFJ_Swap\Jason\IR Experiments\', Exp, '\', Exp, '_0', num2str(fnum), '_Spectrum.csv']);
    else
        fid = fopen(['\Kfjserver\KFJ_Swap\Jason\IR Experiments\', Exp, '\', Exp, '_', num2str(fnum), '_Spectrum.csv']);
    end
    A = textscan(fid, '%s', 'delimiter', ',');
    fclose(fid);
    B = A{1};
    for i = 1:(length(B)/2)
        C = B(2*i-1);
        D = B(2*i);
        IRWaveNum(1,i) = str2num(C(2:end-1));
        IRIntensity(1,i) = str2num(D(2:end-1));
    end
    if fnum == 1
        fprintf(twrite, '%f	', IRWaveNum);
        fprintf(twrite, '
');
        fprintf(twrite, '%f	', IRIntensity);
        fprintf(twrite, '
');
    else
        fprintf(twrite, '%f	', IRIntensity);
        fprintf(twrite, '
');
    end
end
fclose(twrite);
toc